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western as wen as on national and international topics. «Poet
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the New Mexico QU4Tterl,! Review is already very low in comparison to other
magazines of its kind. Yet we are offering special rates
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yernon Young divides his energies

THE
and interests between theater (act.·
EDITOR'S CORNER ing and directing. in association with

-r

W

.l

NEW MEXICO AU·
THO R S. VEltNON YOUNG'S "'Frank.
Waters: ··Problems of the ·Regional
Imperative" ·is the first of a number
of articles on New Mexico writers
which will be ron from time to time
in the Quarterly. The purpose of
the series, besideS giving a comprehensive account of the work of the
particular authors. is to gather a
body of criticism of the positive and
negative aspects and directions of
the literature produced in this region. New Mexico has perhaps more
writers and artists per capita .than
any other state in the union. Far
from being a narrowly conceived
"regional project," the series aims at
evaluating· ourselves in universal
terms .and also in terms of the cul·
ture of the SouthwesL
Born in London, England, in
1911, Mr. Young has lived in this
country almost continuously since
1924. first in New York City and .
Connecticut. later in California.
Montana. Arizona. and New Mexico.
. A graduate of the University of California (Berkeley). he taught English
there and at San Francisco State
College. On his way to Harvard and
further graduate work in 194!. he
stopped in New Mexico and has
been here on and off since. New
Mexico plays that tridon many
visitors.

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol19/iss3/1

his wife Pat Corelli) and literary
criticism. His last theatrical venture
was the direction of Antigone and
the .T,rant, from the French of Jean
Anuihl. staged in Santa Fe on August 18-19 of this year by the Corelli
Players as one of the activities of
the newly organized New Mexico
Alliance for the Arts.
Mr. Young's essays on literature.
cinema. and the theater have appeared in Hudson Review, An"z.ona

Quarterl" Accent, Rocl, Mountain
Review, Southwest Review, and NM
QR. His essay liThe Art of Katherine Anne Porter:' NMQR, Autumn.
1945. was reprinted in American
Thought - 1947 (Gresham Press.
New York). and also translated iiuo
German. Since the fall of 1946, Mr.
Young has been Southwest Book Edi·
tor for Arizona Quarterl,.
' " GU EST ARTIST. III.
KENNETH M. ADAMs, our third guest
artist, a native of Topeka. has lived
in New Mexico since 19'4. He
settled first in Taos where he was a
member of its art colony until moving to Albuquerque in 1938. He had
previously studied at the Art Insti·
tute of Chicago. Art Students'
League of New York. and in France
and Italy. Some thirty honors and
piizes have been. awarded him. and
he is represented in many public
galleries and private collections.
Besides doing oils. water colors
and life drawings. he has illustr;lted
continued on page 40J
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Ross Calvin

SOME SOUTHWESTERN
~d:'" \
NAT U R A L IS T S
'"p-H'~'''

J':!!r~"'Il'J""""\~.... JUST A CENTURY

has passed smce the vast, undefined land. formerly known as Nuevo Mexico was transferred by the treaty of Guadalupe-l;Iidalgo to the United States. Ten years
before that time flora and fauna of the country were about as little known as those of
AntarctiCa today. Of the vast' hinterland back. from the margin
.of the Santa Fe Trail and the old Rio Grande Toad, AngloAmericans, except for the scouts K..it Carson, Pauline Weaver,
the trappers James O. Pattie and son, and a handful of o~ers,
knew almost nothing. ~rom the mowfields of the Truchas.Peaks '
at the end of the Colorado Rockies, down across the Stake~
Plains to the then undiscovered CarlSbad.Cavern, and lvestWard
to the desert that stretches down into~ Sonora, the rich plant and
animal life persisted as it held been for ages, practically unstudied
and, except in a few ~eas, p~cti.ca1ly undisturbed.
But with the Anglo-American invasion intensivestudy~egan,
and the knowledge amassed was quickly made available to the
public. At,Washington it was not at first known/whether the
Southwest was actually worth taking, and if so, wheth.er it ,was
worth keeping. The man who convinced authorities at Washington was a young West Point officer, Lieut~ William H. - .
Emory. He was attached to Gen. Stephen W. Kearny's command
that was grandiosely named the ~y of the West, although
when crossing the desert it.amoupted to one hundred dragoons.
. Emory, of course, had his military duties. but in addition to

t ..""

289
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them, he was directed to map the route, collect botanic, ethnographic and other data which "would give the government some
idea, of the regions traversed:'
i The account of his journey was published in 1848 under the
title A Military Reconnaissance, and although now long out of
print, it is still well known among book fanciers, and continues
to be a riCh mine of information. The Reconnaissance treats not
.merely a state, as such an account would do nowadays, but pretty ,_ .
much of .the far Southwestern region; for at that time Nuevo
Mexico was an undefined tract whose more or less mythical
boundaries included parts of what are now Colorado. Texas.
Oklahoma and all of Arizona. So hazy were the bounds on some
of the earliest maps that the seventeenth century ,Spaniards were
content to allow that three of their provinces. Florida. Nuevo
Mexico and California spanned' the entire North American
continent.
Although Emory made copious notes on archeological and
ethnographic matten. it is his account of the plaqt life which
concerns us het'(. Most of .his specimens he sent a little later to
Dr. John Torrey of Princeton for classification; but his material
on the cacti he submitted to the famous Dr. George Engelmann of St. Louis. who knew more about that family of plants
than any American of his time. Although there were no cameras
in those days. Emory had in his party a highly competent illustrator named Stanly, who drew pictures of his plants. And to
one who knows the Cactaceae, it is fair to say thatMr. Stanly'S
drawings are recognizable at a glance. Since he depicted with
photographic accuracy such plants as the prickly pear. the elkhorn. and the night-blooming cereus. Dr. Engelmann. apparently, had no difficulty in sorting them out. .
•
Yet on one of them, it may be remarked. Dr. Engelmann. certainly slipped. It was the one which he proposed to christen
Mammillaria aggregata. The plant was sketched near the Santa
Rita copper. mine, and the famous Kneeling Nun Mountain-

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol19/iss3/1
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which then had no name among Anglo-Americans. As one who
studied cacti in that locality Several years... I have no hesitation·
in saying that the plaq,t in question is not a Mammillaria at all, ,<
but. an EchinC?cereus-the species coctineus. No Mammillaria
t:hereabout has such a habit of growth as is depicted, while the
other genus is common near the Kneeling'Nun.
,
Professor Torrey prepared a detailed cata1~e of what Emory
fancied was u a complete history of the botany. of, the country:'
and had it illustrated with <;areful drawings. ~ong the many
, new sPecies listed 'were a glossy-leafed oak later named after its
disCov~rer ,as Quercus emoryi, and a pew ash tree from the
'. Mimbt:es (Black) Range named Fra"inus velutina. ,But Emory's '"
,collecting Was not. nearly $0 thorough as he seems to have believed, for he missed a great many species from his' lack of time ~
to go adventuring into' the mountains. Another great deficiency
came from the fact that he saw only late-summer flowers, or
plants that had already gone to seed.,
,
As it turned out, it was not Li~ut. Emory but Dr.F. Adolphus
Wislizenus, a physician .attached: to Col. A. W. Doniphan's
eXPedition which had preceded Emory down the' Rio Grande,'
by only a few weeks, who obtained the honor of introducing
to American botanists three of, the most characteristic of all-.
desert plants, the barrel cactus, the OCotillo and the creosote.
In his journal for August 5, 1846, Dr. Wislizenus writes:
,

/

'

'

Before reaching'Dona Ana I m~t on the road with the largest.
-cactus of the kind I have'ever seen. It was an oval Echinocactus
with enormous fishhook-like prickles, measuring i~~ height four
feet, and in the largest circumference six feet and eight' inches.
-, It had ydlow flowers, and at the same time seed, both of which
. I took along, with some of the ribs.
...-The discoverer was fortunate in seeing so large a specimen; for
plants of that size are. rare.
And in the same locality on the desenknown as the Jornada

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1949
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del Muerto (Dead Man's Joumey) , Wislizenus collected at the
same time the. ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens) , scarlet-ftowered,
menacing, most DJ.Za1Te of all Southwestern shrubs. Add to this
the fact that on August 1 he had collected near Fra Cristobal
Peak the creosote bush, then called Larrea glutinosa, the most
widely distributed and most abundant'shrub on the desert, and
. Wislizenus will be seen to have earned for himself a secure niche
in botanical science. One is tempted to regret that the beautiful
olive-green plant was named finally for Coville; (Covillea glutinasa) , ~ much later botanist, instead of its discoverer.
Although Dr. Asa Gray, gro.test of all our botanists, never
made a collection. in the Southwest, he suggested the idea of
doing so to Charles Wright, who made several expeditions into
the region between 1849 and 1852. His field notebooks show
that he crossed the Rio Grande in the vicinity of the present Las
Cruces in July, 1851, working westward across the arid plains
toward Cook's Peak, and thence toward the Santa
, Rita mine,
then the only well-known landmark in that whole section of the
Territory. There he spent several days botanizing through the
locality in which Emory had preceded him, and where J. M.
Bigelow, George Thurber, E. L. Greene, O. B. Metcalfe and
other collectors would follow him, finally making the area one
of the best known "type localities" in the whole of New Mexico.
But Santa .Fe, botanically as in many other ways, is the best
known locality of all. It was here in 1841 that William Gamble
-whose name is perpetuated by a strikingly beautiful species
of quail-made the first plant collection in the Southwest. His
collections were classified .and described by Thomas Nuttall, a
great naturalist whose name is likewise perpetuated in the scientific nomenclature of various birds and plants. Gamble after a
time continued westward to California, and was followed by
\Vislizenus. But it was August Fendler who first worked the
ground thoroughly.
Fendler came from St. Louis over the Santa Fe Trail and

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol19/iss3/1
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arrived in the sleepy Mexican village at iti end in October '1846.
Emory was then on -his way down tl1e Rio Grande, belaboring
his pack-mules, keeping an: eye on the viameterattached lothe
axle of his howitzer, complaining in his notebook that the chief
flower color he observed was. only the plebeian yellow of the
composite family. But Fendler'was not interested in the yellow
composites o~ autuinn. He waited accordingly until early in the
spring of the following year to -begin his field work. Then.he set
about it with industry and thoroughness. Asa result" so Dr.
Paul C. Standley points out, Santa Fe is one of the few locali~es
in the state whose spring flora is now well mown. In ~ost
others, it may be pointed out, collecting has been done mafuly
.in the summer months.
Yet on the other hapd, Fendler, although he remained until
August, missed much of the interesting plant life that comes in
the mountainS after the rainy ~n in August and September.
,It is theaftemoon showers which OCCUI" al~ost daily then ~bo~e
the peaks and-high ridges that stir a multitude of tardy annuals'
into activity; and it is a well-known fact that collecting.in ~e
Sangre de Cristos is notably poor until the' early part of July..
But even with such a lack, Fendler's total is remarkably impressive. He sent his material to Dr. Asa Gray, who described it in
a tt:eatisecalled Plantae Fendlerianae~ and gleaned from it
many of our commonest Southwestern species. IJjl the long, ~
posing list of plants whose tyPe locality is Santa Fe, more than
twenty.,five perpetuate in their specific name the scientific industry of August ;Fendler. Over and over again one notes a reminder in such binomials as Abronia fendleri~ Echinocereus fendleri~ Rosa fendleri~Senedo fendleTi~ and so' on and on.
By the year 191,0 a list of 690 new species had been compiled
from New Mexic~a number which has been greatly expanded
since then-and of that remarkable number the great Dr. Gray
had described 173, more than any pther author. But alm<?st tied
with him for first place was his rival and stout opponept, Dr.
I

,0

•

"
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Edward Lee Greene, who not only described and classified his
material but collected it as well. To him belongs the honor
of introducing to science 171 new species.
Greene .~s in many ways the most interesting of all the Southwestern naturalists. Although he earned for himself a place in
the encyclopedia, I am indebted for some details of his personal
history to the yellowed manuscript pages of the old parish "register belonging to the Church of the Good Shepherd in Silver
City, New hfexico. In the precise rounded script of an English
clergyman named Edward Sylvan Cross, it is stated there that
the Rev. E.' L.· Greene arrived on foot at the new mining camp
in the year 1876. He had come from San Diego, California,
studying desert vegetation along the way, collecting specimens
and ~ng them to the Centennial World's Fair then about to
open in Philadelphia. Although so far as I know, Greene left no
published account of his long overland journey, it must have
been one l)f hardship -and constant peril, for at that time the
railroad was still a thing of the future, the intervening country
.almost .uninhabited, and the' solitary travelers and prospectors
were in ever-present danger from the Apaches who kept forever
breaking away from their reservations.
Iii spite of the fact that he had no credentials he settled down
as pastor to. the tiny Episcopal congregation there, and then
proceeded to spend ,most of his time in making botanical ex'"
plorations of the surrounding country. He had no hesitation, so
the chronicler states, in saying that he found botany more fascinating than theology. Then after about a year had elapsed, he
left Silver City, on foot as he had arrived.
But to him there must have been something very fascinating
about the rich collecting ground near the. Santa Rita copper
mine, as there had been to his predecessors; for about 1880 he
returned to' his charge at Silver City: At that time he must have
been collecting and writing at a furious rate, for in 1881 he
contributed no less than four articles to The Botanical Gazette,

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol19/iss3/1
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two to the, Bulletin of the Torrey Club, listing no. les$ than
m:enty-six new. species-some of'them to be disallowed,'however,
by later scientists. Within th~ next, two years he had discovered
several more, including the interesting Artemisia franseTioides~
a sage that grows not on blazing desertS but shaded by dense chill
forests of the Canadian zone like those at the summit of the
Pinos Altos MountaIns where he first noted the plant. And there
was one little-known small tree which seems to have afforded"'
him a sort of Roman holiday-the shrubby trefoil (Ptelea spp.).
-Years later he claimed:"'as recorded in "Contributions to the
.United States National Herbarium, No. 19"-to have ~overe4
no less than eleven varieties of it, and furnished a Latin name for
each,. More cautious later writers, .however, have lumped tl\em
all un4er the one name Ptelea tomentosa. Yet no one can deny
that he did an immense amount of valuable collecting and ~t
ing. A bibl~ography inclu~:!he titles of fifty-nine of his contrIbutions as published up' to' the year 1910. He discovered in
New Mexico a ne~ maple tree, a new ~ntian, a new rose, and
many' another plant.
The subsequent. history of Greene was hardly less dramatic.
After leaving Silver City the'secondtime, he went to California
and became pastor of an Episcopal church in. Berkeley. But in
1885 he renounced his.ministry ot some fifteen years standing
and entered the Roman Catholic Church as a layman. Nota
great while afterward he became professor of botany in the
"
University of California. Then some years later he joined the
faculty of the Cacllolic University in Washington. In 1893 when
the International Congress of Botamsts met in Chicago in connection with the Columbian World's Fair, Dr. Greene, then at
.the height of his fame,was elect~d by the botanists to be their
president.
Some years ago I happened to be. telling this story to· a priest
who was a member of the faculty at Notre Dame.'At the end he
mentioned, a remarkable coincidence. Said 'he, "I attended old '
.

I
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Dr, Greene as he lay dying in a hospital in Washington." Then
he added to the story later chapters as he knew them. and concluded by saying that the famous Greene herbarium had been
transferred from the Smithsonian to the ·museum at Notre Dame
where it still reposes. one of the treasures of the University.
So varied in topography. rainfall. and temperature is New
Mexicotbat the botanists have discovered to date probably well
over 3,000 speci~ of plants within the state. And for the same
reasons collectors of birds and mammals have done proportionately as well. Florence M. Bailey's authoritative Birds of Ntw
. Mexico, based as it is upon field work done by the Bureau of
Biological Surver.lists 381 species or subsPecies, and she believes
that about ~fteen additional ones are likely to occur within the
state, which makes an impressive total.
New Mexico has, furthermore, the distinction of being the
first state in which bird records were made by Europeans. The
records made by Coronado antedate by some~ eighty years those
made by Thomas Morton in New England.· In 1540 the great
Spaniard with a small force of soldiers came up northward from
the tropics through what is now Arizona, entered the present
bounds of New Mexico along the San Francisco River, proceeded to Zuni. and a little later to the Rio Grande at the point
near where Bernalillo now stands. After a sojourn there, his men
explored much of the eastern side of the state, and finally penetrated as far as Kansas into the heart of North America.
His chronicler, Castaneda, gave to science the first description
of the wild turkeys, or, as he called them, "cocks with great hanging chins." He , mentioned also "the tame eagles" kept by the
Indians, and related that in the fields near their pueblos "a very
~ large number of cranes and wild geese and blackbirds live on
what is sown." Such are the· sketchy beginnings of ornithology
in the United States.
After Coronado's journey nearly three hundred years elapsed
before Anglo-Americans came into the Southwest fOf the pur•.

j

.
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" pose of sCientific study. Then about 1820· a detachment from
Major Stephen Long's famous .cExpedition from Pittsburgh to
the Rocky Mountains" entered northeastem"New Mexico, made
observations, 'and later compiled an account of theit travels.
Twenty years later came William~am~le who published his
notes on the new and rare species he had observed in the Rocky
Mountains; ~d his accou~t W~ followed shortly after the Mexican War by those o~ Lieuts. W.H. Emory and James W. Abert~
And about the same time in the "Proceedings of -the Aca~emy of
Natural Science" (Philadelphia), a favorite medium for west~rn
explorers of the day, Cot George McCall published his uDescriptions of Several Species Believed to Have .:aeen HithertoUndescribed"
There began a fascinating new Chapter in natUral history
_when the United States army doctors began to collect and record
;birds. The roster of our region for the latter half of the nineteenth century includes such distinguished -names 'as Samuel
Woodhouse (1821-1904), Thomas C. Henry (d. 1877), Caleb
B. R. Kennerly (1830-1861), A. L. Heermann (1818-1865),
W. Anderson (1824-19il), Elliott Coues (1842-1899), Robert
W. Shufeldt (185Q-1934), E. 1,\. Mearns (1856-1916), the latter
attached to the Mexican Boundary Survey. As their routine
duties would leave them a good deal of leisure, the army doctors
were probably chosen in many ins~ces for their standing as "
naturalists.
The work of Dr. Henry may serve as an example of their
scientific ornithology. Near Fort"Webster, which stood near the
- Santa Rita copper mine, Henry secured Clbout the year 1855 the
typespeeimen (United States National Museum, Washington,
No. 206,021) of the Western Red-tail Hawk. This was the discovery of an interesting, noble bird, a real. contribution to" kience. In the same locality he took thetypespeeimen of the Western Nighthawk (CllOrdeiles minor henryi), whiCh was named in
his honor and deposited as No. 24,179 in tPe Philadelphia Aca\
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demy of Natural Science. And a few miles farther to the east,
along the Rio Mimbres he secured a rare red~naped sapsucker in
fall migration-a bird whose distribution is mapped as only half
a dozen small patches on the expanse of the state-which was
later placed in the United States National Museum and made
the type-'pecimen of its kind.
Mammalogy among the early naturalists of the west was much less anexaet science than botany, and in it trappers, hunters,
and ranchmen; rather than laboratory scientists, provided most
of the interesting data. More recently, under the influence of
the United States Biological Survey, the study has taken an economic tre~d with emphasis on methods of effective protection of
the various game aniInals, with increasingly strict control of the
larger predators and rodent pests.
The reports of the field men have -had one consistent, melancholy refrain-the disappearance of the elk, the mountain sheep,
the ~izzly bear and the buffalo. The magnificent Merriam
elk has now been totally exterminated in New Mexico, althou:gh
for many years attempts have been made to restock its, range
artificially. In 1874 the zoologist J. A. Allen published a statement by one E. D. Mecham, an old Rocky Mountain guide, that
he had seen elk as far south as the Mexican border, and had encountered huge. droves of th~m containing as many as 2,000 animals in the southern part of New Mexico. It seems probable "
that these great herds were in the vicinity of Elk MouIita1n, a .
sort of northern extremity of the Mogollons, which was fot:JIlerly·
a favorite haunt. But they disappeared, so a famous old,'backwoodsman and bear hunter, Nat Straw, told me, a~er the winter
of 1886 with its deep, crusted snows. Nowadays on~ is lucky to
find iil some remote ranch house a pair of their weathered
·antlers.
And the giant silvertip grizzly, the Ursus honibilis, has gone
too. An animal of the variety kno~ as the Copper Mine grizzly
was ,taken near Santa Rita by J. H. Clark aoout 1852 and sent
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to the United States National Museum'where its skull.was cata'logued ~ the ty~ s~~en. The silvertips were savaFe beasts,
and Pattte noted m-l$ .JOurnal for De~mber 3,1824,' uA bear
."'" . '
having chased one of our men into camp, we killed it.n And.he
s~·also of an Apache chief called Mocho Mano who had a
han~ bitten off by a bear. As late as 1936 Uncle JinUnie McKenlia in his Black Range Tales mentioned a prospectOr friend
of 1& near Kingston who had· once been laid up for three
months by a blow from a she bear's paw. Such ferocity was constantly, talked of by early adventurers and naturalists.
. Mountain sheep or bighorn which were once abundant in
New M~xico now appear to have only a precarious hold on survival. The Mexican species is still found in small numbers on
Big Hatchet Peak near the border; yet when Dr. Mearns w~
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making fiei~ trIps in the l~ity, it was reported to be common
there as late as .1890.
But it is the bison which is most lamented of all the vanished
species. The first European to see and describe tlleanimal was
Cortez who in 1521 saw one, a captive ~n the menagerie which·
. Montezuma maintained in his capital, now Mexico City_ It was .
of course, several .hundred miles south of its .native habitat.
Twenty years .later Coronado's party encountered great herds'of
buffalo from the Pecos (The River of· Cows) on eastward, and
he described the southern plains as being "full of crooked ~ack
oxen:'
In 1823 along the Canadian River in New Mexico Major
Long's party recorded herds of buffalo, antelope and wild horses;
and in the following year Pattie mentions the killing of buff~o
in the same lOcality. But in 1840 the zoologist Allen says 'that
they no longer ranged west of the Pecos; and Lieut. A. W.
Whipple conducting his survey party in 1853 recorded the pres- .
ence of Indian buffalo hunters on the plains east of the New
Mexico line, but none west of it. Finally, Allen in 1859 states
that the buffalo are all gone; and returning in 1879, he was told
that none had been seen in New Mexico for many years. Nowa. days in ublowouts" among the sandhills near the Texas line I
have the melancholy satisfaction of finding sometimes their
teeth and crumbling bones.
That magnificent wild life which the early Spanish explorers
beheld in the mountains and on the plains of a free, unravished
North America no man will ever behold again. And the same, is
poignantly true of the American naturalists who explored the
western part of their great country in the second half of the
nineteenth century. The pity is that their labor stirred in the
nation no deeper interest than it did, inspired no greater effort
toward wise conservation.
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THE GREAT DREAM OF
PAPA RAGETTl

always wore his hac I don't mean he wore it
as you and I would, .as a ~overingfor the head when outdoors.
Papa Ragetti wore his hat all ·the time.
On th~ street there was nothing odd about
it, but he wore ~t
....
all day long in the delicatessen where he worked, and no one
who ever came to the flat where he and ~am~ Ragetti lived,
caught him with it off. The hat was a part of him. As much a
part of him as the large~red nose (vino), and the cc:muortable'
round s~omach (taglierlni).
.
When the Ragettis first moved to Brooklyn this habit of his
naturally received a lot of attention. To the young fry it Was a
subject for fiendish giee. To the housewives it was a matter for.
serious speculation: Did Papa Ragetti wea:r his hat to 'bed, or, .
. didn't he?
1
There were two schools of thought on the vital subject. One
faction, basing its findi~gs on simple but profound logic, deelared that it was ridiculous to suppose' a man would go to sleep
with his hat on. He would not only be uncomfortable; he would,
PAPA RAGETTI
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asa direct consequence. be profoundly unhappy. for where was
the wife who would tolerate such a serious departure from the
pa~ of the norm?
Since the SPeaker for this group was a woman who had for
many years lived in seeming complaisance with a spouse obviously bent on exploring each tortuous road in the sprawling field
of alcoholi~, her worthy opponents dismissed this contention
'with a wave of the hand.
The opposing sect supported its conclusion with evidence of
a visual kind. Anyone could see, they argued, that the hat was
bent up sharply in the back, as though Pappa Ragetti were
walking with a strong wind behind him. 'Vhat about this defiance to the basic law of gravity. m-m? \Vhat caused this phenomenon? The question hung suspended in the air.
No one dared to ask Mama Ragetti. In Brooklyn there is a
strict code of behavior, and it does not include prying into a new
neighbor's nocturnal habits, until he becomes like one of the
family. This transition usually takes place in from two to six
months, depending on the garrulity of the new arrival, and the
verbal adroitness of her closest neighbors.
The women in the neighborhood, over many cups of afternoon coffee, decided to grit their teeth and wait it out. Maybe'
there would be a fire some night soon, God forbid, and then
they'd know. Meanwhile, Mama Ragetti settled into her new
rooms as comfortably as her poodle settled on the bedspread,
unaware of
the tentacles of. curiosity reaching toward her with
delicate greed.
Maybe after twenty-seven years of married life, Mama Ragetti
didn't see anything queer in her husband wearing his hat ,all the
time. She certainly never seemed to notice it. When, a week or
so after her arrival, she asked Mrs. Markovitch (third floor
rear) , and Mrs. Stanislawsky (third floor front), to have a cup
of afternoon coffee with her, she surely did not behave as though
her life contained anything out of the ordinary.
c}

,

."
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The ladies looked at the fu~ture and were polite; they looked
at the poodle and were admiring. They settled'on chairs around
the kitchen table, smoo~ed~eir housedresses, sweetened.their
coffee, and praised the cake. They did all these things, but they
never for one moment lost sight of their goal, which was the' hat.
Or rather, the reason for the hat. But when Mrs. Markovitch,
who was· known throughout the neighborhood for her subtle
probing, guardedly brought the subject around to PaJ>3: Ragetti
and the peculiar habits of men in general, Mama side-stepped
the trap without bein~aware of its existence.
UMen are funny," she agreed in her careful English. uPapa
works in delicatesseri~··but he dreams of music. All the. time,
music!"
This threw the ladies. The hat was forgotten in a rush of
apprehension. After all, the walls in the Oats were thin, and there
were prac;tical i~ues to be faced then and there. "You mean he
maybe plays a horn?" asked Mrs. Markovitch, nervously.
Mama Ragetti smiled and shook her head. UNo, Papa don't
play. He wants to listen. With him it's a dream. A big, important dream.- To listen:'
Mrs. Markovitch was confused. She jerked her head in the
direction of the small
radio. uA dreamt Don't he listen on that?
,
It's broke maybe?"
Mama Ragetti said no. She said: UYou know how queer men
are?"
.
The ladies nodded their heads. They knew how queer 'men
were.
IIWell," explained Mama Ragetti, on the radio it's no gt>od.
Oh, he listens, but that's not the dream. The dream is across the
river in Metropolitan Opera House. You see, Papa readsthe~
paper all through every Sunday. He sees.in this one part all
ladies and gentlemen dressed up highly. They smile into the
'camera like they are very. happy. Papa reads that they.:.are in this
place to hear great ones sing, so he is always figuring with pen-'

_
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ci1 and paper the cost"-she ticked off the items on her"fingers
as she went along-Uto dress me highly. To dress him highly.
For best seats in Opera House so he shouldn't miss anything.
For taxi· there, and" -she paused impressively-"also. retum.u
The ladies looked at each other~ trying to assimilate this landslide of information. Mrs. Stanislawsky's facile emotions rose· to
the surface in protest. "But the moneyI From where comes the
money he should have this crazy dream?" Her eyes grew cun·
ning. UHe inherits?" She waited breathlessly.
. Mama shook her bead firmly. UNo:' She pointed proudly to
the baking powder can standing in redand white·splendor on
the shelf about the sink. "Every Saturday night when delicatessen pays, Papa puts a little in can, so some day he will have,
this dream come true. To go to Opera HQuse in taxi; to be with
people highly dressed; to have picture in paper; .to hear the
music." Mama didn't feel that she had explained very well.
ULike Caruso," she concluded lamely.
~fr.. Stanislawsky', world righted itself. She was on firm
ground once more. "He'. dad," she stated flatly.
U\Vho?" Mama'~ voice wa apprehensive.
"CarulC. That', who. He', dadl" Mn. Stanislawaky settled
herself mort? firmly in her chair and prepared to argue her case.
Mama disappointed her. "That is bad: but to Papa it makes
no difference. To him, all who ling in this Opera House-all
are Caruso. To Papa, ~he name means nothing•. All are great•.
Papa will listen. It is the dream for him.u
1\lrs. Markovitch was no fool. She waited politely for Mama's
explanation to cease; then, having separated the wheat from the
chaff, she delicately pinked Mama's conversational armor in its
most vulnerable spot. "Picture ~n paper? He wants his picture
should be in the paper?"
Mama was abashed at her slip, but rallied to the defense of
her absent spouse. "Seems like such is the custom. All. these
others who go to this place, their pictures come in the paper.
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,fi Papa'gdes,'his picture aiso willbe~N()?" She lookedquestion~
inglyat het guests.
'
'
The ladies were appalled at such ignorance.SinceM~.,Stanislawsky's volatile emotions threatened to render. her inarticulate"
Mrs.. Markovitch took it upon hersel~ to, straighten Mama
Ragetti out regarding SQCiety .in general. She siniledgpmly and
began.
"Mr. Ragetti is maybe apolitical.man?"
Mama shook. her head fiimly.
"Isrich-~ery rich?"
Mama shook her head.
"So is maybe ,a big man in society: maldng with· automobile?
Long shiny ones?"
Mama shook her head feebly.
}

feb a pillar from the church? A big,' rich church?1I
Mama's head ~wed in shame.
'.
'
Mrs,Markovit~was ~otone to spire the rod and spoil th~
child. She voiced the, obvious conclusion. uNo.picturesl" she
'said firmly, UNo pictures, posi~iveln
Mrs. Stanialawsky, having regain~ temporary command of
her emnt emotions, cinched ~he deal by patting Mama Raptti',
shoulder sympathetically, ~IYou should live so longl" she
breathed,
.
b

The map clea~y states that Brooklyn is ,a borough, but, it
really i~nJt. It's It chy, and Il sophilticated~ityatthat•. Its 'inhabitants. if given time toatch their collective .breath, become
used. to anything, no matter how ~d. They not ,only become
used to strange things; they accept them as a matter of course,. \
. and that iathe trademark of th~ true sophisticate.
So' in a short time Brooklyn accepted Papa ~getti and his
hat. Mrs. Markovitch (thir4 Hoor rear) , and Mrs. Stani~lawsky
(third floor front) ,had done their job well. When the neigh- .
hors looked at Papa Ragetti, they were no longer concerned
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with. the hat. They had reached a simple conclusion in regard
to that object. If he'didn't wear his hat to bed, then he wasn't
so very
different hom them. If he did wear it to bed, then
he was a fool, and that was that.
-No, it wasn't the hat people thought of when they looked at"
Papa Ragetti now. Their curiosity went deeper than that. They
won~ered just what he hoped to gain by filling that baking
powder can with money. fveryone in the neighborhood knew
he'd never have his-picture in the paper. Why should any cameraman with a grain of sense ask Papa Ragetti to pose for a
photOgraph when, for the asking, the Vanderbilts and party
would smile so delightfully? It was as Mrs. Duval told Mrs. Stanislawsky, "of all impossibility:' No one believed in the dream.
No one but Mama Ragetti, who had heard it so often that, to
"her, it was as real and familiar as Papa's ~at.
To the anticipatory Ragettis, it seemed that Tim~ walked
with leaden feet; but for each dragging step the tyrant took,
. there was a tinkling echo that caine hom the baking powder
can as it opened its greedy mouth. But the voracious can, "filled'
to the point where hunger was only a remote dream, amiably
repaid its benefactors in ikind. In its satiety, it disgorg~d silver
metal, and this Mama exchanged for gold satin. In its abundance, it gave up green paper, and this Papa exchanged for
black broadcloth. Time, the Master, was slowly becoming time,
the servant.
The night Papa Ragetti bought the tickets was one to be remembered. He pulled a small table over to the window and
laid the tickets on it. He settled comfortably in the rocker beside
the table and gave himself up to a blissful contemplation of life
in general, and the tickets in particular. His eyes shone dimly in
the shadow of his hat brim. "Puccini," he whispered ,to Mama.
"Santa Marfa! Puccinil" Papa was a happy man.
Mama was happy too. When at last the night of nights arrived
she dreSsed more carefully than ever before in· her life. The yel-
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low satin slippers pinched a bit, but Mama didn~t feelthe pain.
The yellow satin dress was a bit tight in spots, but Mama didn't
feel' the tesh·iction. A medium-~ized orchid' rode ..iJ;1. solitary
, splendor. on'herample bosom. Mama sighed with satisfaction at .
het reflection in-the mirror. She was replete with the good. things
of l i f e . '
.
.
. What woman' caD. resist feminineapprovaJ.? Mama Ragetti
sailed down the stairs to the third floor rear, leaving Papa to
finish dressing, and she got just What she went after. Mrs. Markovitch called up all .the adj~tives at her command, in both her
native and adoptedtongues.S~emanaged to leave M3,JIla Ragetti slightly confused but amply satisfied in her choic~ of ladies'
.'ready-ta-wear.
. Mrs. StanislawSky's ·reaction, whens~e was summoned by a
knock on the wall, was even'more complimentary. In keepmg
with her temperament,e she stared at Mania for a moment with
glazing eyes, suffered a rush of blood to the head, and wasrenderedspeech~ess. "Oil" she moaned ecstatically. "Oilttand just
tlten Papa called up the stair well to lei Mama know that bOth
he and the taxi were at the' front door. Mama flew. .
~
On the following Sunday the 'flats became a beehive oj activity. People who were known to be in the habit of remaining in
b~d untilten or even el~ven o'clock on that day. of rest, wer~ seen _
standing,&tthe hallways e~rly in the" morning, grimly waiting for .
the paper boy to come. Mrs. Markovitch was known to have
grabbed the Journal from the boy in anything but a polite manner and to have disappeared with her prize i~to the comparative
solitude of third floor rear, from wh.ich sheemerged~aful1 fifteen minutes later, only to rush to the. third DO,or front. Mrs.
StaniSlawsky took the Mirror..
By eleven o'clock that morning ~veryone knew.' the bitter
~th. There just wasn't a picture of the Ragettis in 'any section
of any paper. They just hadn't made the.grade. Every picture in
every paper had been scanned ,with an intensity that would have
I
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made the editor flush with pleasure. Each man and each woman,
doubting the acuteness of vision in others" examined each picture tobis or her own satisfaction. The only exception was Mrs.
Stanislawsky, who was so overwhelmed by mixed emotions 'that
it was impossible ~ot her to see thepietures, because of the
apPearance of large varicolored spots before her eyes. This situation was, bowever,remedied by Mrs. Markovitch, who ~eroi.
cally put aside her personal feelings and did double duty without even feeling the weight of the added burden•.
When, about three o'clock, Mama JUgetti appeared .Qn the
front porch, looking very tired and equally happy" the assembled
neighbors Were both surprised and shocked. Shouldn't a woman .
stay within her own'four walls with her grief? And, upon second
thought, what right had she to look so content· when her husband's lifelong ambition had so recently been thwarted?
Tongues were clucked in wordless disapproval. Mrs. Markovitch, feeling the weight of responsibility, took up her position
as spokesinanin her own devious way.
"Mr. Ragetti is feeling well today?"
"Yes, very. Extremely, thank you." Mama's voice was.as soft
as her smile.
Mrs. Markovitch was puzzled. "You are feeling well today?"
"On this most excellent day," Mama surveyed gray skies
complacently, "I am feeling very well." She cleared her throat
delicately. "Very well indeed:' She paused and seemed to wait
eXPeCtantly.
Mrs. Markovitch experienced the not-unfamiliar sensation of
being hemmed in by circumstances more powerful than herself.
She took a deep breath and plunged blindly.
"Already today we are seeing the papers:'
"You liked the picture? You liked Papa, how he looks?"
Mama's voice trembled with eagerness.
Mrs. Markovitch voiced the silent scorn of the entire group
at' such transparent tactics., She decided to settle the issue for
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orice and all. Her. voice was cold.. uAlready today we .are~eing
the papers:~. She summed up the findings of 'the en~re clan,
emphatically. "By -:-I Mr. - Ragetti - is - no - picture• -- from
.
-the papersl"
.'.
, . :
Mama- was stunned. She was flabbergasted.. She 'opened .her
mouth to speak, lost her 'words, and shut it a~in.She surVeyed
the group with angu~hed eyes.' Then comprehension flooded

her face. Under&tanding curved her lips and ,brought creases
around her eyes. For Mama, the sun shone again. With the sure
instinct of a homing pigeon she dove into mysteriQus:recesses of
her dress, which, was covered by a voluminous apr9n,and '
brought forth the rotogravure section of the paper. She pointed.
with· pride to a good-s~edpictute showing the foyer of theMetropolitan Opera House.
In the foreground of the .picture, obviously the center of
attraction, was a group.of fashionably dressed men and' women,
\ smiling into the camera with· well-bred restraint. The. back- .
ground displayed other people clustered ,inSD;la11 groups. They
seemed to be 'chatting amiably. The upper left-hand comer of
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tl:te plate showed the stairway, and on the fifth or sixth step of
the stairway, over by the balustrade, was the dim figure of a
corpulent individual standing in lonely splendor. Only the'head
and one shoulder loomed above the crowd. Since the (:amera
bad been some distance away from the gentleman, the only thing
outstanding about the faint visage was his naked skull, which
obligingly reflected the light cast by a ponderC)us chandelier. It
was at this figure that Mama pointed. a forefinger which trembled with pride. uPaval" she murmured modestly.
The neighbors clustered about Mama like twittering chicks
aro,und a clucking hen. They had maybe missed something? .
They looked at the picture; at each other, and at the picture
again. They looked everywhere but at Mama Ragetti.
Mrs. Markoviteh drew a deep breath and flatly voiced the
verdicL UNo! By Mr. Ragetti this is not a picture!" Feeling a
twinge of conscience at the heartbroken look on Mama's face, '
she cried, "Is not even much of a resemblance!"
Mama faced her judges with stunned'incomprehension. "But
this is Papa," she protested feebly.
Mrs. Markovitch got down to cases. "If this is by Mr. Ragetti a
picture, how come you also are not showing? How come you not
there too, ha? Where you was?"
Mama told the ladies where she had been.
, Mrs. Stanis]awsky, ever prone to allow sympathy to overcome "
her better judgment, moaned: "Oil Always at the wrong time.
.
And they talk about the beauties from nature!"
Mrs. Markovitch silenced her -with a long look, and m~ved
in to administer the coup de grace. "Picture appears strange
because no hat, maybe?" Her voice was soft _and guileless.
"Where is the hat, yet?"
Mama Ragetti recoiled in scandalized protest. She hastened
to set the group st?ight on a fine point of etiquette. "It is not
permitted to wear the hat in Opera House. It is not usual!"
Mn. Markovitch nodded complacently. "That is so. Is not
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usua.! to wearing hat in house or in, delicate$Sen,either.But by
Mr. ~agetti is usual, all right. Airi't?"She shrugged. The conclusion was obvious. No hat-no Papa Ragetti. She smiled.Mrs.
. Sianislawsky smiled. The other ladies,smiled.
-'
Mama was upagcliitst a stone walt Slle dosed, her eyes, swal'lowed .hard,.. and started to speak. Pain and bewilderment
.~aused her to stutter. "B-butin Opera_It she cried, and looked
around her-wildly, to' find, the entrance., deserted. S~e stoOd
'alone in the gray silence· of an aging. -day, then, turned and
started to climb the stairs, her steps heavy and slow,with the /
weight of -defeat.
Papa Ragetti couldn't ~g~'to:work next morning. He had a
very bad cold. Mam, kept him in bed, hemmed in by hot-water
bottles, blankets, ahd statements~ all of which, boiled. down,
contained the same belief; to wit-i,fPapa had worn his hat to
the Opera, all would have been well. He would not be ill, an9
the neighbors would not think she, Mama Ragetti, had lied to
them.' Their contempt rankled like a festering sore ,in Mama's
capadousbosom. She was desolate.
.
, For the next few days Papa rallied· and sank with monoton.ous regularity. The doctor- was puzzled. Evidently his. illness
was more than a cold. Mama was frantic with worry, but when,
early Saturday 'morning, the- rasping breathing -~topped, ~she sat
motionl~ss in her ,chair by the bed, as still as the shadowy room
about her.
The neighbors, filing into the scented. dimne~ of the chapel
in Mr. Logan's undertaking parlor on Sunday afternoon; found
Mama Ragetti sitting in the first pew, near the casket. The tall
candles high-lighted her face, swollen and shapeless withgrie£.
,The doctor might. be puzzled at Papa's lack of·resistarice,but
Mama knew why Papa had died. A man can go through anything toacb;ieve a cherished goal. He can do without cigars, as
. Papa had done. He can wait for an unbeJievably longtime, as
Papa had waiied. He can stand anything; even failure. But to
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readt the golden goal: to scale the $eemingly impossible peak:
to achieve the unattainable and receive for reward only scoffing
disbelief~that is too much. Mama wasn't fooled~ She knew
that Papa .had just given up.
. ,~
The clan filed 'slowly into the chapel. All animosity at
Mama Ragetti's supposed deception was forgottep. Their faces
, were soft with sympathy and pity~ Mrs. Stanislawsky's mer;.
eutial emotions had so drenched her in tears that Mr. Logan.
after one look, decided this was a close relative. He led her,
tenderly to a seat in the mourners' pew, right next to Mama
Ragetti, leaving the rest to shift for themselves ~ best they
could.
The others, seeing the two women temporarily out of control, advanced awkwardly to the gray casket, Mrs. Markovitch
in the lead.
They stood in a silent ring around the bier, gazing down at
Papa Ragetti. Mama had seen ,to it that the job was well done.
Papa looked beautiful. He was the first man ever to be bmied
from Logan's in a full-dress suit. The white -tie and bosom,
gleamed fauldessly in the'light of 'the tall tapers. He look~
wonderful, Papa did. The air around the casket buzzed with
adjectives, all in the superlative degree.
.
Mama Ragetti dried her eyes and listened with bittersaUsfaction. For what good were the compliments now?
Mrs. Stanislawsky was discovering that even her supply of
tears wasn't inexhaustible. The steady drone surrounding the
casket drew her with the strength of a powerful magnet.. She
mopped' at her splotched face, sighed, heaved herself to her
f~t, and joined her ,friends.
l\fama Ragetti never knew just when the whispered comments stopped being' whispered and became something more.
They changed to short sharp ejaculations, which rose in ~nten
sity until Mama became alarmed. She made space for herself
in the circle between Mrs. Markovitch and Mrs. Stanislawsky
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and gazed down at Papa. Heappeare4 to be just the same. She
looked around questioningly at the .Iadies,who$in. their excitement, paid no attention to her. The candles"'Jlick.eted, and
Papa's1)aked skull obligingly.reflected the beam of light. She'
stared at him, surrounded by the disbelievers, until the broken
sentences filtered through to her numbed brain.
"Oil"
UMozeltovl It's. himl"
uMein·Gott. The samel"
Tile tension rose,. confusing Mama. 'It was too' much, on top
of everything else. "What now?" she asked crqssly. "What's all
this? It is not respectful to dead. Leave him in peace, please.
Leave him in peace."
In her excitement, Mrs. Markovitth grabbed Mama's arm.
"You see this?" She pointed to Papa proudly. "Same like in the
paper, positively I guarantee. Even a light by the head. You
see? Not with the hat on, because iIi Opera House who wears
the hat? But the same man, positively I guarantee." She ~aved
her arms to the other ladies. Her·whisper was sharp with ecstasy.. "In our Own housel In our ownpatticular housel A man
of distinguishment-a man of fan1;with a picture by the
papers from the Opera Housel"
The clan seethed with pleasurable agitation. They looked at
Papa with reverence. When their .eyes rose to, meet 'Mama's,
.the respect in them. was unmistakable. Mrs. Stanislawsky was
so ov~come by her close proximity to fame that she· sagged
alarmingly and had ~o be supported by Mama and the lady on
her other side. Mama looked around the .closed circle and saw
the eyes fixed on her with a mixture of deference, guilt, and
propitiation" and suddenly her heart lightened. She smiled; a
'tremulous, damp smile.
Of course it may have been a trick of ,shadow or candieUght,
but the .ladies who were th~ethat day still swear that Papa
Ragetti smiled too.
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Kenneth M. Adams

By Lloyd Lazes Goff

I

N SPITE of

the current emphasis on tolerance, one still tends
to disagree with a point of view other than one·sown. Since
it is difficult for one painter to see another's painting. and
since I do not see as Kenneth Adams sees. I cannot agree with
him completely, nor do I always like his painting. Having been
asked to do this critique ("analysis and appraisal") of his work, _
I intend to appraise rather than praise it. I shall try to explain :: \
why I think that Adams' work is essentially "against the -dominant taste" of its time. The reason his work is not own~d by
those supposed arbiters of today's taste, the museums of Modem
Art and of Non-Objective Painting in New York, and the Institute of CO!1temporary Art in Boston~ is that they rarely pJ1rchase, in these days, anything _but academic work of the nonobjective school. Like most fashions, this condition is a temporary one as ephemeral as some of the cooked-up- "painting"
now in vogue.
I object to the predilection fOf defining art as "good" or ·'bad"
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accOrding to its school, as if that were the test. Adams' work
combines abstraction and representation, but 'beside the decorative pastiche of non-objective pictures a painting by Adams ,
looks more representational than abstract. Actually, abstraction
figures prominently in his plan, but without any intention to
shock or provoke. If his paintings '~re too calm in effect, it is
because of his use of straight painting, without resort to heavy
brushwork or palette-knife, scratchingand~pin:g. There ~
no stimulation of exciting surface'textures, such as the scrapedpalette sensuousness of layer upon layer of manipu1at~ paint.
No accidental swirl of running paint drips from his canvas to
betray the excitement of having
conceived in the white
heat of emotional transport. AdantS~ work is not "amusing."
Perbaps it is because he does not employ the latest tricks of the
trade. He uses lID colored paper cut~uts, nor does he paint
around or stipple through a stencil. I do not believe he knows
how to use an airbrush, or how to 'use that sensitized photographic paper, exposed to light in such a way that it produces
,effects unknown before. There a~e so many fascinating CODtrivances occupying painters today that the list would be too,
long to cite here, but Adams uses none; he simply paints~ Because he paints in a businesslike manner, never capitalizing on
Iffortunate" mistakes, his paintings show deliberate analysis.
The'action they contain is abstracted from, real movement and
is based upon linear and spacial co~cepts, not necessarily lipon
actuality. Taking a morlf ,from a subject, Adams frequently
uses and re-uses the same subject. exploring.. its possibilities in
lithography, oil, and· watercolor over a period of years. Each
, version has all the finality ~ecessary to make it compl~te, be~
cause he is continually arranging and rearranging -the elements
to that end.
The inability of Critics to classify Adams' work is the le~t of
his concern.
The academic critic, has called his work, deroga.
tively, Ifabstract,"' while the "modernist," just as derogatively,

been

'.
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has called it "academic." The l~tter comp~ins because his forms
ate recognizable, and the former because his forms are not threedimensional but two-dimensionaU The confusion is cau$ed by
his being in neither one camp nor the other. Adams complains
that the profession into which he fell, natura1ly,issometiines a
barrier to close contact with other. people, .because people often
regard the artist as different and consciously set hiDl apart.
Adams teels that his work should not set him apart. He desires
to sharJ,Iifewith all men. He J;tas a very realistic attitude toward
life. To him, the place and date of his birth are of less importance than the fact that he is living now, living to his full
capacity, which includes painting and drawing and the teaching of Painting and drawing. Art is by no.means, hOlY-ever, the
most important thing in his life. He lives eac~ day and w.orks
each day and looks neither to his past accomplishments nor to
the storing up of' a precious heritage of his work for future
generations. This does not mean that workmanlike consideration for Permanent techniqu~' does not interest him. He prac-.
. tices them as a matter of courSe, but he is not painting to .leave
his work as a memorial. This is consistent with the fact ~t he
is not the classic, misunderstood "genius" whose production
goes begging until after he dies~ Permanent collections of the
Whitney Museum of American Art, Philadelphia Museum of
Art, Carnegie Institute, Library of Congress, Dallas Museum
of Fine Arts and many others own Adams' work. Allegiance
.to his own standards of life, which are not "precious" is reflected
in his standards of art, equally nonprecious. His work suggests
a credo of art, but he prefers not being liIDited to the pronounce:.
ment of one. If his work does not reflect his life, it is not his fault.
Kenneth Adams studied at the Art Students" League of New
York, and later in Paris. That my own schooling followed this
same pattern' is coincidence and has nothing to do with seeing
as Adams sees. The first painting of his that I saw compelled
me to find out who painted it. This was the portrait of the New
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Oil on cam'as

2,1" x ~~2".

Painted 1936. From

the pnma"n,t co//l'(/iorl of t!ll' Fil1{' ..hts J)l'/Jnrtlllf'l1t. International
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Collt'c.tio'l of I .. J'. Broadbt"lt. C,.dar Cit . Ctah. Courtt'ry of
tJz~ "ioutJzU,,.~t Rn',t'U'.
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Mexico Spanish-American' woman, uBenarisa Tafoya:~ owned
and· exhibited by the Internatio~ Business Machines
Corpo,
,
ration during the 1940 New York ~or1d's Fair.. This com..;
pelling com.positionshowed more than a haunting face of longsuffering,\more than .literary content, even more than sensitive
painting. Indeed, these may have been ~e immediate 'bridge
of interest,. but what held me was the presence of the strong,
basic, abstract design. (If this design is not' already evide~lt,the
reader may see it more clearly by turning the :reproduction upside down. Such an unfamiliar aspect should reveal it.) This
painting and the others reproduced here cover a· period in production from 1930 to, 1948. An increasing emphasis on abstract
de~ign is seen, particularly in ~e latest-andmosrabstract-UThe
Spring:' This emphasis is a gradual development. There 'are
no sudden departures in .style or in ways of painting. In each
of these compositions the.way seems to be through tried methOds .
with calculated results, rather than by the. means-to-an-end or
the'result a surprise. A comparison might be drawn' to the use
of eugenics as con~ted with indiscriminate mating. Actually,
except for portraits, $Ubjeet matter plays a'minor role in A~'
.work. His real interest is in what he calls a "living experience"
of his own. ~ H his subjects suggest the Southwest, it is because
he lives and works here. He does. not exploit the region and is
not interest¢.d in regionalism in art.
In faim~, if I do not agree with him in all things, neither
do I disagree With him entirely. His drawing, by no means facile,
has won A~ more acclaim in lithography than in painting.
I concur in his conception that drawing ~d painting are inseparable. In reviewing Adams' entire production, I find his
loyalty to hilliS~lf to be ·at once a fault and a virtue, and may
prove to be his saving grace. I doubtth~t he will ever switcb to
the newest .academy, .that .of non-objec~ive painting. His own
loyalties would not permit- him to do so, unless he felt that
that school would best express ,his- feeling: The last few years
I

•

.

\
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have shown a change in the ~an. For instance, Adams used to
feel that teaching was a "job" and "boring" and· now finds it
one of his Ugreatest i~terests:' In his latest painting 'changes occur: movement is more unified through a stronger kinesthetic
cQntrol, and color is used more richly and more solidly. He has
discontinued the use of the earlier broken-patches of color in
the manner of Cezanne, who his "greatest teacher," as Adams
calls Andrew Dasburg, taught him to appreciate. Even his feeling for the master, Cezanne, has undergone a change as Adams.
has come 'to understand him better through recently published·
letters and papers.
My clearest point of agreement with Adams is in regard to his '
position on Mexican art. I agree (but I am a ClMexiphile")
when he says that he believ~ the work of the present~y Mexican artists will remain the most socially sigri'ificant art of the
Twentieth Century. The School of Paris, which dominates art in the United States is faint, indeed, in Mexico. Mexican candor
negates that seductive influence. Mexico already has an indigenous tradition of fine ab~traction from pre-Columbian culture.
Their,esthetic tradition did not have to be imported. They
carry on the abstracted, but recognizable, symbol as naturally
as it is understood, readily, by their people. Our own part in the
history of art and of mankind is very much an appendage. This
we are apt to forget and also that painting did not begin with
this century and in France. There is nothing Clmodem" about
it. From the first communication, the cave drawings of. the
cavemen, through the primitives to recent times man has tried
to say in various pigments what he feels. Abstraction has always
existed, but regardless of the degree of abstraction used, the
legib~e symbol, the communicable image bridges the ages. Today, when t09 many artists are concerned with "originality" and
with what I choose to call "myself·expression~" floundering in
the seductive bypaths of improvisation and the sloppy legerdemain they call painting, Adams holds to'his own disposition for

"
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,candor. Whether we, agree with what he says, the fact relllains
that his way of saying it is not improvised~ nor a~cidental:
Neither is it mechanisti~nor based onformula. If he improvises ,
it is not for its sake alone, but to the enq that it ,aids him in discovering a better way of Plltting a~oss hiS experience.
. Time alone can judge whether he, or any of us, makes ~ real
contribution. Kenneth. A~s is well aware of this 'and accepts
it as a reality Qf life. Like the Mexicans, he wants to, reach his
fellowman .whether through murals, 'such as. the one in the Li-.
brary of~e University of New'Mexico, or through easel paint..
ings or lithographic drawings. This no more means painting"
for popular taste' than.it ~oes pcl'intingfor fashionable taste, or
for other··artists. Living, to him, is important and people are an
important part of Ilfe..Painting is one way of reaching people,
but it is only one way; .teaching i$anothe~. He believes ~.that
painting and drawing are two. of man's 'natural instincts and
that.1-_,_teaching
is more than the preparation of professional artists
........ -._ ..
only. Adftns wants to help students enrich-their own lives
through learning to broaden their vision, and by doing so he is
. keeping his own study vital.
.oo:~.
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TIME AS UNITY IN
THOMAS WOLFE

,

to correspond with his
perception of reality. tht modern novelist Erequently has abandoned the framework of time
and space familiar in the nineteenth-century
novel. As the novelist tries to convey his own
sense of the passing and dur~tion of time. he:-is
likely to link moments of time not by succession but by the con·
tinuity of personality. feeling. or development. And. especially
if clock or calendar time se~ms hostile to a desired permanence
or security. lhe novelist may look for a time pattern, or meta·
phor. more compatible with his desires.
It is largely through his effort to find permanence in flux that
. the novels of Thomas Wolfe may be considered umodern n in
their treatment of time. In Wolfe's novels time becomes a rushing, all-erosive river. which. nevertheless. may be arrested or
turned back by the memory.. Like Proust. Wolfe seeks to recap- :
ture the, past through memory. 'including unconscious memory.
and to show the sensations and moods that recollections of the
put evoke in the ptesent. Or again, like Jo;ce in Finnegans
Wc.4:e,he .~ a linear (oOCept of tirae with a cyclical ODe,
w'htta. .t&e .~ it'tCpt*dth~ appatts'it chal1F.
f
~·sM\~.howetd"•.~ mol~ of tile l*l ..
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Joyce. Wolfe almost always orients the reader in time. and
space. In itself. the cross-sectioning technique does not make
these scenes any more clearly part of the recaptured past than
the more traditionally handled scenes; it does not provide a
solution to W~.lfe's time problem.
Wolfe's .metaphor of time. the~efore. is not a refocusing that .
sharPens the meaning or relevance of past and present actions
whi~e blurring the usual C(H)rdinates of time and space. The
kind of unity ~at such refocusing gives the, action of Ul,sses,
for instance. is lacking in \Volfe's novels. Nevertheless. the feeling of time-of flux and Permanence-unifies each of the completed novels and the four novels considered as one. This is
clearly not-c.a unity of cause and effect as found in Madame
Bovary or even a unity of character development as found in
0/ Human Bondage or Porumt 01. the Artist QSa Young Man,
but a relating of action to time .through image. myth. and
symbol.
Wolfe was concemed, first, with the individual and, later,
with society in relation to time. His first problem was that of
the individual seek\ng stability in an ever-flowing river of time.
This problem he temporarily solved through a:eativeness, which
in a sense recaptured Eugene's past, made Eugene aware of
growth, and gave his life direction. But creativeness ~ not
enough. Eugene still faced, the problem of his relations with
other PeOple: Neither as a man nor as an anist, he discovers in 0/
Time and the River, could he really escape behind the wall of
creative solitude that he was buildi~g in Lo01 Homeward~ A.
g~L His relations with other people on(e more involved the time
problem: tilDe stood in the. way of the relationships he desired;
it did not let him gain '&om people all the love, pleasure, knowl~
~I "ilitaAce tbathe wanted.Bu~Eugene and, even more
~ ; ~ Webbet ~ pattly through tbettea..
/

. . . . . . . tMt ~ ..... apet~ae typkal of aU
~~
~iIitit. .· wMa'. ~pbt
.
I . . .,

__
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have shown a change in the man. For instance. Adams used to
feel that teaching was a Ujob" and uboring" and now finds .it
one of his Ugreatest interests:' In his latest painting changes occur: movement is more unified ~rough a stronger kinesthetic.
control. and color is used more richly<oand more solidly. He has
discontinued the use of the earlier broken-patches of color in
the manner of Cezanne. who his Ugreatest teacher." as Adams
calls Andrew Dasburg. taught him to appreciate. Even his feel-ing for the master. Cezanne. has und~rgone a change as Adams
has come to understand him better through recently published
letten and papers.
My clearest point of agreement with Adams is in regard to his
positi~n on Mexican art. I agree (but I am a "Mexiphile")
when he says that he believes the work of the present-day Mexican artists will remain the most socially significant art of the
, Twentieth Century. The School of Paris. which dominates art
in the United States is faint•.indeed. in Mexico. Mexican candor
negates that: seductive influence. Mexico already has an indigenous tradition of fine abstraction from pre-Columbian culture.
Their esthetic tradition did not have to be imported. They
carry on 'the abstracted. but recognizable. symbol as naturally
as it is understood. readily. by their people. Our own part ~n the
history o~ art and of mankind is very much an appendage. This
we are apt to forget and also that painting did not b~gin with
this century and in France. There is nothing ·"modem" about
it. From the first communication. the cave drawings of the
cavemen, through the primitives to recent times man has tried
to say in various pigments what he feels. Abs~action has always
existed, but regardless of the degree of abstraction used. the
legible symbol. the communicable image bridges the ages. Today.·when too many artists are concerned with "originality" and
with what I choose to call "myself-expreSsion." floundering in
the seductive ~ypaths of improvisation and the sloppy legerdemain they call painting, Adams holds to his own disposition for
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candor. Whether we agree with what he says, the fact remains
that his way of saying it is not improvised, nor accidental.
Neither is it mechanistic nor based on formula. If h~ improvises
it is not for its sake alone, but to the end that it aids him in discovering a better way of putting across his experience.
Time alone can judge whether he, or any of us, makes a real
contribution. Kenneth Adams is well aware of this and accepts
, it as a reality of life. Like the Mexicans, he wants to reach his
fellowman whether through murals, such as the one in the Library of the University of New Mexico, or through easel paintings or lithographic drawings. This no more means painting
for popular taste than it does painting for fashionable taste, or
for other artists. Living, to him~ is important and people are an
important part of life. Painting is one way of reaching people,
but it is only one way; teaching is another. He believes that
painting and drawing are two of man's natural instincts and
that teaching is more than the preparation of professional artists
only. Adams wants to help students enrich their own lives
through learning to broaden their vision, and by doing' so he is
keeping ~his own study vital.
~

."
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to correspond with his
perception of reality, the modem novelist he--~ quently has abandoned the framework of time
and space familiar in the nineteenth-century
novel. As the novelist tries to convey his own
sense of the passing and duration of time, he is
likely to link moments of time not by succession but by the continuity of personality, feeling, or development.' And, especially
if clock or calendar time seems hostile to a desired permanence
or security, the novelist may look for a time pattern, or metaphor, more compatible with his desires.
It is largely through his effort to find permanence in flux that
the novels of Thomas Wolfe may be considered "modem" in
their treatment of time. In Wolfe's novels time becomes a rushing, all-erosive river, which, nevertheless, may be arrested or
turned back by the memory. Like Proust, Wolfe seeks to r~p
ture the past through memory, including unconscious memory,
and to show the sensations and moods that recollections of the
past evoke in the present. Or again, like Joyce in Finnegans
lVahe, he opposes a linear concept of time with a cyclical one,
wherein the eternal is repeated through apparent change:
In 'Volfe's novels, however, the recollection of the past is
clearly labeled as such and is not, as in Joyce or Virginia 'Voolf,
fused almost indistinguishably with the present. Of course some
scenes, like the cross-sectioning of Altamont through glimpses of
simultaneous actions, show the influence of Ulysses, but unlike
ATrEMPTING A FORM
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Joyce, Wolfe almost always orients the reader in time and
space. In itself, the cross-sectioning technique does not make
these scenes any more clearly part of the recaptured past than
the more traditionally handled scenes; it does not provide a
solution to Wolfe's time problem. .
Wolfe's metaphor of time, therefore, is not a refocusing that
sharpens the meaning or relevance qf past and present actions
while blurring the usual co-o~dinates of time and space. The
kind of unity that such refocusing gives the acti~n of Ulysses,
for instance, is lacking in 'Volfe's novels. Nevertheless, the feeli~g of time-of flux and permanence-unifies each of. the. completed novels and the four novels considered as one. This is
clearly not a unity of cause and effect as found iIi Madame
Bovary or even a unity of character development as found in
OJ Human Bondage or Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man,
but a relating of action to time through image, myth', and
symbol.
Wolfe was concerned, first, with the individual and, later,
with society in relation to time. His first problem was that of
the individual seeking stability in an ever-flowing river of time.
This problem he temporarily solved through creativeness, which
in a sense recaptured Eugene's past, made Eugene aware of
.growth, and gave his life direction. But creativeness was not
enough. Eugene still faced the problem of his relations with
other people. Neither as a man nor as an artist, lie discovers in Of
Time and the River, could he really escape behind the wall of
creative solitude that he was building in Look Homeward, An..
g~l. His relations with other people once more involved the time
problem: time stood in the way of the relationships he desired;
it did not let him gain from people all the love, pleasure, knowledge, significance that he wanted. But Eugene and, even more
definitely, George Webber discovered, partly through the creative process, that certain human experiences are typical of all
human experiences, that identification with the archetypical

---
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could bring a man something of the,stability he desired. George
could never a~ieve a sustained love for any individual, but
sympathy with and understanding of many people enabled him
to feel, at the close of The Web and the Roeh, that he belonged
to the great family of earth, no longer isolated in time and space.
Yet neither Eugene nor George, in recapturing the past .
through creativeness or identifying himself with the buried life
of all men, could make time stand still. The forms of life-plantf
animal, social-die when they cease to grow. Only growth with .
time permits life. At the'end of Loole Homeward, Angel Eugene
realizes that he can go home to the past only for the materials of
his memory, not for his old ideas, his old loves, his old, self. At
the end of You Can't Go Home Again George knows that
neither he nor the democracy of which he is a part ~ go home
to its past, but can live only by flowing onward with the river of
time.
In Loole Homeward, A ngel, to dramatize the individual lost
and then found in relati~n to time. Wolfe uses the myth o~ preexistence-and-return, and with it the usual Platonic contrasts of
dark ,nd light, many and one, isolation and union,· imprisonment and freedom, shadow and reality. The images of loss or
transience are dark, and in relation to lost or passing time man
is only a Ughost" or "phantom," :a "stranger" isolated from
others and even his own true self. "Memory'~ links Eugene with
a better time-a time of security and certitude suggested. by the
ugolden" abundance of Gant's Pennsylvania. (Similarly. in
George \Vebber's memory the "warmth and radiance" of his
father's North has been woven with the "darkness" of the Joyner's South.) But even while "imprisoned in the dark womb"
of his mother, Eugene began to lose the ucommunications of
eternity:' Those' better times, iike any past time, are in themselves irrecoverable, and in his loss Eugene becomes a "stranger"
in the "insoluble prison of being," a "phantom" destined to
wander homeless and friendless in a darkened world.
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Lostness in relation to past time cannot, of course, be completely separated from lostness In relation to what Wolfe, in The'
Story of a Novel, calls "time immutable"; for itis the latter that
sweeps away past, present, and future. In Of Time 'and the River
and The Web and the Rock time immutable is symbolized. by
the river. The river of time suggests both transience and permanence. Time passes, and with it man's life. But time is also
eternal in its flow, so that it becomes the immutable background
for muteible life. In either sense it is usually dark, like the darkening or fading past, like'the tragedy of man's strangeness and
evanescence. It is a "dark eternal river" in which m;Jn is a "phantom flare of grieved desire."
In Look Homeward, Angel, and less completely in Of Time
and the River., permanence in Bux and reintegration with the
past are achieved through the act of literary creation. Wolfe's
creative experience is best described by \Volfe himself in The
Story of a Novel. In Paris in the summer of 1930 he felt the
"naked homelessness" that great cities always caused him, and in
sh.'i:er effort to break, the spell of time and distance that separated
him from home, Wolfe's creative. process began. Recalled by
the image of some "familiar~ ',common thing" in the past, "the
million forms and substances" of Wolfe's life in America
, swarmed in "blazing pageantry" across his mind, issuing even
from the "furthest adyt of his childhood before conscious memory had begun," yet transformed with the new,wonder of discovery; and confronted by these blazing forms, Wolfe Set himself the task of bringing them to life in a "final coherent union."
In The Story of a Novel Wolfe explicitly names the "door" of
his ~earch as the door to creatiye power.
This process is dramatized in Look Homeward, Angel. Again
the images of dark and light suggest lostness in time and being
found•. Along with his sense of time as a fading light, Eugene
fin~ within himself a living pattern of certain experiences
originally separate in time but fused by imagination beyond the
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distinctions of the time-space world, the "many" become "one."
... • •.These images that burnt in him existed without beginning or ending, without the essential structure of time:' They
have a "white living brightness" compared with ..the ghostliness of all things else:' It is among these living images that Ben,
although dead, takes his place, no longer a ghost, but bright
and alive. "And through the Square, unwoven from lost time, •
the fierce-bright horde of Ben spun in and out its deathless
loom:' A horde of Eugenes, too, "which were not ghosts:' troop
past. ··And now the Square was thronging with their lost. bright
shapes, and all the minutes of lost time collected and stoc)(lstill:"
Eugene has not only recovered Ben but found himself. The
symbols of "ghost" and "angel" suggest, "respectively, a spirit
lost in death and a spirit secure in eternal life. In L'Ycidas the
Angel is asked to look nearer home and to have pity on the
drifting corpse of Lycidas. By analogy Ben's role in Loole Home·
wtlTdl Angel would seem to ~ the angel's, while Eugene is Lyci.
das; but throughout the novel.,.Ben is also a ghost in that, like
e'Very person, he cannot be known even to his brother. In the
last chapter he is restored to a "life" that he did not have
while alive; he is no longer a ghost because po longer a stranger.
- At the same time he is also an angel in the sense that he can now
direct Eugene "home:' ··You are your world," says Ben to
Eugene, directing him to the bright world of fused experience.
Ben is not explicitly named "angel," but the identification is
further implied by the' stone angels' coming to life when Ben
returns. In their marble deadness, the angels in the shop stand
for Gant's frustration as an artist. But with Ben's return the
angels come alive and with them Eugene's creative power. The
title, therefore, is appropriately addressed to Eugene as well as
Ben.
In "God's Lonely Man"' Wolfe again describes his creative
process as breaking through the dark isolation of time to unite
the creator with a bright permanence. But even in his creative-
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ness the lonely man is still lonely. In Look Homeward, Angel
Eugene has only ex<:hange4 one kind of loneliness for another:
the inescapable, involuntary lonelmess of all humanity for the
voluntary loneliness of the crea~or<t: In Of Time and the River
the "spell of time," although it has recaptured the images of life
in America, bect?mes an "evil dream." Remembered human relationships are not· an adequate substitute for actual human relationships. Time immutable, as well as past time, denies Eugene
and later George the complete and significant relationships they
are seeking. The people they want to know, like the books they
want to read and the women they want t~ love, are all too many
and the ~me,~ short.
Wolfe's solution of this problem is necessarily symbolical;
unable to know the plurality of experience, Eugene and George
must choose the representative singular, the symbol. Thissolution is implied by the subtitle of Look Homeward, Angel: A 1
Story 0/ the Buried Li/e. The "buried life" of Matthew Arnold's
poem is the essential self wherein all men are one, ~rothers not
strangers, a self which is realized in moments of love which, in
turn, make man articulate and give his life direction. Again, as
in the pre-existence-and-retum myth, there are the familiar opposites of the many and the one, isolation and unity, false self
and true self, weakness and power. The ending ofL:ook Home~ard, Angel stresses the articulateness and the direction Tather
than the unity and the I~ve, although the latter are·implicit in
the final interview with Ben. In 0/ Time and the River Eugene
clearly recognizes, with pleasure, that the commonality of man's
experience resists the sorcery o~ tim~ and space. Especially during those days in Tours when. the bright images of America rush
back into his consciousness, Eugene feels the similarity of all
human experience everywhere and the-consequent abridgeJDent
of the time and space that separate him' from home..Many a
scene in the little FrenCh towns seems to Eugene "intOlerablynear and familiar . . . and something. that he ha4 always
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known:' ~ he rediscovers ..the buried life, the fundamental
structure of the great family of earth to which all.men belong,"
he is filled "with quiet certitude and joy."
It is this archetypical quality 'that George feels deeply in the
experiences of the little, unknown men in You Can't Go Home
Again. The face of his neighbor across the street, "immutable,
calm, impassive, . • • became for him the symbol of a kind of
permanence in the rush and sweep of chaos in the city. . . .
That man',s face became for him the face of Darkness and of
Time. It never spoke, and yet it had a voice-a voice that seemed
to have the whole earth in ito" The man's face is a symbol of
permanence in flux, but still dark in its suggestion of the pain
and struggle that must precede, a final peace. In the last two
novels the frantic ra~e with time gradually subsides as George
realizes that to know a part of the earth well and to understand
the life of that 'part is to know the whole earth. Through a
sympathetic identification George, in The Web and the Rock,
has come to love "life" and his "fellow men" and to feel at one
with ..the family of the earth:'
The permanent and qualitative, therefore, may be found in
the temporary and quantitative, for transient multiplicity refleets timeless uniformity. The repetition of the archetype
through numberless forms is a cycliccU concept of time inherent
in dIe pre-existence-and-retum myth and in the metaphor of
the buried life. With the cycle of ti~e Wolfe frequently unites .
the earth symbol, which usually suggests permanence. Earth's
,cycle of growth preserves for Eugene something of past time,' for '
after Ben's death Eugene knows that Ben will "come again . . •
in flower and leaf. . . .~' Growth as the solution to the time
problem is further' suggested by the "self' to which Ben directs
Eugene's search, a self of accumulated experience which has not
simply been but which is always becoming. Eugene's and
George's delight in train rides and Wolfe's frequent image of the
train rushing through the night in time with time imply even
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in the earlier novels that synchronism was the magic needed to
break the spell of time. It is to this conception of permanence in
change-of growth with time and the repetition of eternal forms
through growth-that Wolfe turns for his final solution of the
problem of the individual and society in relation to time.
Like the other novels You Can't Go Home"Again ends with a
kind of soliloquy, but compared with the endings of the other
novels, George's closing letter to Foxhall Edwards is a straightforward piece of· t'P'position' with less than usual of narrative,
scene, image, or sylmlol. But the symbols of time still appear.
The river has its beneficent aspects; time as "Flow" has become
definitely good. The earlier George, like Eugene, had tried to
fix time or tum it back: to keep the past, to hoard up all experience within himself, to h~t time until all space was his. Now
George knows that ..the essence of faith is the knowledge that all
.flows and that everything must change:' Such. immutability as
man may attain is in growth.
This is the point at which, George discovers, he and Fox must
part. Fox is Ecclesiastes. He believes that mankind is condemned
to i~emediable evils. But, George believes that "man's life can
be, and will be better" if "Men-Alive," although only the creatures of Now and not forev~r, take up the battle of tru~ against
"fear, hatred, slavery, cruelty, poverty~ and need. . . :' George
finds his own life a symbol of the growth that synchronizes man
with the river.. of time, giving him the stability of time. Fox is
"the rock of life"; ~orge is ..the web:' Fox is "Time's granite";
George is ~'Time's plant:' Fox is "mankind"; George is "ManAlive." George is not denying Fox's kind of stability, but he is
claiming validity for his own kind. "You and the· Preacher may
be right for' all ~temity, but we Men-Alive, dear Fox, are right
" for now:'
Wolfe never abandons the river symbol-in fact, it Occurs in '
the closing sentence of You Can't Go Home Again and on the
last page of Wolfe's last ap.d uncompleted novel, The Hills Be-
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yond-but the circular rather than the linear concept of time
gains in emphasis. Like Fox. George reflects some of the wisdom
of Ecclesiastes: ". . . Unto the place from whence the rivers
come. thither they return again:' In his let~er to Fox. George's
life has become a "circle." which George feels he has now
rounded out. His "whole experience" has swung round. as
though through a predestined orbit. . . .o' ~ the earth. the
symbol of permanence. manifests its life in the cycle of growth.
so has George made his life a symhq}' of permanence. He had to
work himself out of the "giant web" of the Past. but with the
"plant" of this recollectiveness finally "unearthed." the ucircle"
of George's life has finally ,"come full swing... .o' This comparison of his cycle of creativeness with the earth's cycle of
creation suggests the organic vitality of his accomplishment"complete and whole. compacted of the very earth that had produced it. and of which it was itself the last and living part"-and
the resulting sense of integration with the earth.
The ultimate resolution is not. however. in George's creativeness as a novelist. The themes of fraternity and movement with
time are combined to resolve the problem of society. Like the
individual. soc.iety must grow with time. To realize the brotherhood of man society must let its old forms die and create pew
ones. His visit to Hitler's Germany 'has shown George that the
disease of Nazism is a virulent form of the disease that has struckAmerica. America is lost. and only through growth may she find
herself. ". . . The enemy is single selfishness and compulsive
greed:' and only through a change in the structure.of society
may the enemy be defeated.
U

j
'It.;

I think that the life which we have fashioned in America . . •
was self-destructive in its nature, and must be destroyed. I think
these forms are dying and must die. just as I know that America
and the people in it are deathless, undiscovered, and immortal,
and must live.
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The ~rotherhood of man, like th~ life-prinCiple in nature, reveals its vitality in a succession of ever-Changing forms.

••

Whether this pattern of man in r<:lation to· time is a1~ays
adequately dramatized in character and action is, of ,course, an
important question liut one outside the scope of this article.
The purPOse here has 'been simply to analyze the time problem
and to define the unity suggested by-Wolfe's metaphors of time.
The unity of each novel, and of the fou( novels as one, is clarified by the opposition of the linear and the cyclical concepts of
time. These two metaphors parallel each other throughout the
four novels, ~~ first representing the problem and the second
its solution. The linear concept (that what passes is gone forever) is dominant in Look Homeward, Angel, Of Time and the
Rive'l, and The Web and the Rock. In Look Homeward, Angel,
however, it is combined with the,pre-existence myth: pre-existence in bright, permanent unity and descent to a dark, transitory
isolation. The return to brightness, permanence, and unity,
which historically is implied in the 'pte-existence )myth, is suggested only, at the end of Look Homeward, Ange~ by Ben's
return in "Hower and ~eaf' and more definitely by Eugene's creative memory and, through it, his integration with the past.
Likewise, in Of Time and the River and The Web a~d the
,Rock, the; river sym1x>J is opposed by. the recurrent reflresenta~
tions of the buried life, although, despite the ending of The
Web and the Rock, the emphasis in both novels is on Bux, and
the dark images of transience and IsOlation are dominani Final.. .
Iy, in You Can't Go,Home Again, the cyclical concept solves the
pr~blem of both t.he individual and society in relation to time.
.
.
To suggest the apparent evanescence'and disunity of Ulan's life,
the images of dar(ness ~ist, but the now-beneficent river, the
fecu~d earth, and the cycle of gtowth emphasize man's permanenceand men's organic unity.
f

.
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through numberless fottn$ is a cyclical co.ncept of time mherdtt
in the pre--existence-and-retum myth and in the metaphor of
the buried .life. \Vith the cycle of time \Volfe frequently unites
the earth symbol. which usually suggests pem{anence. Earth's
cycle of growth preserves for Eugene something of past time. for
after Ben's death Eugene knows that Ben will "come again . . •
in flower and leaf. . . :' Growth as the solution to the time
problem is further suggested by the "self' to which Ben directs
Eugene's search, a self of accumulated experience which has not
simply been but which is always becoming. Eugene's and
George's delight in train rides and Wolfe's frequent image of the
train rushing through the night in time with time imply even
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finds his. own life a JYtllbol of the growth that synchronizes man \
with ~e river of time, giving him the stability of time. Fox is
..the rock of life"; George is "the web:' Fox is "Time's granite";
George is "Time's plant." Fox is "mankind"; George is "ManAlive." George is not denying Fox's kind ~f stability, but he is
claiming validity for his own kind. "You and the Preacher may
be right for all eternity, but we Men-Alive, dear Fox, are right
for now."
Wolfe never abandons the river symbol.infaet, it occurs in
the closing sentence of You Can't Go Home Again and on the
last page of Wolfe;S last and uncompleted novel, The Hills Be-
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yond-but the circular rather than the linear concept of time
gains in emphasis.· Like Fox, George reflects some of the wisdom
"of Ecclesiastes: cc••• Unto the place from whence the rivers
come, thither they return again." In his letter to Fox, George's
life has become a "circle,'· which George feels he has now
rounded out. His "whole experience" has swung round, "as
though through a predestined orbit. . • .o. As the earth, the
: symbol of permanence. manifests its life in the cycle of growth,
so has George made his life a symbol of permanence: He ~d to
work himself out of the "giant web"' of the past, but with the
"plant"' of this recollectiveness finally "unearthed,'· the "circle"
of George·s life has finally "come full swing. • • .o' This comparison of his cycle of creativeness with the earth·s cycle of
creation suggests the organic vitality of his accomplishmentcccomplete and whole, compacted of the very earth that had pto- .
duced it, and of which it was itself the last and living part"-and
the .resulting sense of integration with the earth.
The ultimate resolution is not, however, in George's creativeness as a novelist. The themes of fraternity and movement with
tim,e are combined to resolve the problem of soci~ty. Like .the
individual, society must grow with time. To realize the brotherhood of man society must let .its old fo~ die and create pew
ones. His visit to Hitler's Germany has shown George that the
disease of Nazism is a virulent form of the disease that has struck
America. ~erica is lost, and only through growth may she find
herself: ". . . The enemy is single selfishness and compulsive
greed,'· and only through a change in the structure of society
may the enemy be defeated.
I think that the life which we have fashioned in America . . .
was self-destructive in its nature. and must be destroyed. I think
these forms are dying and must die. just as I know that America
and the people in it are deathless, undiscovered. and immortal,
and must live.
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The brotherhood of man, like th~ life-principle in nature, reveals its vitality in a succession of ever-changing forms.

....

Whether. this pattern of man in relation to time is always
adequately dramatized in character and a~on· is, of course, an
important question but one outside the ~ope of this article.
The pu~ here' has been simply to analyze the time problem
and, to define the unity suggested by Wolfe's metaphors of time.
The unity of each novel, and of the four novels as one, is clarified by the opposition of the linear and the cyclical concepts of
time. These two metaphors parallel each other throughout the
four novels, the first representing the problem and the second
its solution. The linear concept (that what passes is gone forever) is dominant in Lpo1c Homewa,.d, Angel, OfTime and the
River, and The Web and the Rock.. In Look. Homewa,.d, Angel,
however, it is combined with the pre-existence myth: pre-existence in bright, permanent unity and descent to a.dark, transitory
isolation. The return to brightness, permanence, and unity,
which· historically is implied in the pre-existence myth, is suggested only at the end of Look Homewa,.il, Angel by Ben's
return in "flower and leaf' and more definitely by Eugene's creative memory and, through it, his integration with the past.
Likewise, in Of Time and the Rive,. and The' ~b a~d the
Rock, the river symbol is opposed br the rerorrent Irepresentations o,f the buried life, although, despite the ending of The
Web and the Rock., the emphasis in both novels is on flux, and
the dark images of transience and isolation are dominant. Finally, in You Can't Go Home Again, ·the cyclical concept ~lves the
problem of both the individual and society in relation to time.
To suggest the apparent evanescence and disunity of man's life,
the images of darkness persist, but ~e now-beneficent river, the
fecund earth, and the cycle of growth emphasize man's permanence and men's organic unity.
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A Southwest Sketch
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EARLY in

the morning Brian Boru Wendell stopped his car where
the pavement ended on the edge of town and looked up the wide,
dirt street that ran through the Mexican-American section to end
at the cemetery. On both sides of the street were shacks where
over two hundred families lived: single story, one, two or threeroom houses of old lumber, crates and scraps of tin. They rested
flimsily on the parched earth: precarious as the lives of their
occupants.
Here were no quaint adobes-the soil lacked substance to
make good brick. Here no missions echoed the grandeur of Franciscan builders: no baroque stone carving nor cloisters of hallowed memory, no Alamo nor San Jose. Here no elite of creole
tradition and wealth. Here were only peons or less: they lacked
even a patron. Here families struggled for subsistence on its
barest terms.
.
Two slight wrinkles, mark of the sun, deepening across Brian
Born's forehead, he started walking up the hot street to begin
his long list of home relief calls-glad there was DO wind to blow
the dust.

330
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Childl-en ran about at play~ Thin armed, barefoot girls hurried along, bending to weight of pails of water they carried from
outdoor' hydrants into the· houses. Women paused in window
or doorway to rest from grinding com, sweeping or washing.
A few men stood idly in small groups in rare patches of shade.
Dogs barked.
Above all rose the hubbub of gossip, work' and play: the
SPeeCh main~y SPanish.
Everyone Brian Boru passed spoke to him. Women waved
from doorways. Several children ran up to shake hands. The
men raised their hats or touched the brims. Old men, con-:ditioned by a sterner code, bowed humbly.
Brian Boru noted some families who weren't here last week:
'coming back from· picking cotton earlier than usual because of
the drought and the short crop. Soon the money they'd made
would be gone and they'd be needing relief again.
As always on. the ~y of Brian Boru's call,' Domatila Morales
was waiting for him in the doorway of her one-room shack.
Thin, short, wrinkled, she looked years older than her thirtyfive years. She wore a full, black skirt and flowered waist; and
a black cloth tied about her head. Bracelets and necklaces of
colored beads from the five-and-ten cent store hung from her
arms and neck.
Following Bri~ Boru inside, Domatila placed an embroidered pillow on a chair and drew it up for him. Carefully, be'Cause of his broad-shouldered, athletic bulk, he sat down in the
rickety chair.
Would he take a cup of coffee? Domatila asked in Spanish.
He said he would. As she went to the small, wood-burning
. stove for the pot, he drew a cigarette from the pack in his shirt
pocket, lighted it, exhaled a .sttaight line of smoke, and'looked
about..
The room was close and hot. The dirt floor, cleanly swept,
had just been.sprinkled with water. There were no beds: Doma8
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tila) her two sons and two daughters slept on the floor. Against
the wall opposite the stove stood a table covered with a clean
white cloth with embroidered hem. On it were a crucifix, stat·
ues of saints, a votive light, and fresh flowers. Above, the, table
in a cheap gilt frame hung a colored print of the Virgin' of
Guadalupe, Patroness of the Mexican Ind~. Large paper
flowers and flimsy Christmas tree ornaments surrounded the
picture. Near the Virgin was a photograph of Domatila''S husband in his coffin: dead four years, killed with several other
cotton pickers in their jalopy on the highway.
From a box that served as cupboard, Domatila took a cup
and saucer. Beside the box on a bench were two pails of water
and a wash pan. Piled neady in a comer were a few, ragged
quilts and two small mattresses. Above them from sevetal nails
hung odds and ends of clothing. So, Brian Born knew, the p0ssessions of this family of five-except fo~ the clothes they wore
and the jalopy-were taken in with a glance.
Domatila handed him the cup of strong black coffee and sat
down' facing him, waiting for him to speak.
He offered her a cigarette and held a match to it, asking if
she had any word from JesUs-her eighteen-year-old son who
was away with his younger brother and sister picking cotton.
Doma~la drew a crumpled envelope from the neck of her
dress. "Jesus writes that they have made but little money and
are coming home tomorrow," she said-giving the news-ai-the
letter as read and reread to her by a neighbor. She handed
Brian Boru' the envelope, still warm from the warmth of her
'
breasts.
'Pulling out the sheet of paper, he read: 11M; muy querida
madre, I take my pen in hand to write that your son J~sus and
brother and sister are well and to assure you of our love and
regard .. :'
Quickly Brian Boru went through the stiff old-fashioned
phraseology conserved among these people for taking pen in
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hand t~ inform a parent or frie~d ev~ about cotton picking.
cactus cutting or dishwashing iIi the. grease joints of far off
cities.
He returned the letter, <!ne more 'of many he had read recently
with much the same content: but little money made -and ap
earlier home coming than usual because of the short crop. Then
, ~e Wrote an order for groceries and commodities while Domatila, drawing a sack of tobacco and papers from ~e POCket of
her skirt, rolled a long, thin cigarette.
As she was illiterate, he signed her name and passed. the pad
for her to mark a cross.
"Thanks," ~e said, "a thousand thanks," carefully putting
the slips down the neck of her dress along with her son's letter~
Always grateful, humbly grateful for the orders, she· asked
for nothing. Once she had-the pas~ winter when she. stopped
Brian Bom and asked for beans~ The family had not eaten in
two days. Jesus had lost his job as night cleaner at a department
store when they employed a Negro for two dollars a week
less.
,
As Brian Born stood up, Maria, the youngest child~ thin and
covered with sores, came in.
Looking at her closely, he said, "She's not any better."
"I put the salve on as you told D!e to," Domatila replied.
"But the dust makes the sores worse."
He told Domatila that he'd ask the Welfare nurse to stop by
and examine Maria. "Adios," he added.
"Adiosito/' a little good-bye-the mother called after him. ,
When Brian Born passed the trim, two-room frame house
built by Carlos Rodriguez in the spring, the tall, smiling youth
called to him from the window' and came out.
They shook hands, Brian Born asking when Carlos had come
back. Late the day before, Carlos replied.
- Brian Born asked how Ines and the baby were. Carlos said·
they were well.
Had Carlos and Ines made much money picking cotton?
.
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They hadn't, ~os replied. So many pickers were ·looking
for work on the short crop that the farmer~ could pay as little
as they wanted to, and the pickers had to take it..
Did he need anything-for Ines and'the baby? Brian Boru
asked, looking down at the hot, dry earth. There .~ a stiff
pause: Brian Baru knew his friend's pride. .
They didn't need anything now, Carlos answered. His money
would last a few weeks. And he'd been promised his job again
at the compress, if enough cotton came in to make work for
another hand.
Brian Born nodded.
. Another hot day, Carlos remarked. Brian Born asked if he
would like to go swimming later in the afternoon to cool off.
He sure would, Carlos said, and· they arranged to meet at
five o'clock at the couilty court house where the relief offices
were.

1

Later in the afternoon Brian Boru found Carlos waiting for
him at the car, parked near the entrance of the county court
house. Carlos held his swimming trunks and towel folded in a
neat bundle. His black, broad-brimmed hat was pulled 10\\7 .
over his forehead. The dark, handsome face, set in a stiff expression lighted into a smile as Brian Boru said he was sorry
to have kept Carlos waiting. He had been delayed in the 'Velfare Office upstairs and couldn't get away on time.
It didn't matter, Carlos replied, white, even teeth showing
through his smile. •
Brian BoI11 offered him a cigarette, took one himself and
started the car, feeling his friend relax beside him. '\Vell Brian
Boru knew the uneasiness of the Mexican-American, his habitual fear on coming within precincts of the Anglo's law, even
when there by invitation and innocent of offense. Too well had
these people learned their defenselessness belore the steel authority of Cortes; innumerable vice-regal audiencias of Spanish
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masters; later, after independence, before ecclesiastical 'and secular tribun~ls; aI)d still later at the bar of the newly adopted
State where, for the most part, their citizenship was merely
nominal.
As they drove within s~ght of the lake, its water moving toa .
slight breeze, sparkling. in the first golden light of the long
Southwestern sunset, Carlosdeclare~ that he believed they were
going ~9 get cool after all.
At the bath house, Mrs. Tompkins, the attendant, squinted
at' Brian Born, her plain, tanned' face creasing into a smile.
"Evenin'," she' said pleasantly, showing her few remaining decayed -teeth. She'd been .wondering if be wasn't coming. But
where was his cousin, Mr. WaIt?
Too busy at the newspa~r office to get, away, Brian Boru
replied. But he'd brought a friend to swim with him.
Mrs. Tompkins turned to Carlos, sqUinted, at him-and her
face fell. A vague. hostile pause followeq.
The slight wrinkles in Brian Born's forehead deepened into
a frown. Here it is again, he said "to himself, .recognizing the
symptoms. This time it was to. be that" Mexican-Americans didn't
swim in the lake. But no one I\ad written a law against it-yet.
Their not swimming here was just ~other of those customs that
had grown up without anything IJing said about. it one way
or the other.
Mrs. Tompkins licked her lips, preparing to ,speak. Brian
Boru handed her thirty cenis, the bath house fee for two, opened
the door to a dressing room, and motioned for Carlos to go in.
"I guess. it's all right this time," Mrs. Tompkins fretted after '
them.
Brian Boru
closed the ,
door.
and exchanged a quick glance
.
with Carlos in which each knew that the other understood":
understood beyond the need of comment. Brian Boru smiled,
then Carlos smiled: the tense, unbroken pride of the Aztec
-loosening.
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Carlos took off his shirt. His chest and abdomen. free of
hair, were sound. The muscles of his arms,· evenly developed,
were hard as obsidian. He stepped out of his trousers, baring
legs, lean, firm; and a pair of shorts, fac:Ied, patched. Brian Born
glanced at him, and a picture of Carlos' wife bending over ·a
tub washipg those shorts, then at the window patching and re- .
patching them, ftashed through his mind.
Carlos slipped off the shorts into nakedness.- His strong, supple
body of a virile race seemed built to last as long as the earth. _
Brown, solid, it was nourished by simple food; and conditioned
by labor in town and-,field. A magnificent people, Brian Born
said to himself, still able to stand, naked and uJ)ashamed.
Carlos. reached for his bathing trunks. Brian Born stepped
from his shorts into nakedness and for a moment the two bodies
were contrasted. Both firm, young, healthy. born 'of the Southwest: one blond, tanned-of the Anglo-Saxon and Celt; the
f?thet. brown, bumed-of the Spaniard and Indian.
'Outside again, Carlos made a running dive from the board
into the water. Brian Boru followed. Shouting, swimming vigorously, they turned the water into a yet more living thing. Then
Carlos struck off with rapid strokes Jar the raft anchored in
midlake. Brian Boru overtook him, they reached the raft together, and climbed onto it, laughing, panting.
"You're a damn good swimmerl" Brian Boru exclaimed, recovering his wind: thinking of Carlos as a son of the ea~ and
as a son of the water too.
PI~re at the compliment showed in Carlos' face. He replied that he swam in the Gulf every year after picking cotton
down in south Texas.
Brian Boru took a deep ~reath, expanding his chest.
"You're damn good, too," Carlos said, in his eyes appraisal
of his friend's strength.
They lay still awh~le, resting.
Brian Born dozed off.
,
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Miles White
of Poems by MileS White surprises first by its
rhetori~ vigor,. an employmen~of ~ctio~a1mos~effete
, but welght~d WIth pauses and Identifications whiQi we
immediately recognize CiS contemporary. Lilies .like "Not yet
are we weary of what is everywhere" or "We are nothing at all
alike and yet so close to those prehistoric dead," though almost
chipper in their simplicity bristle :with proinises of complexity
to come. And Miles White· has the .direct ~ye for detail, the commonest essentials seen just as they are shifting toward incongruity when they 'are suddenly turned back, controlled, and Joined
to the demands of the poetic 'vision. And then there is a moral
. (I might almost say a religious) reverberation in· these poems,
uttered like a mumed bark in "Caution for All Souls' Day," and
rolled out like an incantation in "Over the Bridge." Command
of phrase, eye exactness, and .the flash of inner vision are sul'"
ficiently arresting in any poet long established and widely represented. In one like Miles White, about whom we have heard so
little, we get the feeling of the astronomer ~aking out the faint
trembling into existence o~ a new star.
So it is hard to say whether certain .faults in th~se poeins are
.attributable to the poet's uncertai,nty in finding his stance or to
the natural overgrowths of an already distinctive. originality.
The verboseness and diffuseness of "Over the Bridge" or "Caution for All. Souls' Day" plainly tell. of the poet's impatience
with the restrictions of form. Yet the burden of what needs to

T
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be said and the spirit vitalizing the need can beguile away our
dissatisfaction with the faulty apparatus, the windiness, in something of the way that" the poems of D. H. Lawrence or of Walt
Whitman often beguile us. At any rate, none of these poems admits much concern for the exercise of technique in ,itself. And
th.ere is something heartening in this fact now. when the smallest talent spends a lifetime in technical parades, when the infant acrobat pretends to the .virtuosity of its spriest grandfather..
This is not to say that the poems of Miles White are without
the typical tics of contemporary malpractice, like the running of
stray images to death or the urging of inept analogies in order
to give the poetic idea a depth to which it is originally unentitled.But even where such constraints appear in his work
they do not throttle 'the tough joy, the hungry energy breakiIig
into· expression. And this is what finally matters in a poet: the
achievement of his voice, its true pitch and timbre, in spite of
rather than because of all the years of technical culturation and
subservience to the already questionable masters of another
generation.-E. H.

OVER THE BRIDGE

to

We are nothing at all alike and yet so close
those
prehistoric dead.
We are three young men who shine through a lens of
speed
And we are so in the middle of this telescoping life
That I do not know if we appear great or diminished.
When a man goes to look at those old mummies
It means much that he lifts from them the feathery
crowns,
The gold-beaded and feathered ponchos - to touch toys
Of lifelong craft and. baring the remote expression,
To take some of that now brittle food for thought.
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It means this new man's bird of ,ecstasy
_
I
Is greilt and black and heavy across the peaked sky.
Life is so ancient, has sped downward with such force,
That to be three young men in- a car speeding over the
river
Should be to seem the daring advance of an avalanche.
We are fastened to a feast of speed; the steel narrows .in;
Ribbons of song from the radio,tell the crt of the girders.
I

Their meaning of fasting wa~ the force of,_faith.
Once a year at nightfall· every fire was deadened;
All flame was renounced in the land of the sunworshippers.
,
In the morning when the surety redeemed the dead world,
When the heat focussed through crystal onto tinder and
_ fired,
Then the warm virgins, then the flushed young meD~,
Then the gaudy old grandfolks,
All joined to sing out the acceptance of life.
To point up their quivering they had lain over their
limbs
The brightest tremolo of feathers.
But today to be one of three young men racing the bridge
1$ not acceptance but the scientific 'dial given the hap'
hazard spin.
It is the red hand-print that leaves love white-faced;
It is mystifying the enigma of the elements.
The swift air immobilizes us, fanning us to stillness.
All our love is for its dusky wings, and the lights of life
Waste below in cold creScents on the muddy flood.
,-

I would fast from all motion if I believed I could see the
truly regal bird.
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Quetzal! I know you had lush jungle leisure to grow your
emblems of royalty.
Quetzall Though I was noble when I was the woodsman
hewing the brain's savage forest,
, .
Now I would be more noble to see the flash of your
plumes,
The rare crest of colors arrayed from the accumulation of
pleasure.
Quetzal! Quetzall Has my bare, cleared mind no place for
a gorgeous perch?

THE HOLLYHOCKS
,

'I

. I
".;'

And the lemon lilies, virtuous flowers like the others
That grow among the women of the common colors, the
blooms
That bear thoSe pastels, the too-familiar charm that's
placed above
Adventure: the pastel of the purely feminine
~ith which they chose and cooled their husbands' love
Has left them now relentless mothers.

MEMORIAL ARK
Thunder rolls around the point of the season's tum.
The men, opening melons cooled under the eaves
And sheltered 'in the shipshaped barn,
Live toward that point of change which is everywhere.
I

'

About a star of seeds, the freshness of the melon rind
Returns upon itself. The water of the soil
Is whiter than the water of heaven
And where, the two are meeting
Flesh is dyed with earth and with sun.
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The rain is a cut cord of birth wishing for a new child
And descends to the roof.
Upon the wooden shell there stands and dances
This importunate love. the calling vein of the full sky.
But the water that has dissolved the stone can never
return;
The water that has drunk the spectrum
Is afraid of darkness.
In love-jests of self-power under the mother rain-dance,
The men increase the crux of creation.
Later there is the silence of clearing weather
And the water-winking fall of womanish footsteps.
Strong light again rev~ the mystery of tlie feminine: the
retreat
On the verdant path fringed open to the horizon
And to the alluring evening colors of death without
delay.

CAUTION FOR ALL SOULS' DAY
There is a fault beneath this gloss of leaves:
The land. verged on low gulf.
Grows very close and unwise; the waters
Lose their channels where the moss. drips down
Its grey. self-seeking thoughts; the r09ts,
Distraught of quickened delta silt.
Entwine the dust of the dissolving continent.
I

These are the shady miracles where life is redeemed
Too easily; these are the dim inner workings of a chalice
Which, adorned with holy leaves, is held to th~ sun
To be set bright with startled birds.
~
. .
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He 'is unkind who ,brings a name and names the same
Closed in the crooked.fingers 'ofthe bayous or crooned
In perfumery about. the languid penitence of lov~rs~
"The Tustycaves of cypress and the cathe<iral dream
in ivory and gold
H~v~ at heart the. same particle of grief and of desire."
Speech, too, should be easy and abundant; t~r two
reclining
The eloquence of apples is exhortation in disclosure;.
In the drifting drug of Jlte moo~light excursion they
should be
.
The one word merged in the skin of pears.
Most mystic and incommunicable are the seeds of JJ.etdes;
But logic must have pretense of harVest, a horn 'of plenty
Brimmed with yellow burrs to spite the ruined summer.
"Burn them. Bum them!
Out of such capsules holidays will never heighten."

J

'.

It cannot be untrue
That poor old mothers, stark as earth, are arm-filled with
flowers.
And mosdy the young laugh sweetly, for mourning
Is only a death's head made of silvered sugar.

"

RE-VIEW
Remembering the urchin with the hydrochloric eyes
Who spotted us, unkissing strangers upon the grass;
'How, proud of his wicked balance among the iron pickets,
He jumped down to whisper the act, then won your
unknowing cries
By climbing to the poplar tip, which, angry as a cat's tail,
switched:
I wonder what redemption that young robber found in
future skies.
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~en, o~e of the secret society of youth .who lshed to

level the, town
So that the scale of wishes might show gigantic !a;s they
seem,
He quacked through the palings at uncommon ducks
'dousing ','
In.water of the wealthy and 'said they were .rabble-rousing;
But ended drnnk.;siCk on the street tar, a nickel-nervous
funland. phantom.
Just now I noticed that I passed
One who leaning his elbows upon the stone,
Struck the paper matches and they dropped,
A liquid light - slower - as though. ~ waterclock
Were running out. Flat on the pool the flame
Brightened, the meeting of two kinds of time:
The real and the human kind, an impiety its name.

THE AIR IN WHICH WE LIVE
,

'

Not y~t are we weary ofwhat is everywhere:
Body without entrance, sought, tight and steady;
Firmly there, too firm to take,
As the soles ~f the feet and the palms
Reached perpendicular to a tingle.
,

Succeeding in mild Summer turns to the more fine,
The rare and round, the plum
That nuzzles, really there against the; nose when the wind,
Stirring once, is the cleft in its ripeness.
The cool enquiry at the keyhole,
At night the footfalls on the roofOr not yet too heavy the knowing
What is all about us as ready to kill as cherish.
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On a depthless day
Th~erocbonawaveaooveahill

The win&$ of a hunting bird,
Tilting there like Wint~ asleep.

EVANGEL IN

OKLA~OMA,

The soil was redly slashed and seemed to smell
Like the helpless old or like cured blood.
The man spoke, brother-kind, of hell
And tapped my knee to emphasize the pain • • •
While I saw how many..armed the crosses stood
Strung with black wire and unheard voices
Speeding beside the road.

,:

,

.

,

"You'll have to die," he smiled again,
A well-drawn, demonic face. reflecting revelation. .
All the while slid..by the raw, dead fields, .
The mud-splashed yards and empty windows' personal
despair.'
The forbidding air
Darkened and testified to pleasure's yields,
An unnatural possession in an anguished land.
,

"'Fellow, after while the bones
Look mighty white and painless but the sours
Not laid with them; I want to save you from the fire."
We reached a stop; mine was the singular conviction.
I took with thanks the tract but knew
To cure our severance I wished his crucifixion.
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(

a little past one o'clock, in the first
summer after the war. The air held the sharp, homely scent of
wild tobacco, sumac and castor beans, growing gigantic on the
hills, saturated with sun. The powerful life of ~e sumac asserted
itSelf under the thickly entangled parasite of yellow witch's hair,
or, love-vine. A gentle wind up 'the canyon made the day's heat
mild. White houses with red tile roofs clung to the great hillsides along brief tortuous streets. El Ramo Way which curved
round a hill, ~branching off the steep Viento Road, enclosed ,a
eucalyptus bordered lot. There the children played the,ir reflective games.
\
The very atmosphere, -ev~n in these quiet hills, waS tainted
with the insidious torpor of a world, caught in evil, endless
shock.
The open lot was pitted With shell holes and sundry marks
of battle, and one huge open dugout with steps and· a long seat
IT WAS AFTERNOON,

'I

345
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shaped into the earth. This was the deserted site· of the African~
Russian, and European theatres. Jungle conflict had been sim-.
uIated in the scrub growth of the hills. The afternoons of the
war years had been noisy with the children's imitative cries.
Their voices were· enlarged and carried.far by the formation of
the deep ravine.
'Surrounding balconies looked down upon the .abandoned
debris of their fantasies. Other games and moods had had their
season since, and for a reason unknown to adults and possibly
to the children themselves~ several weeks passed when no one
came onto the lot, and boys wandered about the hill streets in
separate and lonely state, whistling sad, incomplete tunes or
simply appearing restless and glum.
A young· woman standing on her balcony noticed that five of °
the bo~ had again gathered on the lot. They were six and thirteen and years in between. They moved aimlessly. One of them
found an old grenade and threw it without interest. The youngest ones shouted with no purpose. One started a game reducing
their ages, saying~ "You are four, you are two, you are none."
"None" giggled. Suddenly tbeyall sang, "0, Columbia the Gem
of the Ocean" and "The House I Live In so lustily that it
seemed the game today would be singing. The songs ended
abruptly and finally. Someone called out, ULet's play Cloak-andDagger:' The others called in unison: "Naw-o-o-o:' A very little
boy shouted, "Hey! I've got a lizafd!" A big boy said, "~hat's
nothing." Another said, "Only a Gila Monster or °a Rattlesnake·
counts." One said, "Gila Monsters are in New Mexico and Arizona, what's the matter with you? Oh~ boyt I saw one on our tript"
None appeared curious. A fat boy came down Viento Road as if
he wished to descend into the city, but he joined the others.
The tall refugee boy who wore. glasses and spoke French and
German, and English unlike the others, came ':IP the hill carrying two books which he put down on a stone as soon as he saw
his companions. He was fourteen, shy and often solitary., He
U
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appeared too old for some of the games but he played them. all
·with passionate intensity. His war recc:>rd was chiefly espionage,
but one afternoon when he Was commanding officer he -had
. granted a pass for one of the boys to attend the circus, and was
, executed the next day 1;>y a firing squad.
. The.young woman on Viento Road had witnessed it all from
the balcony.
Now there were seven boys but still they hung about in an.·
aimless way, and were unable to settle upon any game. They
moved to the shade of a mimosa tree and only one of the smaller
boys was interested enough to climb it.
EI Ramo Way coiled round their lot up-another hill Past the
front. doors of large and beautiful Spanish homes whose several.
floors climbed down the canyon sides. The boys three hundred
feet below stood defined in unreal clarity by the reflection from
the gleaming white of the Spanish walls.
Sqddenly into the quiet from this upper road came a loud,
rough voice which carried through the canyon but at first was
indistingUishable, so quickly· and surprisingly bad it startled
the dull afternoon.
.One of the boys said, "Maybe the scissor and knife grinder."
"Where'shis bell?", asked a little boy.
The voice was already known not to be that of th,e old knifesharpener. It was too loud, and its tone offered no service,' but
rather was clearly divided into two declamatory announcements.
It was unusual that such raucous advertising should be allowed
in these streets, but the boys accepte4 it as such and waited. The
noise was coming nearer; there was no need even to walk'over
to the eucalyptus trees for a better view.
.
The words now became dear. and the voice shook with~ rage ~
and viciousness, and seemed to be an entity, disembodied from
the speaker. his presence no longer necessary,to its existence. It
rocketed against the caliyon walls and back into all the windows
and doors, and it fell upon the boys,with the other-worldliness
I
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of a Cyclopean ~underbolt. They remained sttangely quiet
and"looked at each other from curious eyes into startled faces.
The young woman had come back
, onto the balcony at the
sound of the voice, and now she too waited and watched up
the road and listened for the boys to speak.
The voice said: Ul hate everybody:·
A strong. middle-aged man, handsomely dressed· in sport
clothes, came into view. He was walking iIi an ordinary steady
way, and for this reason he made good time around·the hill., He
stopped often, however, shook his fist: cosmically, and shouted
with confident and giant anger: ul hate everybodyl rll kill
everybodyl"
The' boys made a run for the dugout and leaped in. The
woman on the balcony could see their crouching bodies and
their heads raised cautiously for a brief view. They whispered
~ogether and were silent.
The man now came into full sight and neared the junction of
El Ramo Way and Viento Road, down which he could reach the
city., He stopped and raised his arms and made a little bow to
no one at all. and he commanded: uLook ~t mel Mel I can conquer you alII I despise you alII Then he walked on, well
pleased. but suddenly he stopped again.' put a hand to his forehead in a gesture of remembering something forgotten, and
. although this time his tone was gentle, his voice was still keyed
to a primal roar.
uNol Nol I don·t! I love everybody. That's it! I love everybody:' He sounded piteous now. and pleading. He gazed round
with an attitude of compassion, but spoke in a sly, maudlin
voice: "See I I love every little beast of the fields and every bird
in the sky. I love the sheep-even the sheep. 1 love!" He began
to sob in a lost and helpless way.
Abruptly his sobs ended, his body stiffened, and he once
more raised his angry fist and bellowed his hatred. It clapped
and echoed against the canyon walls.
OJ
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A small w~man, apparently his wife" came resolutely round
the hill, wary not to, overtake him but to keep watchfully be- \
hind. When he stopped, she stopped. He came to the end of the
Way where he must decioe now whether to go up or down the
main road. He deliberatedquiedy.
The wife 190~ed searchingly up at the ho,ses around her, and
seeing the young woman on the nearest balcony, she called up
to her discreetly, "Will you come down and help me hold ~m?"
When the young woman did not reply at once, she added, "It
just happened, all at once., a few minutes ago." The young
woman was' trembling violently and crying although she made
no sound. She turned her;head apologetically from side to side
and leaned against the wa,l1 for support.
'
Other women came ont~ their balconies having seen the wife's
appeal from their windows.
The man turned down the hill toward the city. .He stopped
to shout alternately his hatred and his love-love that was not
at all like love' but self-pity, love that was not exalted or ennobled with joy or tragedy, but sad and
. defensive.
A smalI flock, of women appeared suddenly like pigeons in
the street and surrounded the man. He shrieked in hrinted terror and at once began to thrash about as ,if he were being bound
, although none had touched him. He threatened them, but they
were not afraid. 'Either their maternity or their curiosity had
overcome their horror. His wife caught up with them.
The boys came out ,of the dugout and watched..
An open car came down the hill and the women stopped ~t,
and all together they began to force the man into the back seat.
~is blows of despair and rage'struck them ,in vain. It was neces. sary for all of them to press into the car and hold him. One
called out to the driver, Ie Go to the Emergency HospitaU" But
the wife, who was standing on the running board, screamed,
"No! No! Take us home. Back up! Drive up EI ~mo Way!"
The driver obeyed the desperate wife. The 'young woman saw .
,

,

,
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from the balcony the frightful struggle taking place in the back
seat.
The children began to talk excitedly in low impersonal tones,
and once more they retired to the dugout.
The shattered peace of the warm afternoon became lvliole
again. Bird voices embroidered the silence, and the tragedy in
the big house was mysteriously shut away. The women did not
~ return at once, but when they passed the dugout, the boys hid
themselves securely.
The silence was splintered in less than an hour by the crashing of furniture and the breaking of glass. Great blows of a fist
on a locked door sounded in the now alerted stillness of the
,little streets.
.
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Then the voice came, a changed voice, monstrous with fear
-hideous, animal, howling. Words were no longer,'nor despair,
nor hate, nor love. Only fear. The fear was traitorous, exposing
the man's blackest, deepest pool of knowledge at war and afrai~.
The winding streets in the cup of the mountains were'listening-silent, and they held dread-of themselves, the unknown in
each of them.
The boys now came out of th~ir dugout wi,th unnecessary
stealth; they scattered, leaped into the heavy wild growth and
began climbing the precipitous hillside, closing in· slowly upon,
the house from which the 'howling screams came almost without
respite. Only the' tail refugee boy remained in the dugout,
waiting.
"
,
A small tow-headed child was'the first to ret~rn. He wore the
dignity of his war days, but he did not salute as he went do~
the earthen steps and stood before the tall boy.
"Doctor," he said, "we've reconnoitered. ·We've f0ll':ld your
man, but it ,viII take some time to get him out. He's violent."
"Violent?" asked the doctor coolly.
"Yes sir. He's off his beam."~ .
The others returned one by one, and were dispersed again
to keep watch and report. This game went on all afternoon.
Their human prey screeched his civilized chaotic agony.
At four o'clock, a young woman very big with child, came out
on a balcony high up on Isabella Drive. Her hands were clasped
over her ears. She 'raited for a moment of silence against the
piteous and abhorrent monotony of sound, and then she
screamed clearly over the canyon below, "For God~s sake, why
don't they take him away! If no one else will call the police,!
. will. I will this minute!" She went indoors and after a short time,
a police aqtbulance came up the hill and slowed along EI Ramo
Way locating the voice.
The boys from the,it close observation posts, signaled' the doctor below. The young woman who was always watching saw two
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men bring out a drugged and secured man, and drive away
with him down the hill into nowhere.
The scouts came back to report and rest, sprawled on the '
ground. One jumped up with a shout of joy and ran to the
dugout. The others followed. They all conferred.
The new game began. They divided into two sides as usu~.
The doctor remained in the hospital.
As the leaders chose, one said, "You. Yo~'re a nut. And you,
I'll take you. You're cracked, ,see? Now, remember. You gotta
act really crazy like that old guy up there. 0, boyl was he off his
beaml Come on, fellas. Okay!"
The other leader said, "You guys aTe sane, see? You're on the
beam. We'll get to be the crack-ups next. Okay, fellas, after 'em:'
The demented shouting and screaming and chasing went on
until one side had the other in the hospital. There the doctor
began at once to psychoanalyze the quiet ones. The rest were
drugged into ambulant stupors. One was beaten., All the imitations were painfully adept. The mothers did not interfere.
Windows closed in the big house on EI Ramo Way.. The boys
changed si~es and repeated the fun until their mothers ~led
them to dinner.
That eV,ening the canyon was strangely quiet. The young
woman went out on the balcony in the late dark. Lights blazed f
from every Window of the house on EI Ramo Way. No shadows
passed the bright pan~s. The city below was jeweled in faraway,
deceptive elegance. One tall, white flowering yucca glowed on
the dim hillside like the ghost of reality fled. At times a little
wind came up Viento Road· carrying a brief reminder of the
sea. ~e night air was tropic-sweet with jasmine.
A woman's crying drifted faintly through the evening under
the crickets' song.
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-general reader has encountered The
Colorado, by Frank Waters, pUblished by Rinehart and Company in 1946 as one in their Rivers
(
~.'_~.'
of America series, .he "may have been moved
L'lt;"'~
to' explore the further works of a Southwestern writer who, in this volume at least, brought to ~egi~nal
history an excellence rarely attained in this genre. Further ex,ploration will not yield evid~n~e of comparable achievement in
Frank Waters' other volumes, mostly novels, and the reader will
have to satisfy himself with the knowledge that The Colo.rado
is a. consolidation of themes, convictions and borrowing re;.
searches which Wate~s was unable to negotiate in the terms offered by fiction. The critic of regional literature, however, may
not allow himself the luxury of the general reader's disposal of
the matt~r. He feels obliged to sift the valuable meanings from
the unachieved material in order to find the crux of Frank
Waters'literary disparities and in the, hope of illuminating the
errors of the regional imperative. In so doing, he may also hope .
that his pursuit' will not appeaF to be largely negative. C~iticism
. can very often only suppo~t values by pointing to their absence
.in the parti~ular work on- hand. '
.
.
Although The Colorado is, in sequence of publication, Frank'
Waters' seventh book and, except for The Yogi of Cockroach
Court, his most recent, it, claims priority of critical attention,
IF THE
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for it establ~hes, in many ways, criteria of regional, interpretation and suggests narrative power and psychological auda~ty ,
in its author which are remarkably absent from or confused in
his literary output before and since. Nominally, The Colorado
is the history of a river and of the social variety produced by
the country through which it Hows: Beyond this pian, however,
it engages a complex subject for which I am submitting, in the
absence of an available definition, the coinage, geopsychology:
this is to say, the attribution of influences upon mankind from
the conditions and from the. structure, itself, of physical environment. Geopsychology is an interpretative method of great
antiquity) appearing over the centuries and across cultural lines
wherever man and his landscape have been recognized as
concrescent.
The late D. H. Lawrence gave to the subject the supreme
expression in English for our time and it is in his terminology
and, sPecifically, in his New \Vorld revelations that we are justified in seeing \Vaters' prophetic point of departure in The Colorado, if not in the novels that preceded'it, where Lawrence's
presence was overshadowed by Thomas Wolfe's. No doubt
Waters has evolved his own ambivalent sense of identity with
the Rocky Mountain region of his ~owing up and has suffered
personal dislocation in adjusting his part-Indian blood stream
to the pulses of a white technological society. No doubt, also, f
that he must have welcomed the rationale of Red-Man-andWhite enmity provided by Lawrence, as he had welcomed.-the
"forever homeless" plaint of Thomas Wolfe. Lawrence' believed
that part of the great unrest in the American soul was the mark
of "the demon of place," the secret influence of the murdered
indigene.
The moment the last nuclei of Red life break up in America,
then the white men will have to reckon with the full force of
the demon of the continent. At present the.demon of the place
a~dthe unappeased ghosts of the dead Indians act within the
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unconscious o.r under-conscious soul of. the white American,
causing the· great American grouch, the Orestes-like frenzy of
restlessness in the Yankee soul, the inner malaise which amountS
almost to madness, sometilnes. The Mexican is macabre and
disintegrated in his own way~ Up till now; the unexpressed
spirit of Amet:ica ,has worked covertly in the American, th~
white American soul. But within the present generation the
surviving Red Indians are dtie to merge in- the great white
swamp. Then the Daimon of AmeriCa will work overtly, and
. we shall see real changes.......Studies in Classic American Litera\
ture, I9I7-I922. (~. Seltzer, N. Y. 1923)
Much of the time Waters has swallowed Lawrence's theory
whole, yet he has moments when he leaves open' the possibility
\
of a more affirmative exchange between the land and its people,
and between the aborigine and the newcomer.
.

So today, in its broadest terms, we have reached the apex of
our struggle. Both have reached their last o,ubliette-the ,white
with his monstrous individualism and the Indian with his vast
impersonality. . . . Today the drums are beating again. A new
and belching volcano has suddenly anc;1 miraculously risen out
of a sleeping cornfield. Anew god is being born.. A new race
is rising out of America with a culture and a civilization the
world has never seen. A god, race and civilization neither white
nor red, neither blindly materialistic nor spiritually /withdrawn
into itself. This is our new destiny.
~his is highly figurative language, far looser than LaWrence's,

(

l

and it emphasizes the anxiety with which, elsewhere in this
b90k, Waters edits his melancholy conviction of irreparable
loss, the loss of the mystical Spirit of Place, the destithtion of
psychical tdentity. He is far more convincing when, in the latter mood, he recapitulates the fugitive odysseys of the conquistador, the padre, the trapper.
Human history is but the story of man's adaptation to his en-
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vironment. ,The deepening relationship of a people to their
earth. That is the essential truth we read here in this vast heart
ofAmerica, the upland basjn of the Colorado. In. the conquerors,
whom it defeated. In the padres, whom it rejected. In the trappers, who overcame the land physically and were caught by it
psychically. The secret of its hold upon us is the treasure the
prospectors sought. Until we find it-the profound and haunting
secret of the reciprocal relationship that must exist between
man and land-we will still remain outcasts.

I

This could have been the topic paragraph for The Colorado
and the tensions between its stated propositions are the .tensions within Water~' .attempted synthesis. "The deepening relation ofa people to their earth'" and "Until we find it . . .
we wiil still remain outcasts:' Thus. Waters tries to serve two
masterS: the suspicion. on the one hand. that the American
promise has been permanently cancelled and, on the other, a
faith in Anglo-Teutonic..American destiny. aided by industrial
colleCtivism, 'overcoming alienation. Like Mary Austin, in The
Land of }OtlTneys' Ending~ and as hazily. he derives an unqualified optimism from the supposition of a creative merging with
the native remnant. But the affirming belief in sOlidarity is
never, in ~aters' t>ages, as well grounded in the facts of charactel, fulfillment as his recitals of the successive failures: failures.
that is to say. in the sense that the Southwest experience, from r
Waters' account,' has bought for the white man. stenlity and
isolation.
Waters. finds the stuff of tragedy in the wilderness adventure
_ suffered by Spanish and Anglo-American alike, but his attitude
toward it, when he is working under the checks of psychological
,discipline, is not epiial. It might be said that his assumptions are
metaphysical. that his method is psychoanalytical and that his
conclusions are teleological. This triangulation serves hint bet...
ter when he is explaining -the past than when he is' predicting
the future. He reiq£orms the conquer~ng of the Southwest with
I
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all the fatality of a .spengler and with the clairvoyant derision
of aD. H. Lawrence. No matter.howofteli. the reader of Southwest Spanish hJstory has read rehearsals of the Esteban-Marcos
de Niza trek to the pueblo of Zuni, he' will not have read a'
more imaginative construction of it than W~ters·. And on the
.subject of the trappers, .Waters' t.wenty-page accounting is worth
more than all the volumes written by Stanley Vestal aJld his
predecessors, for here is the nak~d truth of the trappers' pyrrhic
victory over raw environment.
On the surface, the physical struggle to surmount the lofty
peaks, to ford the turbulent rivers, to cross waterless deserts.
'ro live like beasts, crisscrossing a thousand miles between campfires with the sure instinct of birds migrating with the seasons.
What need had they <>tthe detached ~ational observance of the
padres? A prickling of the scaJ.p~ a tingle up ,the spine or .less,
were their compass and barometer,. wamingthem of dange~,
.change of we~th~r~ and the slow revolving' directions. Wholly.
intuitively. they. gave themselves up to the forces surrounding
them. . . . And yet they had lost'as the Spaniards in this region
never had, nor as the French and English east of the Missouri.
Wilderness America had put its stamp'upon them forever. They
· were never to outlive it. This is a tremendous psychical fact.
Here, out of their apociyphal conflict, was created a new breed. ,Men European on the outside and Indian inside, men neither
wholly white nor wholly red.

.";

Waters obviously believes here~at the 'demon which Lawrence predicated had afreadY defined itself and was taking effect
in the middle of the'last century. The whole Chapter from
·which I have .taken this para~ph has the quality of.insight
· that Harvey Fergusson needed so badly tp deepen and expand
· the implications of his novel, Wolf Song. (A. B. Guthne,.in his
· novel of the river-and-mountain man, The Big Sky, 1947, has
adequately duplicated, in a style fitting to its subject, Wa;ters'
feeling for this phase of fro~tier'existence.)

I,

•
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If, in the directions I have pointed out, Waters has.approached
the outlines of myth,1 he was working from its very center in his
generical monograph on the outlaw, included in The Colorado.
For Waters, Hthe outlaw was the negative new American," dominated by fear .of the Western landscape, fear of its spirit-ofplace, its impersonal suggestions of a mocking timelessness, and
driven by the outcast psychology into compensatory violence.

Lacking real strength, he had no gentleness. Lacking all but
a desperate physical courage, he gave no odds and shot"on sight.
\Vithout trust, he had the cold unsteady eyes which were forever
wary of approaching 'strangers and friends alike. Even his face
-the long western mold of fiction with deep cheek crescentswas an unemotional mask to match his taciturnity. Appearance
and action, both added up to a complete and frozen inhibition.
A man wholly self..conscious, forever tense and unrelaxed and
completely inhibited by J:1is secret and unadmitted fear••••
A man with the temperament df the schoolboy bully who forever carried a chip' on his shoulder to prove his .courage-and
who usually died with his boots on. at the first instance his bluff
was called. He is die most to be pitied, for he suffered most. \Ve
understand ,this suffering. It is what makes him our favorite
American.
This, within its limits, is the key diagnosis of the \Vestern
Bad Man, the inevitable determination by psychology of the
critical hints, half reS9lved, in the augoral sketches of Mary
Austin on Jimville and the Outliers, in the documentation of
Emerson Hough, in the pragmatic cowboy of Fergusson's Rio
Grande.
Unfortunately, the visionary section of The Colorado is not
always
substantiated by diction that clarifies its content. It is
.
redundant, overcharged, and could be resumed in two-thirds of
the space it occupies. \Vhen one examines the physiographical
,

By myth, here, I mean the development of arcbet)1>CS from living patterns of
attitude and behavior.

1
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'information, which fulfilled ~~ters~ obligation' to Rinehart's
more popular purpose,. the,~trains are eSPeciallyevi4ent. Besides
being a treatise on regional ambitendencies,The,ColoTlldoiS
alsO a factual summary of the geological character -and. natural
resources of the Colorado Basin country, bristling with statistics concerning the lmperial Valley, the Colorado River Project,
- the Grand,Canyon and Boulder Dam. Themetaphysital skepticism which underlies the cultural treatment in the boQkis constantly subject to mitigation 'by a bombastic practical idealism
and by rhapsodic excursus on the length of rivers, the heights of
mountains and the percentage of the world's mineral ores taken
from the ranges of Colorado. Much of this data will be familiar to anyone who has read Waters' biography of Stratton, lithe
Midas of the Rockies," overfamiliar to those w~o have read the
novels written before 1940. Yet even if one came to the material
unknoWing, he might fairly complain that once is enough to
be told that in Colorado alone there are fifty-one peaks over
14,000 feet highl It is in this "ein, when he is most professionally
,,\Vestern, a pose he chastises in others, that Waters is least acceptable. His satire of the Cowboy Cult in liThe Inheritors," is
crude and overwritten: his fantaSy of Pyramid City is unworthy
of the talent that created the chapters on the Shining Mountains
and the Outcasts, and his Grand Canyon finale is composed from
equal 'parts of legitimate enthusiasm and sheer platit~de.
How is it, the reader may then ask, that so noble a superstructure as Waters erects in this volume can be fractured at
the base by these insecurities of ~ship and taste? And
how, having mastered at least the alphabet of geopsychology~_
can Waters fail to build from it a vocabulary that will sustain
any further analyses of the subject he undertakes? Thai: he has
not done so is dear, for the essays he has recently published are
but glosses on his adopted obsession, Catching the easy editorial
,way by recourse to such either-or antitheses as the Atomic Bomb
project vis-a-vis the Indian kiva. His latest novel, The Yogi of
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Cockroach Court, although tougher in material and sentiment
and more concretely. dramatized than most fictions he has writt,en, marks a depressing descent from the sh~ning mountains of
The Colorado; not that it is less heroic but that It is cheaply
conceived. These perplexities can best be clari6edby relating
Waters' problems of content and form to those of the Western
_regional writer generally.
I think it may be acknowledged that the literary interpreter
of the -Southwest faces, in the confounding experience of size,
his salient obstacle. Western literature at large (the early works
of Mary Austin and the early lyric poems of Robinson Jeffers
-are'redoubtable exceptions) declares its failure to find them~
and language correspondent with the magnitude of its territorial
horizons and a correlative disability for sacrificing scope to epitome so felt, imagined, disciplined, as to involve the total view. _
A generalizing verdict on the literature of Frank Waters will
recognize that, in almost every case, it shows, in promin:ent relief, the perll of writing up to'the immensities of the Western
physical scene. The error has been calamitous for his novels, as
I shall demonstrate, and in any form he chooses, essay, biography, or history, it intimidates coherence. It sadly illustrates
Morton D. Zabel's determining judgment of Robinson Jeffers'
poetry, "the confusion of size with greatness:' This confusion is
-the basic emotional fallacy in Waters' scheme; the basic intellectual fallacy is his assessment of truth as incorporating rather
than evaluative, as developing from accumulations of knowledge-in his case, geological, paleontological, medical, ethnological and so forth-rather than from an ,ordered and reciprocal
relationship with moral experience. He consistently protes~
..this supposition but his prevailing infatuati~n with the lumber
of intellectual phenomena is witness against his P!otest. When
assailed,by the eternal verities of the Indians' microcos~ of
which he is a shrewd interpreter, as I have implied, he will assert that "It is not- dead knowledge we need bu.t the intuition of
,

,
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the living moment. .. • :. ";Life must be lived, not learned
from:' His literary practice usually defends the passive process.
To discQver the origins of the inbred danger that always
threatens Waters' ,fabulous .possibiliti~, it is neceSsary to~
ine-themethod of his fiction. If I seem, in the ensuing outline,
to give undue stress to this part of his achievement, dearly the
!D0re negligible part, it is because I believe that in Watcrs'fiction can be found the pressures, the corruptions. the waste and
the occasional gJories which belong to a whole.class of writing
in this country.

',
t.

••

or another culture Frank 'Vaters might have
been a prophetic poet or a f\.ledicine Man. In -this one, he has .
had to satisfy his will to significance by -writing novels and interpretive history.-I have shown, in the preceding section of
this essay. the pitfalls he narrowly avoided i.!t. The Colorado, with
~ts Pansophic digressions arid its divergent ·theses. His novels
have paid more dearly for sim~lar departures. since the distinguishing character of fiction is its ,traffic -not with universals
but with particuiars: _the sensory gestures of the moment, the
.tree near at hand. Frank Waters has no love, no attentivenesS,
for' particulars; 'he is doggedly male in his preference ~or' ~on
tepts and if it cannot be Said that he overwrites his subjeetfor his subject is always colossal--itcan be Said that he overwri~es in advance of his subject.
Evidently the metaphysica1meaning of mundane relation-,
ships and f(~)lms was. premeditated. by Waters before ey~r he
wrote a w~rd for publication; his major~, thereafter, was ~o,
deliver, as often as possible, the same message in a variety of
structures. The ~essage comprised the psyChic dimensions of
America, cCH>rdinate with its great space and "depth," the -conflicting experiences with the West~m America spirit-of-place,
theovenvhelmingfactual majesty of diastrophic change and the
iN ANOTHER ACE
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doctiwe of metempsychosis, gleaQed chiefly· from Orient;l1 religioIis. These concepts, to which Waters adds a native habit of
dialectic, purely nineteenth-century European, were predigested
and their tractability for the art of fiction undefined, therefore
never.mastered. Frequently, while his back is turned, so to speak,
they contradict each other.2 Waters could not make them viable
in the novel which, though conceding to the absolute, proceeds
by way oEthe contingent. In the broadest possible sense, .Waters
has k,noWD, before writing it, what each of his novels was going
'to be about. The novels have served the themes; the ~emes
have not grown organically from the immediate contenJ of the
novels. With this limitation, the cardinal fallacies unavoidably
follow!
TH,E VI·SION~ PREFABRICATED. Eachnovelstar~from

an abstraction and its internal development, less slipshod in the
post-1940 books, is throughout shadowed by the·abstraction.
Long before the events in the Rogier trilogy4 have engendered
their own meanings, we know that this is more than the story
of Rogier's family sacrificing itself to Rogier's pursuit of gold.
It is a sermon on Place; it is the tragedy (by formulation amy)
of Man's combat with the Land; it is a drama in which the adversaries are Will and Intuition, Granite and Adobe, Space
and Depth, ce{ltrally symbolized in the defeat of Rogier by the
Mine (The Subconscious) and the liberation of his grandson,
March Cable, by return (in garrulous spirit) to Indian earth.
The section titles of the volumes in this trilogy, "Silver-GangueFor example, "Men are free only when rooted to a living homeland," yet
there is "inherent cruelty lurking in the very earth of America:' Also, the
Tao are quoted to the effect that "Man, like a bird, passes on, leaving nO trace:'
Elsewhere, Waters affirms the traces, "the, lingering vibrations of the life that
had never died but only lost its non-essential bodily fonn:'
3 In this analysis I am taking his work as a simultaneous corpus, for there is,
in fact, fluctuation, not steady .development.
4 The Wild Earth's Nobility (1935), Below Grass Roots (1937) and The Dust
Within the Rock (1940) comprise the Rogier trilogy and largely concern th~
same set of characters.

2
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Gold," "Granite-Ado~-Sylvanite," "Concentrate-Tailings-Silver," are the signposts of these polarities, conformed w~th re"
lentleSsly. People of the Valley dependsonfnineral analogy, also.
Marfa, half-Indian, a force of nature, "like the talus slope-behind
her house, the decomposed granite eroded from' the cliffs and
now congealing into stone again •. . at any ~oment was
,likely to come roaring down with invective into the valley:'
Against her untutored ~sdom is set the dain, the mdquina of
progress, and this Hegelian thesis and antithesis is, a priori,
rigorously denominated.
The Man Who Killed the Deer, as the title announces, employs a symbolic incident entirely appropriate to .the Pueblo
Indian world 'of its story, but the reader is not left to his own
resourcefulness in extending the deer's sl~ificance. This is
driven home at every availa~le juncture until, at the end, when
the reintegrated Martiniano, whose slaying of the deer has resulted in the restoration of his pueblo'ssacred lake, sees the
Pleiades in the sky and knows '''that there is nothing killed,
nothing lost, if one looks £ai or deep or high enough to see
how its transmuted meaning is imprinted for all men to read.
and under~tand," the reader is likely to feel cheated of exercising his own perceptions. (And may wish to add to Waters' text
an adaptation from Wilde-"Each man kills the deer he love_~.")
The Yogi of Cockroach Court, a sordid bordertQwn novelette,
is directly suggestive of Steinbeck's Cannery :Row, with its levels
of horizontal and vertical meanings, its inscrutable Chinese shopkeeper and its unfruitful animal-natured protagonists. Barby,
a halfbr~ed, drunken derelict, and Guadalupe, a "percentage
girl" with a latent Lesbian drive, succumb to The Part, while
. Tai Ling, explaining the action as it goes like an old-fashioned
Chorus, contemplates The Whole. From his view, which is overexerted throughout the novel, Barby and Guadalupe have
simply been insufficiently incarnated, hence their ineludible
failures.
I

.

. ...

.
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~
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This sin of commission
_is contained in the initial fallacy. Waters sees Truth with a
capital letter; consequently, he maintains an anxious 'Vigilance
over the integrity and directions of his symbolic meanings,-as .
we have seen in the matter of subject. If the abstractions I out- _
lin~d above had been derived from the disposition-of the events
and developments within the fiction without coercion from the
narrator, they would yield an aesthetic and critical satisfaction
that would grow in one's appreciation as they were released in
one's mind. Insisted on as they are by every shift of didacticism,
they emerge stillborn, with no chance to initiate their own
effects; what should issue as thematic key is, instead, a schematization. No fiction can retain artistic vitality, no cr~atively submissive- reader can fail to be insulted, when a theoretically
imaginative work is inhibited by some such redundancy as the
following:
'
ED ITO R I A L

0 M N 1 }l RES ENe E.

Thq!all were ore. In the vast mills of men the best and worst
went through the test. Rogier could see his own. . . . Sprung
from tPe red earth, their bones, hardened by the selfsame iron
that staine(l the rocks, nurtured by the great breathing mountains, they all had their chance to remain open and receptive to
the press and vigor of these blind 'forces at _the center of the
world. Some of them would assay. The rest, for all his tears,
were ta~lings to be cast aside.-Below GTasS Roots.
.

<

This is the meaning of any dam: that it would obstruct'the
free flow of faith which renews and refreshes life and gives it
its only meaning. It is self-enc1osing. It means stagnation.
It means death. Faith is not to be dammed. It is not -to be
measured. . . . -People of the Valley.
.
(But compare with the above, Boulder Dam as ..the Ninth
Symphony of our day," in The Colorado!)
"

Tai Ling heard the yowling in Cockroach Court and.knew
it was repeated everywhere on man's horizontal plane. He saw
I
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in his mind's eye .the jungles of vast cities; watched the . beasts.
of nations creep upon others with the soft padded feet .of diplomacy; heard the doctors of science wreaking death•••• -The

Yogi 0/ Cockroach Court. \
In a realized ·novel, aquot;ltion of its controlling thetneorconclusion does not take the place of the qu~ifying details. "Too
. often, a novel· by Waters can practically be read by eliminating
everything but a sequence -of its thesis paragraphs.
/

'John Peale Bishop, not
without affection, has indicated as a felt condition in American
English: "Take care of sound and sense will take care of itseU."
The axiom is reduced to absurdity where!anguage is driven desperately toward incorporation of its object, as in the dic~on of
Frank Waters when he· tries to equal, in the most vehement
.possible pro~, the ges~ltsof science -and metaphysi~. Pathetic
fallacies,- the confusion of leitmotiv· with mere reiteration, and
what I should like to call, following Waters' geologi~l bent,
literary pseudomorphism are the normally distressing materializations of his will to signifiCance. The most outrageous exten-'
sions of this vice can be found in the shameless figure ofasurgical operation performed upon the earth (The Dust Within the
Rock), in the Southwest~as-Metropolisconceit (The. Colorado) ,
in the analogy of a border town with the human brain-Tai
Ling's grocery is the "pineal gland" (The· Yogi of Cockroach
Court), but in any chapter of Waters' writing lurks the spectre
of absurdity. Thus, the "clap-clap-clap" of tortilla-making is
han echo of the cosmic beat of a continent" and the mountains
"would rear solidly aloft until the stars themselves were pulled
from dIeir sockets by the hand of Time."
And by some strange mode of osmosis, Waters, in his anxiety
to create a style,.~as fallen heir to familiar cadences. Beyond
the possibility of simple coincidence the reader can underline
in rapid succession the abstract genitives of Joseph Conrad, the
THE DEV ASTATION OF STY LE.
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euphemistic sonority of Herman Melville out of Thomas
Browne, the hyphenated, exclamatory co~structions of D. H.
Lawrence, and the rhetorical cos~ic questions'of Thomas Wolfe.
The- climax of the latter influence occurs in The Dust Within
the Rock (seven eighths of which is wri~ten in this fashion),
easily the 100yest incarnation of the Wolfean inflection on record.
This voracious ransacking of other men's accents proves the
inseCurit~ of 'Vaters' insights; conviction disciplined by possession and-.tested by knowledge will infallibly produce its own
idiom. By way of redress it may be gratefully admitted that
when poetic license is submitted to mundane demands, 'Vaters'
.prose can express the power of place with independent authority. It does so with welcome frequency in The Colorado and.
notably, in the graphic treatment of La Oreja in The Man Who
Killed the Deer, the echo of Lawrence transposed to Waters"
own pitch, fact and metaphor ami~bly consorting:
Shreds of yellow straw and flecks of mica in the adobe re- .
flected the bright sunlight. The walls shimmered. and the shimmer seemed a shake. As if the sturdy walls were continually
trembling from a volcanic stirring deep below. under the pulsing mountain. And the shimmer showed deep in the bright
black eyes of their Mexican inhabitants. The scrawny little
women in rusty black rebozos splitting wood in bare feet. and
forever smearing more mud upon the rain-washed walls. Arid
the squat muscular men in blue denim trousers ~untering out
to loaf in the village plaza. their heavy inert bodies sullenly acclimated. curiously resilient. to the faint illusive shake and throb
of the earth below. . . . La Oreja. It shimmered on the shelf
midway between desert and mountain. in the center of that
sage-brush triangle whose poin~ were the pueblo above, the
deep river gorge below. and the gun ~ight pass beyond which lay
the railroad junction. To which of these points was attuned the
unknown ear for which the town was named no one knew. The
far-off whistle of the daily train Mew faintly through the pass.
The Rio Bravo roared through the gorge. But the Ear-people.
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.plaza and town itself-seemed perpetuaIly turned toward the
soft indented breast lifted above the body of the Reservation.
The high-keyed vibrant quality of the air, the shimmering illu..
sion of shaking walls, the epileptic tension' in the bright black
eyes, and the sullen impacted flesh-aIl these seemed curiously
attuned to th,e deep, soundless, puIse-b~t of the ~ountaili.
The belief in
transcendentalism, manifest destiny, Karma, predestination or
any other metaphysic with. a fatalistic blueprint is suited, perhaps, to epic poetry, philosophy of history, essay .and parabl~;
in unskilled hands it is mortal to the novel, since it is l~eli to
- understate the imperative of conflict, which is the moral fabric
of character depiction. If decisions cannot arise fro~ theresolution of passion through action, which is to ky, ,through th~
interplay of human needs with the revelations gclined in active
engagement of the forces of good and evil, there is no psycholo- .
gica1 ground for the novelist. In Frank Waters' novels- there is
insufficient conflict to subjugate our attention., Moral suspense
is vitiated~ The batdeground of his contenders' struggles' is too
often the cosmic editorials prepared' by Waters, himself. Tq.e
fatality of Rogier's folly, for example, induces an overdressed
narrative if for no other reason than that Rogier is fighting
against time, rather than against space or personality. His conflict, like March Cable's, is chronologie,al or linear. The climax, .
in each career, is a result not of any precise mo11U drama so much
as of sheer verbal exhaustion, since, for both of these characters,
the drama is spun out of arguments with fate. Similarly, Marla,
in People of the Valley, faces no problem save that of survival.
And if Barby and Guadalupe are doolJled to the despotism of
their lusts until another in~ation, their problem within the
confines of Cockroach Court is a_ ban·krupt one. Only in The
Man If'ho Killed the Deer does conftictfru~tfully support thesis.
Martiniano's inward struggle with his renegade allegie:mces is
.given representation m~de firm with native imagery and milieu.
THE

ELIMI'NATION

OF

CONFLICT.

.
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\Vaters realized a more sophisticated technique of intrusion he,re
by resuming his exhortations in italicized passages masquerading
as the tribal consciousness. The book is none the less sententious
but it has beauties of scene and form which ensure its superiority to all the other novels.
,

THE NUL L I FIe A T ION

0 F

C H A RAe T E R.

If conceptu-

al prefabrication is the origin and cause of the above errors, the
voiding of charac.terwill be the inescapable result. Character,
the very life of fiction, cannot flourish to any account if its mobility is impeded by editorial anticipation, stylistic eclecticism,
and the substitution of casuistic prophecy for empirical commitment. ~fartiniano is never externalized. as sharply as the trader,
Byers; like Marfa, he is merely the sum of his attributes. To
create physical personality, Waters sets his character up like a
Christmas tree and decorates it with ide~tifying expressions,
gestures, idiosyncrasies: Rogier shouts "Doml"; Teodosio, Marfa's son, fumbles with his unbuttoned'trousers; Jonathan Cable
has a dark, hawk face with obsidian eyes; Guadalupe's hair has
: "smooth black wings" which confuse Barby even more than do
Tai Ling's perorations. Dialogue, the last refuge for the :;lutogenesis of character, is likewise pre-empted. Not incapable of
writing dialogue faithful to observed rather than dictateq.
sources, Waters more often raises the perceptions of his characters to a level of rhetoric incommensurate with their backgrounds. Marfa, the paisana of Mora Valley, suddenly flowers
into forensic elegance:

"I do not oppose the dam,-new customs, a new vision of life;
I oppose nothing. But I uphold the old ways for they ar~ good
too. I awaken in men their love for their land" for they are a
people of the land. It is their faith. And sol place that faith
above all the lesser benefits they might derive from that which
would oppose it. . . .o'
\Villfulness must have created this impropriety, for in anothe!
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part of the book Waters permits
Maria. this sameaigument•.
.
vividly harangued in her own rhythmic idiom:
}

"Foolsl B.urrosl" spat out Maria. "Because if there isa daM
you won't have any landl Will the dam be built in, the empty
air? Nol It ,will be built on land. The water it will hold back
will cover more land. The roads to it will require still more
-land. A lot of land, Senores. Whose land? Antonio's land; Guada;.
. lupe, your land; Trinidad's, Casimiro's, Berabe's-the land of .
you all. Now without land what win you care if there are no
more floods and droughts? What will you do without water?
You will have no crops:'-People of the Valley.
I

Just as his people convey rea~ty most when_ they ideate it least,
so Waters' prose is most secure when, in such a circumstance as
the foregoing, it is congruent with indigenous observation.

yet more than his earth, as Waters is
disastrously ea:ger to capitulate. ~e is, among other things, howsoever he prides himself on his. insurgence, the creature pf his.
socia~-intellectual conditioning. The division of forces in the
'prose and in the philosophy of Waters is a domestic aftIiction
but aggravated by theopathic claims. The provincial floridity· of
statement, the unsophisticated worship of size, the anxiety that
rapes sensation to educe livingness, the hatred of Europe 'that
tends to become hatred of the mind in anything more than its
pragmatic issues-mixed with a paradoxical engagement with
the Sublime-these may have very personal departures in Frank
Waters' literary case/But are they not recognizable as s~ptoms
of a permanent pathology in American literature, always to be \
reckoned with and mastered whenever' artistic consciousness is
incited? The transcendental tendencies have always been in
combat with the more critically exercised forces in ~ as in
life, here in America. Men of greater fame than. Frank Waters
MAN

ISH IS

EAR T H,

/
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have been seized by the corruption of the inexpressible; their
occasional or ultimate triumphs over it, however, do Dot de~nd
imitation of the initial confusion. In the melodramatic periphrasis of Herman Melville (the wooden leg of his conditioned
greatness), in the enumerations of ecstasy unfurled by Walt
\Vhitn1cQl, in the verbal elephantiasis of Thomas 'Volfe, the
puerile rhoclomontade of Maxwell Anderson-of a piece with
his banal misapplication of tragic theory and his sulky martyrdom in the face of critical, deprecation-in the unpoetic lamentations of the latter-day 'Jeffers as well as in the impossibly vulgar locutions of Eugene O'Neill and Tennessee 'Villiams, the
ancestry and accompaniment of 'Vaters' deranged search for
The 'Voro to fit The Appetite is recognizable. Eaten into by
great spaces as one kind of American may be-this is Waters'
very fitting metaphor-he is ever provoked to flout the dispoSsession by brandishing an untamed vocabulary in the service of
l\fultiplicity, Extension, and the Apotheosis of the Raw.
The native experience finding its free and lucid embodiment
.without surrender of the larger meaning is substantiated by
such artists as have consciously resisted the demon of Inclusion:
in the direction of 'Vaters' general interests one may proffer
Mai-y Austin, 'Valter Van Tilburg Clark, Allan Seager~ John.
Collier. Criticism cannot, indeed must not, reproach Frank
'Vaters with not having written The Land of Little ~in, The
Ox Bow Incident, The InheTitance or The Indians of the Americas, but it may reproach him with not learning from the false
starts or from the acquired dignities of other writers how best
to enfranchise his own literary operations.
What ~emains of Frank 'Vaters as a spokesman of the Southwest experience is, naturally, subject to the same reservations
as his national involvement., In a' platitudinous way he is bursting .to sing the American myth and no Eastern reader can be
expected to recognize that despite all his vocal derivations
he
.
is very close to its epiphanies. But even a myth needs to be

.
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founded on language and characters adequate to its symbols.
\Vaters has helped show.the way in TheCQlorado, shown how
titanic a subject regional history can be and within the same
pages given fair warning that the"large utterance can choke on
its own breath.
. The Man. Who Killed the Deer is, I think it will
be agreed, the best o,f his novels, -for the reasons given above.
Whether or not Waters can return to its relative perfection of
fopn and add a more immediate sense of living development
will,depend on the direction from which he meets the responsibility of his ambition. At present his art, still at odds with its
own crudity, is the art of generalization; it is the art of specifi- ~
cation which is, above' all, the novelist's, and the only art ~t
can give truth and symmetry to his convictions. Possibly. Waters
is a victim of expression" in a medium false to his real; talent.
A minor writer with major visions, a superb reporter with a
cosmic itch, Waters may yet rebuff his past limitations. If he can
break through the contrivances of his style and the truculent
defenses of his Big-Country ~nsularity, if he can ~form the
method of his mystical proselytizing from the shape of Los Angeles occultism which it now assumes and if he can learn togo
to the root of individual, moral character, before succumbing to
the easier triumph of vatic/altitude, he may yet, either on Southwestern or on more general American grounds, rescue insights
inaccessible to safer talents at present superior in ~ecution.
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AS FROST FROM:.STONE

'

There is no end ~o the 19nesome process of dying.
We die and walk quietly backward out 'of death
Leaving behind us, where the gulls are crying, /
The crystal image of ourdifticult breath~
We leave our hearts where we were, and rise, and go,
Learning the touch of dust 'on the tongue, the length of
the sky
Whitening under the whirl and whiteness of the snow
While the year wheels like a dream, and the stars go by.

.,
i

:: .

When the ~ild plum flowers in a different place
We shall fade as frost from stone, we shall not be found;
The hands not ours, nor the tum of speech. nor the face;
In the indifferent sky no part; none in the frozen
. ground.
JOHN DILLON HUSBAND

TERMINUS
I will not know the moment it has come
Nor feel the incipient fester in the,brain
The thrown blood dotting .coolly in the vein
The sudden stillness round the heart's cracked drum
That widens into silence; lips too numb
To question why the 'broken hulls remain
And not a voice to shout an answer plain
Within the empty auditorium. .
!

,
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For this, the flint-struck miracle of dreams
The scarlet and the nacre ofdesires
The certitude of intersecting beams
The blood-streaked pennants waving from the spires:
For this: the silence after sundered screams:
The cliffs df chalk; the ghosts of blackened fires.
BERNARD A. IDE

CHOICE
Side by side
in the same room,
Alike bum,
alike bloom
Two flowers,
and I see
Them there
and they me.
Neither bears
in its heart

. Its own fire
nor one of art,
But that which I
behold there
And bum by
in the same air.
M Y RON

H.

I

B ROO· MEL L

TRAPS
She paused a weary space from washing pots
And dishes-tiptoed to the kitchen stove,
,From where she let her listening dull eyes rove
Along the pantry shelf mouse-tracked in spots
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Offlour, until she heard a gnawing at - Tht baconbox and glimpsed a flight to slap
Of broom on floor, past her, past waiting trap
She used,rather than house his hated qt.
-\VIille cringed beside her husband in his bed,

Aching to flee his hairy thigh, his house,
His ranch, and gnawings at her heart andhead,
She heard the trap and then the squealing mouse
But dared not push from him in time to see
The caught mouse die or try to struggle free.
CONRAD

PENDLE'TON

MISS RACHEL OF SINKING CREEK
Miss Rachel upstairs in tJte. staggered room
could wea!her-sense old Enoch's thoughts
, as be brewed herbs upon the Highland Grand,
so long they'd lived like this, alone in the dying house •.•
One day--the· laundry done, floors sweptMiss Rachel·'took to bed.
-In the thundered house "the friends"
found trunks of coins and dresses thick with mould;
only old Enoch, remembering ~er ways,
. seeing her pine box shining in the light,
leaned on his spade and said
"I'm diggin' this grave right-"
HOWARD
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BOLIVAR: MAN OF 'GLORY
regime in Germany forced our author into
exile; chance largely determined his choice of a subject; prolonged residence in Colombia confirmed his
choice. Undeterred by the "sea of ink'" into which a conscientious biographer of Bolivar must plunge, he pursued his re- .
search there for four years and then through generous subventions and ready assistance from helpers in Bogota, Caracas,
Washington, and New York was able to give the finishing
touches to a well-conceived, artistically written, and thoroughly
documented biography, It will not render unnecessary further
lives of the great Liberator, but it will make those who essay
to write them more conscious of the task they attempt and of
the difficulties that may beset them, Meanwhile he has prepared for English readers a comprehensive and readable biography of the great Bolivar.The author presents his stimulating narrative in thirty-four
chapters, divided into three parts. In Part I he presents us with
the child of aristocratic creole descent, the uninhibited, jmaginative youth who was father to the "Man of Ambition," Two
prolonged visits to Europe, briefly separated by early marriage
and bereavement, were still further to fix BolIvar's idealistic

T

HE HITLER

• Simon Bolivar, by Gerhard Masur. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1948.
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concept of. his life m~on~ Bonaparte, Von Humboldt, Manuel.
Rodriguez, and Fanny Villars were each· to contribute to a.
tumultuous career, for. which fame and freedom-'
. were compelling motives, and Madrid, Paris, and .Rome, equally with
his native Caracas,. were Jocal points of instruction. Returning
'a second time to, his native land, the young Creole was S()On
involved in the premature plots of ~e '1)awn of Revolution;' .
he had been consciously preparing.' '
.
The next few years brought recognition if not reward: membership in the 'local junta, an ineffectual mission to London,
/ brief but contentious association with Miranda and a ,part in
'proclaiming 'independence. It also brought defeat for both,
imprisonment and death for.the forerunner and exile for his
younger colleague. These trying experiences, however, were
enough to con~nce Bolivar that unity and centralized control
were necessary in any struggle to free the Sp.anish ~oloniesand
: that Fate had ch9sen him to lead such a contest.
.Part II, then, of Masur's study, devoted to this thesis, is set
forth, along with an explanation of. tb:e failure in Venezuela,
in the famous Manijiesto de Cartagena of 1812. This call,
directed immediately to New GranacI3 and Venezuela, looked
forward. to the "Republic of Colombia," a term' first suggested
by Miranda but now adopted ~d·put·in force by. Bolivar. As
a first' step in ~is far-reaching plan he undertook the reconquest of Caracas-a dominating project for ~e next five years. _.
He campaigns along the lower Magdalena, pu'shes on to Caracas, where he is first hailed as "Liberator," and is then driven
back to Cartagena. Other campaigns fill up two years of vain
effort to unify New.Granada, and then the Spanish armies under
Morillo reoccupy. the Caribbean coast line and penetrate to
Bogota and the interior of· Venezuela. With this restoration of
Spanish authority, the still undaunted Bolivar sought refuge
in Jamaica and from that island dictate~, ~n 1815, the famous
letter that expresses the first hopeful word in behalf oJ Spanish,
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American confederation. Defeat for the warrior had but developed in him the greater need for victory. In his duel for military and political supremacy he permitted Piar to be shot. and
Paez and. Santander were retained as dubious associates.· By
1817 Bolivar had reached a dominant point in the general
movement for independence.
___
Part III of the biography ushers in the "Man of Glory:' to
whom the author devotes more than half of his text. After
seven years of gruelling warfare, Bolivar felt fully confident .
that his greater Colombian Republic would succeed and that
he was powerful enough to direct it. In this double faith he
summoned the scattered patriots, early in 1818. to the Congress
of Angostura, where he la:id doWn his concept of a stable government and designated Caracas, Bogota, and Quito as its
. administration centers. The British government, as interpreted
by Montesquieu. served as mod~l for his system and, like its
.prototype, was based on a patrician class. but one subject to
a strong eX~iously himself. He should check abuses
inherited ,from the colonial regime and develop a coherent
public spirit. Needless to say, the countries of his enthusiastic
prophecy ·~oday still fall short of the idealistic goal he set for
them.
From the plains of Angostura Bolivar in 1819 led his forces,
now including a Foreign Legion, across the Andes to victory at
Boyaca. F!iling to obtain in P,Face through a truce with Morillo, he renewed his campaign in· 1821 . and on the battlefield
of Carabobo finally freed Venezuela of the Royalist forces.
Then he and Sucre, his "Chosen Son" of camp and council,
were ready to tum their faces toward Quito.
In September he paused briefly at Cucuta, where a convention was putting the finishing touches to a constitution that
completed the formal union of Venezuela, New Granada,_ and
Ecuador, and here also received from this body the chief magistracy of the combined republic. Th~ revised pact 1vas not.
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wholly satisfactory to the Liberator, but his election under it
marked a step toward continental. solidarity. Then, early in
1822, leaving Paezand Sa~tanderbehindto exercise civilian and··
military control, Bolivar started southward to secure recognition
below the equator. At the same· time he dispatched Sucre in the
same direction by sea. His subordinate, with the aid of-troops
from. San Martin, prevailed over the Spaniards on the slopes of
Pichincha and entered Quito in triumph..·Bolivar,. held up by .
the Qrawn combat at Bombona, barely arrived·in time to. annex
Guayaquil to the C6lombianR~ublic and there on the following day played gracious-host to the Protector of Peru, whom he
had th~ narrowly forestalled in this important Pacific port.
To both Bolivar and San Martin the two brief thamatic interviews .that followed proved ~ppointingo. San. Martin thereupon left Guayaquil and shortly.retired from his half of the con..
tinent. 'Bolivar, for the time beingassQ,red of the northern
Andes, must await formal summons to complete the deliverance
of the Peruvian highlands. Noone ever learned .the full import
of thei~. secret conferences. The people of Guayaquil seemed
content to bask in the simple pageantry of their public embrace.
To the chief actors this theatrical act· must have seemed poor
recompense for the toil and anguish ~!1t had marked the'bloody
and treacherous trails that brought them together.
At last the "Mat} of Glory" held the revolutionary stage alone.
More than a year was to pass, however, before Pem summoned
him to complete the work 'of San Martin. In September, 1823,
Bolivar stepped ashore- at Callao. During the_ intervening
months, -partly spent in dalliance with his beloved Manuela and
other favorites, partly in strengthening his political .pos~tion at
. Quito and Guayaquil, he was getting ready for the crowning
: campaigns at Junin and Ayacucho. Then followed th~ creation
of the RepUblic of Bolivia and attempts to unify politically the
_ five warring entities that he had helpedbring into being.
From 1826 onward the years register ,for him the failure of
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the Congress at Panama, the growing discord among the Andean
. r~publiC5; the gradual repudiation of his own influ~nce, ana
open warfare between Peru and Colombia. Paez and Santander
turned their mutual enmiiy into open hostility against the despairing Di~tator. Their opposition reached its lowest point in
the attc:mpt ofSeptember 25, 1827-a plot from which the watchful Manuela alone saved him. For a time he was led to consider
plans for a British protectorate or a French monarchy or to convert his waning dict.atorship into a quasi kingship. The American ministCli, Harrison, protested against all such temptations.
Stricken with tuberculosis and vilified by those who would seize
and divide among themselves the miserable trappings of Andean
power, he finally resigned, March 1, 1880, and once more sought
exile. But even this soiution was denied him. His death, December 17, 1880, was preceded by the assassination of Sucre, his
faithful servitor. The breakup of Greater Colombia, consummated that same year, was the only answer to his final appeal for
unity. Truly in his twenty-year struggle for freedom and stability
he had "ploughed the sea:'
The foregoing summary will, it is hoped, indicate the scope,
style, and main objectives of Masur's ·substantial narrative. It
remains to discuss some of its technical features. The threefold
division permits a logical grouping of the thirty-four chapters,
each bearing a striking or definitive tide. The author's style is
suggestive, expressive, imaginative; his allusions are not forced,
his figures of speech are apt and clear-cut, his inferences are
well-grounded and presented in chronological or topical order
in keeping with the subject matter. Because of this mixed presentation the average reader would appreciate a few more frequent dates.
There are some slips in fact and diction. In view of Masur's'
German nativity and training, his immersion in Spanish sources,
and the book's publication in still another language, his original
copy required careful and sympathetic editorial work: After the
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first mention of Bolivartsn~eheassiunes that~no further' accent
isnec~a This isa dttbiouspractice for a scholarly book,
.where theav~ge reader IflheadyaccentS the word incorrectly.:
With' Bogo'tii he Tighdy pToceedsunder a different rule'and
seefilS to think the final vowel is likewise accented, in. the oft- repeatedCticuta.The "Cochrane" mentioned (p.So) is nOlthe
later'South American naval hero (Va Amf:!ican HistoricalRe:'
vi~wVI) ,and the declaration' of'war against Napoleon (p. 77,
-line 28) preceded rather than followed Pitt's Tetum to office.
"Venezuela" (p. 128, line 13) should be "Valencia"; MiJanda's'
u 4o-year absence" (p. 120, line i3>' should be "thirty-year~'; "arrogated" (p. 116, line 2) sho,uld' be allocated." These trifling
e~ors seem bunched in this part <?fthe work but might easily
creep into a trilingual book involving alien, authorship and
cause the reader little co~ceri1 respecting its general scholarly
character.
There are eight illustrations; depicting Bolivar, Sucre,~d
Santander and scenes connected with their activities. Thebibliography runs to 445 tides, classified under six heads~. This we are
assured is'selective rather than exhaustive and designed to direct
further research. It does not include all the works mentioned in
the numerous footnotes. Familiar names and exact references
create confidence in the author's. citations, but the present Te'viewer has had no chance to check them ~ Spanish Sources, nor
does the author evaluate them individually; The index, filling
double columns of eight and a half pages, is largely given over to
persons and places, definitely located,. but with few attempts to
~yze the more crowded items. These state~ents are intended
to be definitive rather than carping or unduly 'critical. The re~ viewer fully appreciates the ,immense amoUnt of pioneer work
: that has entered into the writing and publishing of this book.
No litde praise, too; should be given its press work and format.
The author scatters numeroUS ,vivid passages through his narrative. He describes adequately each significant area, oudines
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graphically each cmefcharaeter. He owes much of his skill in
these matters to long residence and extensive travel in the regions fuvolveet His own facility in expression, plus his careful
training, his laborious research: critical interpretation an4 adequate material and personal assistance have enabled him to put
.' forth the best life of Bolivar so far available in the English language. This is another scholarly feat to be credited to a European in exile. His' American confreres welcome this recruit. to
their professional.ranks.
I

" T. M. Pearce

AMERICAN REGIONAL
I THEA·TER

,'THE

FIRST company

under the patronage of this house
had a long and wholly provincial career,'~ writes
. E. K. Chambers, the famous authority on the Elizabethan stage. He is speaking of the Earl of \Vorcester's Men;
a stage company for which there are records in provincial towns
from 1555 to 1603, a period covering the entire reign of Queen
Elizabeth. Subsequent to Elizabeth's death, the company came
under the patronage of Queen Anne, 'and references ~o them
appear as performing in London at the Red Bull Playhouse,
the Curtain, the Rose, the Cockpit, even at Court. Associated
with this provincial company are the names of Will Kempe,
famous wit and clown-jester; Edward Alleyn, one of the great
tragedians of the time; Christopher Beeston, another outstanding actor; and Thomas Heywood, both actor and p1aywright.
The "wholly provincial career" referred to meant perfotn;lances
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either at toWns like Newcastle, Bath, Nottingham, •Gloucester,
AJjingdon,Southampton;Coventry~ andN:orwich,ot/ata.risto.craticmanor ho:uses like Hadden Hall, DerbYibire,'the estate
of $ir George Vernon. Records dealing;with actors·in thecoqlpany refer to their stockS of apparel and to play-books in their
possession. Such men as AIleyn; after 1589, served in prominent
London companies, like the Lord Admiral's, for which Christopher Marlowe was writing plays, and Lor~ HuDsdon's, for which
"Shakespeare wrote.
The significant thing about this data is that -for more than '
forty-eight years a company of players in sixteenth century England carried on an active career in the theater outside Londoil.
Worcester's Men found/playwrights, rehearsed plays" collected
costumes and essential properties, arranged for playing places
and found audiences allover England, from Stratford, a prosperous farming community and leather center, to the more important c~astal community of Ipswich, or the inland metropolis
of York. Drama' was important and: thriving in the. regional'
centers of English life. Playwrights came from these centers:
Robert Greene from Norwich,· Sh~espeare 'from Stratford,
Thomas Heywood from a town ~ Lincolnshire, Thomas.Nashe
from neighboring Suffolk, JoIui .Lyly and ~hristopher Marlowe
from CanterburyJn Kent. The E,nglish playwrighting tradition,
which converged on London to 'make ~t the ~eatesttheattical
center in Europe from 1580 to 1620, was a .drawing together of
materials
from all England.
,
. Too littIehas been 'made, of this.
We read the history of: the London playhouses and th~ London
playwrights. Most of them ,were not Londoners at all! George·
Peele, Thomas Kyd, and Ben JonSQn were the London "boys who
made good" in the theater. The others ~ere aU: young men from
the provinces, who brought with them their genius, their education (in the cases of Lyly, Greene, Marlowe and Nashe, by
way of the two provincial universities) and their background
of experience. Some of them may even have found their way to'
I

I

__ .

•

.
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London with trt,lveliJ.1g companies of players. Certainly the gift
of these men to the English stage needs to· be under~ta:od in
terms ~f Elizabethan regional culture, as well as in. terms of
the encouragement and resources offered the theater by metropolitan L o n d o
n . ,,
,
Dr. Felix Sper, of Hunter College, in hiS book From Native.
Roots,· has written the story of the American regional theater,
what drama critics call "the tributary" stage. This term·means,
I judge, "contributory," or feeding the theater in metropolitan
centers, especially the stages of New York City. Such a book has.
long been needed, for, in thinking about the American stage,
we are prone to make just the mis~e we have made in thinking
about the ,stage in Shakespeare's day-that it was a literary and
social phenomenon inspired by city rather than ru~ life and
that New York, like London, did the job largely froiD the genius
supplied by its sons and the resources within its neighborhood.
From Dr. Sper we learn that Lulu Vollmer, author of the Broadway success Sun-up, drew material for this and other plays from
the laboratory of folk experience and character in the Carolina
mountains; that Paul Green, author of successes like In Abraham's Bosom and The House of Connelly, grew up, in terms of
the theater, at the Chapel Hill Play-maker's Theater under
Frederick H .. Koch, where a strong school of playwrights originated; that plays by Lynn Riggs were being produced by college
dramatic clubs and in community playhouses before G,:een
Grow the Lilacs was a success on Broadway and long before that
play flowered into the musical revue 0 1r.lahoma.
The drama of regions in the United States speaks in terms of
hard-bitten New Englanders, like those in Ethan Frome, as dramatized by Owen and Donald Davis, or of conscience haunted,
Bible quoting figures in Eugene O'Neill's Desire Under t~e
Elms. Rip Van lVin1r.le, as written by Don Boucicault brings the
voice of region from the Catskills of New York state, and ~apa
• The Caxtoo Printers, Ltd. Caldwell. Idaho, 1948.
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and

. , Is All~ by Patterson Greene, speaks in the vocabulary
rhythnl
of the .Plain People of Pennsylvania.- The }\legro region of the
Soutbretells. the Bible 'story in the theater through Greene Pastur.es by Marc Connelly, and Porgy by DuBose Heyward has left
~eimmortaIstamp of Catfish Row and. the Gullah diaI~ upon
the American stage. Tobacco Road by Jack Kirkland withjeet~
Lester ahd family in their tumble do~ shack.leaves indelible
.pictures of rural G~rgia in the memory of every. theatet:.goer.
In fact, so inclusive has been, the collecting of documentary
materials by Dr. Sper~ so broad his coverage, the reader wonders
what is left for the theate!" that does not be~r the regional stamp.
Plays like Life With Father or State of the Union (not listed in
From Native Roots because of theirmetropoljtail setting) still
are marked by provincialities which endear them to audiences
frbm every comer of the land. Dr. Sper lists scores of amateur
efforts, dealing with local episode' and .custom, that failed to
have much audience appeal either at ~ome o~, awayfiom home.
The inevitable conclusion is. that location, -of itseH,will not
have sufficient appeal to guarantee life to a. play. The playwright must know the tradition of the stage and have acquired
the craft of structure and the art of characterizing dialogue. This
professionalism, of course, belongs to Broadway wher~ play'production is continuous. But Dr. Sper points out how many college and community theater centers there have been and .still
are in the United States with sus~edplay production and
stage instruction. Und~niable,' in }he face of hisevidenee, is
"the dependence of the· American stage upon popular traditions,
largely non-urban, for themes and motivating characters in the
theater. This book opens a door to the appraisal and enjoyment
of the contribution of America to the most democratic of all
literary institutipDS, the stage.
~
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THE ~OUTHWEST IN MINOR CHORD

N.

whiCh attempts to interpret the Southwest re, gion as a whole could reasonably be expected to show
the quality that marks the more localized interpreta-.
dons of the area. The Southwest i~ so large, so diverse in its geology. ecology, population, and economics that it would be perhaps impossible for one person. to absorb and know the entire
scene. One should be prepared to freely grant ,Mr. Peyton the
right to a certain amount of superficiality; and certainly one
should not ask of him the convincing detail or the authoritative
generalization such as one frequendy finds in Frank Waters' The
Colarado~ or Mary Austin's The Land of Journey~ Ending~ or
Harvey Fergusson's Rio Grande.
Green Peyton's America's Heartland: the Southwest· was not
intended for educated Southwesterners, I suspect, although they
will find a number of satisfying and courageous remarks scat·
tered throug~out the book. There is often a dependable, swift
eye for the climate ~nd scenery. There is a nice sketch of indi..
vidualist J. Frank Dobie. There are a few neat jibes at the
exploitative tendencies of southwestern businessmen. There is
f
a good deal of healthy scepticism regarding the desirability and
feasibility of industrializing the semi-arid country west of Fort
Worth•. There is a good deal to recommend the emphasized contention: "Gregarious folk, who yearn to see -this land teeming
.with humanity, live under the curious delusion that wealth and
importance of a country;;are measured by_the number of people
-who can be packed into ito" Above all, many non-Texans ,rill
be delighted to discover a native Texan finally admitting that
the typical Texan is prone to an ovenveening chauvinism, bigO BOOK.

• University of Oklanoma Press. 1948.
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otry,arrogance, and aggressiveness. On the other hand those persons who know this region fairly well may be a little troubled
by the frequent factual ·inaccurades: on the subject of-' New
Mexico, for instance, Peyton insists thatEI Vado Dam is '.'northeast of Albuqqerque"; ..that "The last Indian [pueblo] revolt
in 'New Mexico flared up in 1680"; that after 1692 a "long,
drowsy age of peace began in New Mexico:'
,
And those persons with knowledge. of the area, thotlgh they,
would be prepared t~ graciously condone a good deal of superficiality, would be considerablr bored with the rather overwhelming superficiality. Although Peyton devotes separate chap'
ters to El Paso and Dallas, he manages to interpret these cities
with the blithe insight of a week-end tourist~ The short chap'
ters on states-Arkansa&, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and New Mexico
are even more sketchy;' even Texas, whi~b occupies several chap.
ters, .is treated with sPotty glances.
.
. Parenthetically, the ',reasoqsforexc1uding. Arizona from. the
definition of the Southwest and for including Arkan,sas are
whimsical: although Arlzo~a looks southwestern, its spirit and
alignments are withCaliforniat Although Arkansas looks and
acts southern, it is southwestern because it was considered sbuth- _
western during the earlY-1800'S; and because of its cattle, Qil,
and "Latin" peoples.
~ut t~ return to Peyton's superficiality for a moment. Whether
be is attempting the region's history, its educational institutions,
its press, its literary and art activities, or its cattle and oil inqustries, he manages only elementary and commonly accepted
informat!on. Nor is the main outline of anyone subject established. What he n~glects to state, about the essentials ~f the oil
or cattle industries, for example, makes a greater impression on
the reader's mind (I 'am still assuming the informed. southwestern reader) than the romantic collection of exciting episodes and
ftavoJ;"some anecdotes.' In both businesses the -small operator and
the hired hand, 'increasingly importali~ and influential, are only
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and inevitably in ·terms of their picturesqueness
. rather than their day by day struggle to keep alive and make a
living.
If the Hea'l'tland~s thinness would bore the educated southwestern reader or any educated reader who is somewhat informed about the Southwest, the book might very well puzzle
all perceptive people who are uninformed but yet honestly willing to learn. Such people, though knowing nothing or n~t to
nothing about the Southwest, would soon see that Peyton scarcely .
recognizes many of the most significant aspects of life-whether
New England life, Midwest life, or Southwest life-particularly ,.the political, social, and economic forces. They would wonder
at the very incidental references to such matters as public health.
race relations, 6anking, state and city gove~ent. political organizatiQn, transportation. public and private hospitals, tax
structure, housing, freight rates, small industries-in fact, if we
take New Englanders as an example of potential readers of the
book, they might be vexed, New Englanders being what they are,
at the determined refusal to analyze the dynamics that sustain,. or
fail to sustain, the fifteen million human beings who inhabit the
region. Their vexation would not be appeased appreciably. I
am afraid. by the author's ingenuous admission: til am not an
. authority on anything. A journalist has no time to become a
scholar:'
Then. too, Peyton's .explanations of social phenomena might
appear to the keen-witted New Englander not only superficial
but also frequently far-fetched and preposterous, at times even
dangerous. They would not quarrel with his observation that
liThe Southwest has a vast body. of minor'literature. The m;tin
line of American writing has passed it by:' But they would not
be able to make heads or tails of the paragraph of cause:
One reason is. I think. the very fact that this country is so
ancient and peculiar to itself. Ever since the United States be-
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came a~ation? its .writers.,havebeen.p~eoccupied ~ith'the task
of qeaung'a1 natl\onal literature dlsUnctfrom Its European
sources; o~ iPterpreting the wide continent'as awbole. The origins of American.li~erature·liemostly in England. ButtheSouthwest has its origins in Spain and France, and so it is a stranger
at the literary feast of our time. ,
(Nor am I certain of what Peyton is trying to say here, but if
he is assuming the Spanish ever developed ~ literary tradition in
the Southwest, he is of course wrong. For obvious reasons, they
not only failed to develop a literary tradition, but also. failed to
produce one significant piece of pure literature.)
,
Granting, for the sake of politeness, that· Southwesterners are
unconcerned and~ fatalistic' about the Bomb, .New~nglanders
might rudely mort at Peyton's explanation: «·The Southwest is
- . constittitionally incapable of fearing the Bomb. Its people have,
lived too intimately with·death for too many~enturies to fear it
now:' And certainly New Englanders might-become doWnright
wrathfu. at the autho~'s explanation of the 11nlovely traits of
Texan character: something about the blood and culture of
185,000 peopfe of German extraction inBuencing a total Texas
population of over seven minion ~th a case of Prussianism~
And so I trust Peyton did not intend his 1?ook for knowledgeloving. New Englanders.
For whom did he intend the book then? For those whom
l.lencken used to derisively label the bambosie1 If so, I am afraid
Peyton will not find many takers, for A.merica's Heartland will
offend their prejudices just as quickly as it offends the intelligence and common sense of the more informed and critical.
Perhaps Mr. Peyton had the EsquimatpC in mind.

"
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REHABILITATION

OF

THE NAVAHOS

D,

I. SANe,HEZ" Professor of J:ducation and Con,•
sultant in Latin American Education at the University
of Texas~ was asked by former Commissioner Brophy
to survey the Navaho school system and make recommendation~.
" The People"; a Study of the Navajos· was published as a summary of this report.
.
Dr. sanchez is horrified by the physical defects of the present
Navaho school buildings, and duly ~ppreciative of the efforts"
made by the teachers and supervisors to carry on their work in
the face of such appalling inadequacies. He places the blame
for these conditions where it belongs, namely on Congress with
its "scarcity budgeting" and its unwillingness to undertake and
carry out a long-range, all-round program.
As he sees it, day schools as originally'deJined are impossible
~der present ~rcumstances, both because of difficulty of transportation and because of the Navaho way of life. He would effect
a compromise between day and boarding schools by further
developing the sort of school that had to be operated during the
war: semi-boarding schools at which all but very neat-by pupils
..
boarded for the school days of the week, some for the whole
term. "He would organize his schools into ten regions, each with
a central plant at which would be located the secondary school
and all the common facilities such as laundry, bakery, shop,
etc., and six or eight primary schools placed according to population needs and availability of roads and water. As a matter of
faet~ with a few exceptions all these schools would be where there
R. G:E:ORGE

"

• u. S. Indian Service. Haskell

Institute. 1948.
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already are either day o~ boarding schools, and existing plants
would be used to ;theiextent po~ible.
Dr. Sanchez would prov1de much more elaborate dormitories
than were built during the war) and wo~ld'h~veimproved hogans as guest houses for visiting parents. Bett~r quarters· for
. personnel, greatly improved roads; and the development· of
both primary and setondary schools as community centers and
adult education centers are ~cluded in the .plan. On the whole
it appears to me to be an elaborat~ version of what was intended
in a groping way when the new day schools were planned and
built. The improvements are due in part to what has been
learned from the operation of the day schools, in part to the
lack of has~e in formulating the present program. The entire effott.is envision.ed, as educational, .from the con.struction of the roads to the use 'of the schools, and includi~g
'the improved hogans for parents. It c!luld undoubtedly be educational just as Dr. Sanchez would like; but all too often the
constructing agencies involved in such an enterprise pay little
attention to these considerations in their haste to achieve the
goal of so many buildings or so many miles of bighway.~me-,
times, moreover, the education misfires-the guest hogans suggest to parents that,they should demand similar ones from the
Government, ot that they should move to Gallup or sOm~ other
center of white'uXuriesrather than that. they should try t~
copy the improvements in their own homes.'
The argument is developed cogently that a thoroughgoing
program of rehabilitation will be we cheapest in the long run, in
terms of,actual dollars and cents, in benefits to the Navahos,
and in self-respect to ourselves for finally carrying out our part
. of the treaty that ended the Navaho captivity of eighty-odd
y~ars ago. In addition to the proposed educational improvements,' this will include better health facilities, irrigation projects, various manufacturing and marketing ventures, ,employment supervision for off-reserv.ation Navahos, and in general
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the development of all possible resources to raise the Navaho
standard of living somewhere near our own. In spite of the ultimate economy the initial cost is high. For example, the esti.mated cost. for construction (only) in one of the ten school
regions, exclusive of access roads, is $6,846,000>- Perhaps this
is cheap for what is obtilinedibut it is still a great deal of money .
when multiplied by ten. When one consid.,ers that this huge
plant has to be maintained as well as built, there seems to be
no end to the costs.
My principal quarrel with Dr. Sanchez' ptan is that it seems
to .me much too elaborate for. the present educational needs
and for the future economic ability of anyone"':federal Government, state g~vemments, or the Navahos themselves-to main-.
tain adequately. I r~lize that some sort of balance has to be
struck between the simplest system that would serve to provide
Navaho children with elementary education, and something
that would attract a high calibre of teacher; but I doubt that
such a fine physical plant is the answer. For many school generations, much of the instruction will have to depend on the ingenuity of the individual teacher. One of the· chief difficulties
has always been to get enough of the right kind of teachers, and
it seems to me that the conveniences recommended would be
even more attractive to the wrong kind than is the present set- .
up. A better solution, to my mind, would be to build as many
school rooms of the simplest sort as are needed to house _the
children, and then really spend money on salaries and on' reorganizing the recruiting methods and civil service requirements
so that- peopl.e with the essential qualities and abilities could
be employed regardless of their educational backgrounds, and
at a rate that they could afford to accept.
When one considers that in spite of
the clamor-both
Navaho· and public-that something be done about educating
Navaho children, Congress has not seen fit to keep open even
the few schools already built, it seems to me entirely fantastic

all
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to suppose that the same body would regularlyappropriat'e
funds to-do the job that Dr. Scinchez feels necessary. But even
if it would, I question the wisdom of such a program at present; ,
in. fifty years, maybe~ It seems-tome very ,ill-advised to speed up
the acculturation, of this group. to the c;,(tent that
,Dr.' Sanchez'
l , '
plan would if,put into effect. AccuIturation'# in the cards for
the Navaho attyway,andall the indications are)that they should
be able to h~dle, the situation more successfully on the whole
than have somf;of the other Indian tribes. However, the,eis
, no doubt in my mind that "the people" also cali be overwhelmed
.
--by the cJumges demand~, if, too many of them are:1orced to
accept these changes in too short a period. In fact, the haSte of
the change
to have been the most destructive feature _in
many other cases. '
Educate the Navaho children by all means, but don~tat the .
Same time teach them to regard as necessities many' items of our
--culture which not even their grandchildren, perhaps, will be
able to afford.
.
BOOltSA-ND COMMENT

'

seems

'-

Haldeen Braddy

POE THE PEACOCK
Edgar
Allan Poe's "The Raven" than with Walt Whitman's
"Song of Myself'-but possibly -~ot as aware that Poe
. no less than, Whitman cultivated a pose. Anybody -who com, prehends Whitman grasps the mawki&h .affectionateness of his
confessional poems and ,understands that this in his nature ~y
conceal an element ~f the elf~inate. Fewer persons know that
aspects of Poe's character revealed to his contemponu:ies a By-

A

MERICAN READERS are probably more familiar with
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ronic dandyism. that his exotic plots. and his mad. unnatural.
characters betrayed a decadent quality. and that his supercilious'
effeteness covered a genuinely mascullne temperament. The
traits of pretense in his personality. his penchant for the dramatic, form the subject of N. Bryllion Fagin's new book, The
Histrionic Mr. Poe.·
It was "The Raven" which in 1845 lifted Poe from obscurity
to fame and which in 1949, a century after his death, has assisted
in his emergence as one of America's first world authors. But
it is as the Peacock that Poe played a part of his important
human drama. This neglected aspect of llisgenius shows him,
not as a sad. tragic figure, in agreement with th~ bird of ill omen;
but as a personage alert, brilliant, active, in' accord with the
fowl of beautiful plumage. The surname Poe is derived from
Anglo-Saxon pawa, "peacock," according to Francis B. Culver,
Maryland Historical Magazine, December, 1942. (The word is
.preserved as "po" in the Middle English proyerb: "proud as a
po," .th~t is, "as a peacock.") The poet mayor may not have
known this etymology of the name. He mentions in his works a
number of early English authors, including both Nennius and
Chaucer. At Virginia, Po~'s well-known Professor Blaetterman
was among the first scholars to. introduce the study of AngloSaxon to American universities.
.According to Fagin, the poet was the theatrical type, an incipient exhibitionist born to parents who acted on the stage, a
"pretender" who cultivat~d the society of actors, who studied
plays in a tongue or two, and who perpetrated in· the contemporary theater an incomplete, little-known, and incomparably
stilted drama entitled PoUtian. Fagin illustra~es his thesis'w~th
remarkably apt details. Indeed,· impressively massive research
has gone into the composition of the book. Edgar. Allen Poe
was - and. is ~ the tragic romanticist of American letters. Fagin
establishes that he also had a less sombre side when he simulatc:d
• The Johns Hopkins Press, 1949-
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the parts of a scholarly gentleman, and of a courtly southern
lover.
The Histrionic MT. Poe most convincingly ar~es that .the
art of dramaturgy was a f01::ce at work in many of the author's
literary prpductions. "TheConque,or Wor.m," observes Fagin,
"has five 'stanzas which correspond roughly to the five aCt$ of a
play." POe himself explicitly states that the personages of the
drama "Sit in a thea~er, to see / A play of hopes and fears:'The ','
dramatic atmosphere breathes in such other effective poems as
"The Haunted Palace," "Eldorado," and that. expressionistic
success "The Bells:' The inte~sity of good.·drama likewise enlivens many of Poe's masterlY-Stories. "The Cask of Amontillado" is an exciting melodrama. Anyone doubtin~ this should ,
tum to Mr. Sidney Greenstreet's performance recorded by
Decca. Other paraphernalia of which, the sensational theater 'is
compounded - scenes of fire and destruction, physchopathics
, wrecked by dise~ and ~steria - are on display in,UMetzengerstein" and "The Fall of the Houk·of Usher." Thr~ughout, the
book is more persuasive when it treats Poe's literary techniques
than when it discusses the author's personaJity. Fagin believes
that'dramaturgy influenced the author's poetry! his stories,.and
even his criticism. He points out that the remarks about plot
in "The Philosophy of Composition" contain precisely the same
essentials specified in the essay "American Drama."
. In his private life, revealed in, some fullness in ~e letters
newly edited by John Ward Ostrom,· Poe the Peacock was most
often a bedraggled bird. The em~ent, Professor J. ,S. Wilson,
author of the Introduction to Ostrom's two volumes, avers that
"Altogether, this correspondence of one of America's first men
of genius suggests the life of a literary hack:' There is nothing
histrionic in his references to his poverty or his alternately
brazen and embarrassed pleas for money. In real life his erotiBOOKS AND COMMENT

I

• The Letters of Edgar Allan Poe, edited by John Ward Ostrom, Harvard University Press, 1948.
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cism might drive him to Chase Mrs. Osgood, who called him the
Raven, from New York to Albany, but the emotion did not inspire him to compose; so much· as one memorable -passage of
impassioned love. In the letters he is neither Mr. Histrionic nor Mr. Peacock, which largely disproves that pretense was with Poe .
a dominant trait of character.
Ostrom's edition of the letters, a compl~te collection, affords
material for an understanding of times in Poe's life when he was
hardly in the mood to essay an histrionic part. His early youth
in the Allan household did not culminate in his becoming an
accredited member by legal adoption, so that he was never in
the position to flaunt· his great expectations as a logical heir to
Mr. john Allan~s fortunes. His abbreviated career as student
at -the University of Virginia was nothing' for him t~ parade
before "academic groups. He did perform his duties as a soldier
creditably, being promoted at the end of a year to the highest
non-commissioned rank, that of sergeant-major; but there is no
evidence that he ever crowed over the matter. After th~ subsequent debacle at 'Vest Point-he was dismissed-Poe apparently erased froin his mind forever all recollections of his
military experiences. Nor is he later found bragging about his
success as an editor of various magazines. 'Vhen all the facts are
viewed in their full contours, the histrionic element assumes,
properly, a minor role in the drama of Poe's life.
It is nonetheless significant to perceive that the Peacock did
figure in the poet's complex personality. Poe is too often and
inaccurately remembered as the tragic Raven of an unappreciative America - the dark hero of Sophia Treadwell's play Plumes
in the Dust. Mr. Poe had his hour upon the boards, and when it
came he strutted.. In the Memorandum
which he sent the Rev.
erend Griswold to include in his edition of Poe's life and works,
the poet purposefully preenec:t his feathers. He misrepresented
his age, saying falsely that he was born in 1811. He wrongly alleged that his mother died, not of consumption, but of pneu-

a
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monia. He, mistakenly' affirmed that 'John Allan outrightly
adopted him.- He incorrectly stated that he attended the U~i-,
versity of Virginia for three years. AIl inall,,~e depicted himself
in an adventurous, romantic light. At one time he was prevented
from joining the Greek rebels, he said, and thereupon made his
way to Russia. ~e left the impression that, though now a successful writer, he was a man who had survived a 'purple past.
There is something fevered and adolescent about the whole
'sketch dispatched to Griswold. He recalled, for a minor detail,
that at the University he had led "a verydissipa~ed life:' In
'these memoirs of,a would-be adventu~er, Edgar .Afian Poe
glossed a, dull, hard life with an aura borrowed from the mentor
he idolized - the mcomparallle dan~y and- poet Lord, Byron. ,
The life-story of the poet'is so suffused with legend that it is
difficult, if nOt impossible, nolY to see with,any degree of clarity
the real Mr. Poe - the ambitious young ,sogtherner who in his
, ' time shocked the Atlantic Coast and who today is cel~brated
throughout the literary world. Faghl has performed a service '
~. demonstrapng that one aspect of his :personality was· colored ,
by his flair -for ~e theatrical. In the,l~tters cap~bly ,assembled
by Ostrom, there'is a series which the editor regards as carefully ,
stylized. These are the "literary" epistles to Mrs. Whitmandocumentary proof that on occasion Poe did attempt in his letters to be,poetical. Poe called Mrs. Wliitman his sister and":'mine
hereafter and forever in, the Heavens.~1 Sinc~ he used identically
the same JaQguage in addressing a .ove letter to Mrs. Richmond,
·Mr. Poe evidently was quite as much Peacock as Raven.
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Lyle Saunde.rs
A.GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF THE SOUTHWEST,. XXX

a service of the University· of New Mexico's
~ Research Bureau on Latin American and Cultural Relations
in the Southwest; the School of Inter-American Affairs, the Department of Sociology, and the New Mexico Quarterly Revi.ew, attempts
to list, with such thoroughness as time and resources permit, current materials dealing with the Southwest. The Southwest, as here
defined, includes all of New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas, and parts
of Utah, Oklahoma, Colorado, Nevada, and California.
The symbol (F) designates fiction; 0) is used to indicate ma~
terials
the juvenile level.
Included in this issue are mainly those titles which were. published or came to our attention between March I, 1949 and May 31,
r r \ n S BIBUOGRAPHY,

on

1949·

. Recurring items of a ge~eral nature (indicated in. the Summer
issue by a star) will be listed only once a year, in order to conserve
space and avoid needless repetition.
In the absence of Lyle Saunders, all materials for this issue were
compiled by 'Villiam T. Colley and Jad Curtis.

BOOKS
AMSDEN. CHAltLES AVE&Y. Navaho weaving. Albuquerque, University of New
Mexico Press. 1949. $10.00. Techniques
and history.
BAiRErr. MONTE. Smo1ce up the valley.
Indianapolis. Bobbs-Merrill.I949. $3.00.
(F) Post·Civil War Texas.
BISHOP. CuRTIS AND BASCOM GILES. Lots
of land. Austin. The Steck Company,
1949. $3.00. Story of Texas' publlc
domain.
BoATIUGHT. M. C. The sky is my tipi.
Dallas, Southern Methodist UniversIty
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Press. 1949. $3.50. Southwestern traditions.
BUFF. MAllY AND CoNRAD. Peters pinto;
a story of Utah. New York. Viking
Press, 1949. $2.00. OF)
CoRLE. EDWIN. In winter light. Duell.
Sloan and Pearce. 1949. $2.75. (F) Indians of the southwest.
DICltEY, ROLAND F. New Mexico village
arts. Albuquerque. University of New
Mexico Press. 1949. $7.00. Intimate introduction to New Mexico folk artt and
crafts.
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J. FRANL The voice 01 the coyote. New York. Little. Brown and Com-

DoBIE,

pany, 1949. $4.00. Comprehensive material on the coyote..
FENNER. PHYU..IS. Horses, horses, horses.
New York, rrankl~ Watts, 1949. $2.50.
OF) Anthology of horse lore.

HALEY, 1. I:VETI'S. JeU Milton: a good
man with a gun. NOlman. University
of Oklahoma Press, 1949. $5.00. Aufl(entic gun fighting lore.
1lANu, LEwIs. The Spanish struggle for,
jwtice in the conquest of America. University of Pennsylvania Press, 1949.
$5.50. ConOict of men and ideas ~ the
Spanish conquest.
HOUSE, BoVCE. City 01 flaming adventure. Naylor Publishing CoIilpany,I949.
$2.95. (F). High adventure m old san
Antonio, Texas.
MA1lJUOTr, AuCE.

The valley below.

Norman, University of Oklahoma Press,

399

1949. $5.00.00 Two city women try
liviJJg in mralNewMexico.
'
MEIcs, ~ETIl BLEECKER•. _ Thesilverquest. bdianapolis, Babbs-Merrill.
1949. ,$2.50. (JF),
'
'MoRl; ToslIIo. Yokohama, California.
Caldwell, Idaho, CaxtonPdnters.Limited, 1949.$1J.00., (F) Japanese in prewar Califurnia.
RlsTER, CARL ,Coo. Oil! titan of the
$,outhwest. Nortnan,University ofOklahoma Press, 1949. $5.00. Comp~ensive
story of the growth of .the southwest's
.'
,
oil empire.
STEEN, RALPH. The Texas history. Aus·
tin. The Steck Company, 1949. $5.50.
Short, one·volume hiStory Of Texas. '
,WISE, EVELYN Voss. Shepherd of the
valley.' Milwaukee. Bruce Publishing
Company, 1949. $2.75, (F) Talc of parish priest' in the lower Rio Grande
.valley.
i

'

PERIODICALS
AGRICULTURE AND RANCH
AFANASIEV, MICHEL. "A study of- red
cedar p,lantations in north central Oklahoma. • Olelahoma Agricultural Experi-

mentStatiorJ Technical Bulletin T-34.

Oklahoma A~and M. College, Stillwater. Mar., 1949.
BICGS, HILTON M. "Sheep management
for Oklahoma farms." Oklahoma Agri·

cultural Experiment Station Circular
C-rJo. Oklahoma A. and M. College.

Stillwater. Mar., 1949.

NORDLAND, OLE J. "Desert

cavalcad~.'·

Reclamation Era, S5:65. Mar., 1949. His-

tory of development of California's
Imperial Valley.
,
SMITH, IJ.. V. "Boron as a factor in Ari.zona's agriculture." University of Ari,~na Technical Bulletin No. u8, Mar••
1949.
'
VLlTOS, A. J. AND D. A. PRESTON., "Seed
treatment for field legumes." Oklahoma

Agricultural Experiment Station Bul,letin B-JJ2. Oklahoma A; and M. Col-

lege. Stillwater. Mar., 1949. Includes
'
CArutART, AIlTHUll H. "Hammtown. U. southwest.
S. A.-' The Rotaritzn, 74:17-20, Apr.,
ANTHROPOLOGY AND
1949. Wb(!at harvesting in the west.
~OCIOLOGY
GoLLEHAN, J;CLAu. "Operation AmerAn1tEN,
BARBARA.
eeA note on Pueblo
ica." Reclamation Era, 35:91, Apr.,
belt
weaving."
Man,
49:57, Apr., 1949.
1949. Homesteading. BGila project,
CItAMBEJtS, R. L ','The New Mexico patYuma, Arizona.
tern."Common Ground, 9:20·27, SumJOHNSTON']. C. AND WAlLACE SUlUVAN. mer, 1949. Discrimination against Span. .
"Eliminating tillage in citrus soil man- ish-Americans.
agement." California Agricultural Ex- , Q)LTON, HAllOLD S. "The museum of
tension SennceCircular 150. The Col- northern Arizona.in 1948." Plateau.. 21:
lege of Agriculture, University of Cali- 58·64, Apr.,. 1949.
fornia. Berkeley. Mar., 1949. Includes EcGAN, DoROTHY~ "The significance of
southwest.
dreams for antbroeological research."
Moou, \\T. BION. "Chemurgy." Recla- American Anthropologist~ 51:177. Apr.mation Era, 35:74, Apr., 1949. New uses. Jun., 1949. SUbjects used are Hopis of .
northern Arizona.
for farm products, Texas.
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LYLE SAUNDERS·
GALAUA. EaNESJO,. '"Pqram for action." Common Gro~nd. 9:28·37. Sum-

mer. 1949. OUtline of fOIIlblc' IOlution
to southweStern Diinorlty ~
HARVEY. Loma F."The del~uent
Mexican boy." 10~flNl 01 U,,",1oMl
RtsellfCh. 42:575, Apr., 1949. Problem
cues with MexiCU1l resident in LoI
Angdcs. California area.
LA.~C;UY. DANA. "Rain·makm of MIchongnoir:' The Desert M~ne. 12:5·9.
JuL. 1949. Hopi rain·maim.
M'cWJJ.LLUIs. CAuY. "California and
the wetbaW." Common G~,",. 9:15-

20, Summer, 1949.
MODIS. EAu. H. "ButetmUer U
dwellings near DuraJ1BO, Colondo."
Tree 'Ri", Bull,ti", 15:55·54. Apt••
1949.
hla. ,WILLLUl E. JIt. "The Moenkopi
~tion at Sycamore canyon." Pta·

a study in thematic I~boliam."~Mn
ico U'nawre, 21:71-95. Mar•• 1949.
Coolt, HowAU. "Ernest L Blumen-

lChein." New Mexico Q.sumnly RwinI#
19:18, Spring, 1949.
'
STEWART, OMAJt Co "The CoJondo
Archaeotogkal Society: monument to
Dr. Co T. Hunt-" Sovthtatnn l.on,
14:17-82. Mar., 1949.
WAlLACE. LucY H. "A Texan talc:l the
reins.'· The NfilOMl hblisher. 29:1215, Jun.. 1949. Joe T. Cook, N. Eo A.
President.

CO~SERVATION

•
LAYTON, MAX T."Your A.G.P.A. •••
itS future." Ari%OM W~li/e-SporlsrMn,
10:9. Mar•• 194'9. Activi~ of Arboa.a
Game Protective ~liOIl.

t.

LulMON. PAUL
AND PD11 W. TAY"Pampa puI' in southern Cali,.

LQL

fomia." Still COtumMtioft. H:2SS·257.
, Jun.. 1949.
1l0HPa. WAYNt Co "Factors. makln« for LEMON, CAuou.. "100 north of the
__
succaa in a rural cooperative hoIpital." border." ArhoM WUcflife-S~,
Southwstem SoeUIl Sc~ Q.sumnly, 10:5. Jun•• 1949. Game and its habitat
29:281, Mar.. 1949.
in IOUthem AriJoaa.
SCH&omD, AunT H. "A preUminay
MIDTHUN, R.ouaT. '"The ~ of the
'examination of the Saaed" Mountam stwta *yway." R«latitiofl Erw.55:
ball COUtL" P14t,.". 21:55·57. Apr., 50. Mar., 1949.llejuvenatioa of SbasCI.
1949.
California dam ana itriptioa projects.
SCHur.MAN, EDMUND. "Earl! chronolo- MOIlCAN, CHua. "Danger ••• medagies in the San Juan Butn. Tree Ri", ton at work." ArizoM Wilcfli/e.$/JOrlSBwlldi,.. 15:2"·!2, Apr., 1949.
10:11. Apr.. 1949. Activity of AIlSHINn. JaIL L "A Femandefto site in JOlla predatOl" control 6dd men.
Simi Valley, California." The Matn- llocEU, Il. w. "Operation Snowbound."
25:'19. May, 1949. Excavations in Soil C01UtfWlion. H:219·22S. May.
ShOIhoae tribal area, southern Cali· 1949. Includes IOUthwest.
fomia.
STATEN, HI W. "Soil CooIetvatioa eduSPAIN. AUCUST O. "Ilecent municipal
cation at Oklahoma A. and M. Colannexation in Texas." The Southwst- lege." Soil CmuerwliOft. 14:245·244.
em SocW Sdmce Q.wutnly. 29:299. Jun., 1949.
Mu.. 1949. Sources Of oppoation to
TUONI'tON, A. N. "Platoro dam"•••
municipal annexation.
the 'Uttle GianL'" Rur.m.ticm Erw.
Sm.~ HMT. "The wetback tide."
55:103, May, 1949. CoaIemtncy project,
Commott Ground. 9:5·14. Summer. ConejollUver canyon." ColoradO.
1949.

tt.", 21:50·54. Apr... 1949.

m.".

"cy.

BIOGRAPHICAL
ANoNYMous. "Com~ete Bibtiograplly
of Co T. Hurst." Sovthwstem Lore. 14:

85-88. Mar•• 1949.
Ba.L. LocISE P.&ICL "Home in tbe actus forest." The Desert M-&cine. 12:4.
Jul., 1949. Park Ilanger'I Wnily life.
BLooM. EDwAU A. AND l.D:.uAN D.
"Willa Cather', Novels of the frontier:
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EDUCATION
BuTcuo. ELsA. "Misfits are students
too." New Mexico School Review. 28:
G. Mar., UH9. Treatment of misfits ~
Las Cruces. New Mexico. ICboo1s.
DovcLAss. lluaY Il. "It" 6esta time in
Hondot" New Mexico School RevieItI,

28:8. May. 1949.
.
- . "Parents and school dutia."
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New Mexico School RetMw, 28:8, Apr..
1919. HoOdo. New Mexico P. T.A.
GLOVER, ltA'rIIDINL "Teamwork in
Texas." The Child. 13:162-165, n3,
May. 1919. County organization for the
1950 White HOUle Conferen.c:e tepOrt.
LEAYl1T, J'?'OME. ....Let•• ha~ a ~y."
New MexICO SChool RtvItW, 28:25,
Apr., 1919.. Scbool parties in LoI Ala-

HISTORY'

CHAn:z, Fuy ANcmco. "Santa· Fe
churCh and c:onventsitcsin theaeven·
teenth an4.dghteenth COlturi~H Her;

Mexico Historical RevietlJ, 24:85-9!.
Apr.~ 1919.
REEvE, F'aANK -D. ~'War' and peace: two
Arizona. diaries." NefJJ Mexico Hutori·
ul Revierv, 24:9!H20J Apr., '1919.
SHELTON, WILMA. LOy" ,"a.ecklist of
New MexicO publications... NtrlJ' Mexico HutoricGllleviea1,24:1SO.155, Apr..

New Mexim.
MAsLEY. DL AI.!:xANDD. "It takcs more
than art." New Mexico School Review,
1919. OIitialliterature. 1850-1948.
28:15. Apr•• 1949.
'
MOI.PHEf, EDcAL' "What should teach·
SCIENCES
ers know about ICbool finance?" New BmlLENAN.. R. G.-Starling and Rusty
Mexico School Review, 28:8, May. J.9I9. . Blackbird records for. Boulder County.
- Pertinent bets for NC1J M~ edn· Colorado." The Condor, 51:97. Mar.ators.
f
Apr.. 1949.
PAYNE, IVY V. "They drive safelY' in
Gu::EN, CHAu.oTrE Hn.roN. "Boulder's
Carlsbad."
Mexico SChool Review, private glacier." Nature Magazine, 1M:
28:8. Mar., 1919.
271·274. Jun.-JuI., 1919.
'
PIa, ADA. "That all may live." NtfII JAECa, EDMUND C. "Furtherobsena·
Mexico School Reuiew, 28:5. May. 1919. tions in the. hibemationof the Poor·
Safety program in New Mexico Icbools. Will." The Condor, 51:105-109. May.'
RnAL E1lrToaLu. saYIa:. ""It', dif£erent.. Jun.. I94~
iDdde."-New Mexico School RetMw,28: ---.. "When Wild bees nest on the
21. Apr.. 1919. AcmmpUshmen~. of walls of desert canyons." The Deserl
/of«pne, 12:10, Jon., 1919_
Gamerc:s Scboot. near Gallup.
StovALt, Ta.iVlS. "Cooperative in· LoDLlTCH• .ALnm Jit. AND Ib:r.EN TAl'aenice training." New Nexico School J>AN. ·'Foraminifcr.l from the walnut
formations . of northern Texas and
Reviea1, 28:6, Apr•• 1919.
IOUthqn Oklahoma." Journal oj PaleVAt1CHAN, Etu:N W. ''Teacher situation
o.ntol~::245.266. May, 1919. Exten·
b~ter." New Mako School RevitfII,
tes.
28:19, Mar., 1919. Rising quality of Slve
New Mexico teachers..
''
PHILLIPS, Au.AN R. "Nesting. of the
WYNN, DWUY. "'The humanitics in the ROle-Throated Becord in Arizona:'
*OUthwcsL" NtfII Mexico QlUlTterly Re· The Condor, 51:U7-U9,May-Jun••
191~
.
vitfII, 19:5.Spring. 191~.
IDOl,

)

i .

New

, RaDECK, .HuGO G. "Notes on Box
FOLltLORE
Turtles in Colorado." Coptia, 1919-1:
ADAMS, OwEN S. "Proverbial p1uues I 32, Apr•• 1919.
.
from california." Western Fol1clore, 8: SClmoDEa. HuGO H. "Avocets have
95. A}:Ir.. 1919.
turned u'p bills." Natural ~is~o1)', 58:
HtN~ CATHElINE J. "The devil in
282-285. Jun.. 1919. Utah wildlife.
New Mexican Spanisti folklore:' West- S"VAIN, ~EaICIt M. "Early Tertiary
em Fol1clore, 8:125. Apr•• 1919.
Osttatoda from the western interiors,
b.nNE, A1JcIA. "Looking backward."· United States.to Journal of Paleontolo~,
South'western Lore, 14:78, Mar., 1919. 25:172-181, Mar., 1919. SOme, material
pertinent to soUthwesL , .
Romance of the MesaVerde.
REa. AurA KEHOE. "Skip and singl" SWINEFOU, ADA. "Source area of great
Westem Fol1clore, 8:126. Apr.. 1919. plains rleistocene volcanic ash:' The
Folkloric remnants in today'. school jouma of Geology. 57:307-S11.May.
games, Denver.' Colorado.
1919.
SUNMEItS.IlIcHAaD. "Mujer back home:' UNDERWOOD, JOHN. "The locoweed of
Ariiona Quarterly, 5:59-69. Spring. the west:' Nature Magazine, 163:221,
191~
,
May. 1949.
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402

w~ .1loaD'r. Eo "PortioDof the

San

AndIat· tift in IOUthernCalifor-

Ilia.'"' Bull~ti"QI'th~ Gf:ologittd$QCit'1

01 A~60:701·aoo.

Apt•• 1949.

WE$H'I'.t .JlAILOLDO. "We. dug .sandIpl*laon the bOrder," The .Dtstrl
--MqGi~ .. 12:11.16, Jul., 1!K9. Indian

Jorealoog the Mexican border,
Wmt!IULt, M'IL'l'ON A. ~D AtLAN It.
PIUWI'$. "Bird recol'Cb from the Navaho tOUhtry.·· The Condor, 51:100-102,
. Mar.-Apr., 1949.
_

MISCELLANEOUS
BUTCH£&, HAaOLD. "New Mexico, land
of end1antmellt. TrtIW1, 92:8·32, Mar..
1949.
tt

HAWS, N. W. "Fishing is lCfiousbustne$i:' Nat14reMagtuine, 163:219·221,-::

May, 1949.

.

HOYT,CONaAD.·"The desertr.layground

of the touthwcst:' Trave, 92:16·3.,
Mar.,l9t9.

RucHrs, R!CUAQ. "Give J.ne s~gth ..,
Arizona. JVildlije.Sportsmon, 10:6. Jun.,
1949. Arizona trout fishing.
LooMIS, C. GUNT. "Indications, of.
miners' mediclne.·· Westem-Pollclore,
8:117, A2f., 1!K9. Expedienciesm earlyday Cahfomia mining areas.
.
M~GAN.

CHUCK~

catchaJJ:Out~"

"Anybody

wanna

Arizona Wildliff:·Sports.
man, 10:9. May, 1949. Summer trout
fishing, Arizona.
..

,

-

.
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THE EDITOR"S CORNER.

t'

ever talks' sbop. For, 'himeverythjng
that coUDlSas a/human~perience
E D ITO R •S CORNER is equally impOrtant: ,,~houts of
, 'creative work With thepetssionofa
continuet!- from page ,88 .
perfectionist;. his dasses;hishobb\es
-fishing. growing Zinnias and roses
in hisgarden;aild~just now helping
a book, Autqb{ography of Earth.. by bpildhis new ~tudio' wlUchcOJilJohn H,;Bradley (Howard McCann, mands it fineview of the city oEAl1935), with charcoal drawings; he has buquerque and the Rio Grande
also worked in the graphic arts and valley.
in .m~ls. Of the latter there are
The four pictures reproduced in
examples in the post offices of Good- half-tone as illustrations of Goff's
land, Kan." and Deming, N. M., the critique have received recognition:
theater lo,unge of the Colorado "New Mexico Landscape" won a
,Springs Fine Arts Cen~er, and the, $500 prize, at the Corcoran Gallery
Coronado Library· of UNM., The of Art, Washington. inI935;tJBeneexecution of the four, murals that lisa Tafoya" was awarded first Jury
decorate the main hall of the Co» " Prize of $1.000 at an exhibition of
nado Library, 1988-39, begin his as- Contemporary AmericaJl Art, New
sociation with UNM, first as Artist York \\Todd's Fair, 1940; "Portrait
in Residence on .,a two-year grant of a Child" received the' Grand
from the eamegieCorporation, and Award at the New Mexico State
from 1942 to the present, as a pro- Fair, '1945; and "The Spring" was
fessor in the College' of Fine Arts. one of the Paintings ofthe~Year at .
In the interval he served two years the J Pepsieola Annual Exhi~ition,
as Head of the Art Department at New York, 1946.
the Sandia School for Girls.
, Adams' critic, LLoYD L6zES GoFF"
All the dralrings illustrating this is one of our best known young
issue have been done expressly for ' painters and art teachers~ Bom in
it by Mr. Adams. The originals will Dallas, Tex." of French,and Spanish
be 'exhibited this 'fall by the Plaza ' Creole descent,lle considers New
Gallery in Albuquerque Old Town Mexico his home. He has done
:under the direction of Jane Wil- murals (Hollis" Okla., Cooper, Tex..
liams. The cover design, reprOOuced and' New York). His work is repreelsewhere in smaller size, is a styli- sented in the Whitney, Metropolization of the figure, of an Indian tan, Dallas, 'Library of! Congress,
Galma de Arte Mexicano, and
woman grinding corn.
Mr. Adams ,has made his mark other collections, and has been pubboth as a freelance artist in several lished'by" Life" Time.. and 'The Stumedia and ~ a teacher~ A man_ of dio. Several books have been, illusintegrity and perseverance, modest trated by Mr. Goff: Amold'sSun in
by nature anc;l by choice, he hardly Your Eyes (1947) and Dickey's New

THE

I

----

\.
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THE EDt TOil'S COil NEil

Me:cico Yil~ Arts (1949) 1«
UNW rre-: Davis' TIN' Girl of
Pkrrets (1!)i8)andJacbon's Got""
Footlights (1949) COl" Holiday HOWIe.
He lives in an old SpaniIh Colooial
lana· howe in tM neishborhood of
Albuquerque and spends parts 0,[
each ,ear in New YoI'kand in Mexico. Yr. Golf has just returned from
Mexico and expmICS a high opinion
of Mexican intellectual a«OOlplish.
Ulents: ""I feel that contemporary
Mexican writers are making reDW'kable p~ quietly and practically
unknown to us; are achievin~greater
heights than ours. just as Mexican
painters outdistance OUIS."

w ARTICLES. "SomeSouthwestern Naturalists." ROIl Calvin
writes to the Editor. Ugrew out of no
small amount of botanical study and
hundreds of field trips. • • • Deeper
in me, and older. than the love of
books is the love of nature." Love
of books and of the 'humanities took
young Rosa Calvin. a native of Chrisman, Ill., into an academic and ec·
clesiastical career: A.B. (1911) De
Pauw University. where he was both
a Latinist and track athlete; A.M.
(19IS) and Ph.D. (1916) Harvard
University. specializing in English
philology; teacher of English at Syra.
cuse University and the Carnegie 11'1stituteof Te~nology; student at
General Theological Seminary; an
ordained minister of the Episcopal
Church; curate of Trinity Parish.
New York City; rector of St. Peter's
Memorial Church. Geneva, N. Y. He
came to New Mexic::;o as a health
seeker in 1927 and has remained
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here ever since. first as Rector' of tM
Chmch of tM Good Shepherd. Silvtr
City (1921-ft),and lately u R.ectpr
of St. James' Church. C1ovb, since

1941.
Mr. Calvin's pattern of activities
is in the best tradition of his prolesdon: devotion to his ministry;
learning: and 'COO1D1union with Diture. His range of intellectual interest is wide.· He has contributed to
religiOUJ. musical, historical, and
literary publications. and is the
authol'o£ Sky Determines" 19M (znd
eeL with illustrations by Peter Hurd,
19f8: see Lyle Saunders' review in
the Summer.' 1949. issue of· our
Quarterly); River 01 the Sun" 19f~.
and The People of New Mexico,
1947·

\V. P. ALBRECHT" Ph.D. Chicago.
1943. author of "Time /u Unity in

Thomas Wolfe." was bom at Wile
kinsburg, Pac After receiving his B.s.
from Carnegie Institute of Technology, he worked for three years as
publicity writer for the Westinghouse Electric Corporation and then
decided on an academic career. He
has taught English at Carnegie Tech.
University of Chicago, University of
Pittsburgh, and Bucknell University.
After his discharge, from service in
the Navy (194S-46) with the' rank
of lieutenant, he came to Um!
where he is Associate Professor ,in
the English DepartmenL He has
contributed criticism on Hazlitt,
Shelley. Aiken, and Wolfe 'to various
publications.
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on farms ineutemColorado and

rmall towns in Oklahoma and Kan-

THOKAS BL:!:DSOEj anativcof Abilene, Tex.;spent\three yean of hiS
childhood in GUatemala and there
began to learn Spanish and to'bow
the Latin Americans. He later .lived
.in Mexico. During the home relief
period of WPAhe was case wor\er
for the -entire Mexican-~erican
group in Abilene. In 19P-S7he was
Santa Fe as llewriteEditor. Federal Writers' Project of New"Mexic:o,
a position he resigned to.8O 'to "New
York to write and lecture. Mr. Bled.
soe has contributed articles -and Ieviews to Modern. Ltlnguage Notes,

sas until she went to southern CaliCornia in 1919. She hu been there
ever since with brief periods in New
Yorki New Mexico, CoIta Rica, and
Europe. She is at. present visiting
Italy. Mia Babb has taught country
school, worked on small town DCWIpapen and a farm ~gazine; later,
'While writing her first stories, she
was a clothes, advertising. and artisti model. She lived Cor. several
months in the California fields with
the migratory workers getting material Cor a novel; and was an editor Phylon,South'West Review;and New
of The Clipper, a literary magazine Mexico Sentinel, and has translated
published in Los Angeles, 1940041. into English the preface and critical
Miss Babb's stories, articles, and notes of C~Iro siglosde Zileralura
poetry have appeared in magazines mexicana, a standanl .anthology
in this. country and in England. edited by Ermilo Abreu GOmez,
Three anthologies have included her Mexico, D. F. (1946).
stories: Cross Section, 1945 and
"'R.elief'"isthe first piece of fiction
1946: and United States Stories, published. by Mr. Bledsoe. It is part
1949. Most of Miss Babb'~ stories, ",of an unpUblished novel,· The. Rain
like Woman on a Balcony, are based to Fall: a 1.egend olOur Time. We
on real incidents yet have~a dimen- believe that.the author has succeeded
sion of inner poetry.
in treating the problem.,of distrimi"The Great Dream of Papa Rag- " nation with artistic ~ecorum and
etti" is the first story of CoNSTANCE sensitivity.
RI~ to be a~cepted by a magaPOET SIGNA-TUR.E,
zine. In the interval between our ac- .
ceptante-and publication in this is- I I.··Co~and of phrase, eye exact..
sue, she has pUblished another story . ness, and the flash of inner vision
in Helios. Mrs. Richards" was born are sUfficiently arresting in any poet
in New Jersey, ,moved to California long established a.nd widely -reprewhen she was very young, was edu:" sented. In one like Miles· White,
•cated at the Convent of the Holy" about whom we have heard '~'little,
- I Names in San Francisco, lives. at
we get the .feeling of theastronomet
present in Emeryville, Calif., and is making out the faint trembling ~tO
interested in contemporary litera- existence of a .new star." Thus writes
tUre, particularly that of William E~win Honig introducing-Mna
Faulkner and Jessamyn West.
WHItt to our readers. We know only

in
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of Miles White that he was born ating from Chico State COllege and
twenty-$eVen years ago in Hastings, has been there ever since. He uses
Neb., that he lives on a farm near his spare time in writing popular
Leavenworth, Kan:, and that-quot- song lyrics, parodies,musicomedy
ing him;.....as a matter 9f accuracy· dialogue, light prose and verse, pubrather than' interest • • • previously lished under pen nam_es. He has conbetween slight university attendance tributed serious fiction and poetry
(K. U. and O. U.) worked for three tQ Northern Review and Contempoyears at news reporting in Kansas rary Poetry. "Terminus" is his fitst
(4ty:'
contribution to NMQR.
We do know, however, that he is
M~ON H. BROOMELL, born in
a good poet and are.pleased to recog- Boston, has been teaching history
nize his literary stature. He first sub- and social $dences since 1947 at Fon
mitted poetry to us in March of Lewis A. 8: M College•. Colorado.
this year. A decision to feature him Nl;lmerous poems of his have apas our second selection for "Poet peared in Poetry, Harper'S, New
Signature" was made shordy after· Yorker, Saturday Review of Litera·
wards. He has publi,shed only one ture, and in anthologies. He is the
other poem, a brief one, "Precipice," author of two books of poetry. The
in the May, 1949. issue of Poetry. Time by Dialing, 1947, and The
Last June Mr. White reported that City Built on Sand, 1948. Mr.
some other work of his has been ac- . BroomeU has been afreq~ent contributor to NMQR. Classiqally mindcepted by Sewanee Review_
ed. he writes us: "1. still think it is
NMQR POETRY SE- too bad that Latin has been dropped
LECTIONS. As announced in from most curriculums."
our Summer issue, we expect to carCoNRAD PENDLETON, born in Kickry under the above caption this new inghoI$C Flat. the center of the Blue
section of poetry by various authors Mountain cow country of eastern
in as many issues as possible.
Oregon. now a graduate student of
JOHN DILLON HUSBAND, born in English at the University of IoWa,
River Forest. Ill.• in 1909, teaches has published more than forty poems
creative writing and modem litera- since 1938 in Poetry, New Republic,
ture at Tulane University. He has Prairie· Schooner, University of Kanpublished poetry in Yale Review, sas City Review, Southwest Review,
Harper's, New York Times, Spirit, Voices, Wings, Experiment, KaleidoVoices, A.ntioch Review, and NM graph and other magazines. The sonQR. "As Frost From Stone" is pan net "Trap" is the introduction to
of an elegiac series.
a narrative. This is the first time he
BERNARD A. IDE, born in Oakcontributes to NMQR.
land. Calif., came to southern CaliHOWARD GRIFFIN, born in New
fornia in 1941 to work at the Lock- York, served in the Signal Corps
heed Aircraft Company after gradu- during the war at New Guinea, Ley-

W
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te and Japanw He has published
articles in New Quartuly of Poetry
and J'oices, revjrNS in Saturday Review of Lituature, short stories in
Prairie Schooner, Story and Approach, and poetry in Sewanee Review and .others. He' is co-editorof
the current issue of J'oites. Part of
his war diary has bCen published in
Perspective. He is author of a boOk
of poems, Cry Cadence, Farrar,
Straus and Co., 1947. Mr. Grlffinhas
appeared ,before in NMQR.

WBOOKS AND COMMEN T. IsAAc J. Cox, 'bom in
West Creek, N. J., Ph.D. Pennsylvania, 1904, Professor EmerituS of
History, Northwestern University, is
the author of several books and
monographs on Latin America. He
is at present working on an edition
of the letters of Charles Williamson
for the Newberry Library. Mr.-Cox
has done editorial work on the New
Internatio~al Enc;tlopedia and contributed to the Americana and Britannica, the Dictionary Of American
Biography, and A~erican Historical
Review. He is a recognized authority
on early relations between the
United States and Spain and France.
T. M. PEARCE, born in Covington,
Ky., Ph.D. Pittsburgh, 1930, ass0ciated with UNM since 1927, has
been -Head of the Department of
English since 1940. He was founder
,. and first editor of NMQR,1931-39.
- He has contributed articles to
Southwest Review, Western FolIc-lore, Modern Language Quarterly,
and American Literature, and is
author or editor of seven books:

America in the Southwest, 1933Lane Of the Llano, 1936fCartoon
Guide of New Mexico, 1939; The
Beloved House, 1940; Democracy
in Progress, 1943;Southwesternu$.
lVrite, 1947; Southwest Heritage
(with Major and Smith), 1988, 2nd
rev. ed.,· 1948. Commenting on his
review, he writes t~ the Editor: "1
think no nation can lever neglect the .
vast imaginative resources in foIk'~
life and folk thought attdootttribute
distinctively< to~orld cult:Ure.The
Elizabethans didn't, nor should we."
CHAJU.ES Au.EN, born in Indianapolis,.Ph.D. Iowa, 1939, was Editor
of Arizona Quarterly, 1946-47, ActingEditor of NMQR, 1947-48. and
Guest Editor of Southwest Review,
Winter, 1949. From 1947 to 1949 he
was a5$0ciated withUNM~ first as
Editor of the UNM Press and then
as Editor of Publications. In July
of. this year he accepted the position
of Editor of the Stanford University
Press. He has made more than a,
score of contributions to magazines
and is co-author with Hoffman and
Ulrich of .The Little Magazine,
Princeton University Press~ 1946
(2nd ed., - 1947), considered the
standard study on the subject.
"DOROTHEA C. LEIGHTON, ·bom in
Lunenburg. _Mass., A.B.- Bryn Mawr. 1930, M.D. Johns Hopkins, 1936, became interested .in the Na~o dur- ing a Social Science Research Coun~
cil Fellowship, 1939"40. Later she
took part in the U. S. Indian OfficeUniversity of Chicago Indian Education Research Project, 1942-45,
testing Navaho and Zuni children.
arid held'a Guggenheim Fello~p,
(,
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1946-47. She is c:o-author of three VERSI TIES IN INTERimportant books on the Navaho: NATIONAL UNDER.·
The Navaho Door, with her hus- S T A ND I N G.'· Last June a
band, A. H. 'Leig~lton, 1944; The hundred educators' met in Estes
Navaho, 1946, and Children of The Park, Colo., to consider the implica- '
People, 1948, with Clyde Kluckholm tions of Point Four of President
~ published by the Harvard UniTruman's inaugural address: In-'
creasing
world trade and elevating
versity PreSs"
HALDEEN BiW>Dv,bom in Fairlie, world living standards by sending
t~1 Ph.D. New York, 1984. a pro- technical assistance pnd private
, feSsor of English at Texas Western capital from the developed areas of
College, El Paso, did research work the world to those 'Yet undeveloped.
in England and France through a The Editor asked Professor Burris.
grant of the American Council of a member of the Editorial CommitLearned Societies in 1937. and was tee of the Conference, to write- {Qr
Review Editor of Journal ofA.meri- . our Quarterly the following brief ,
can FolJdore, 1945. He has published commentary:
articles on Chaucer, language and
The first 'three points of the
folklore in many learned periodicals, President's program dealt with· c0and poetry in Sewanee Review, New operation with the United Nations.
York Herald Tribune and L,nc. He economic self-help and mutual aid
h;ts just completed a critical biogra- through ECA and similar organizaphyof Edgar,Allan Poe. The present tions. and collective security tbJough
review of two significant studies on the Atlantic Pact. Point Four, sub, Poe is a centennial tribute. Poe died stantivelyan economic .measure.
October 7, 1849.
contains impJi~tions which call for .
We are making an innovation in a re-examination of the foundations
the editorial section:' contributed of American education. Forced into
··shons'· on cultural developments a leadership we had not sought, we
r
in the region by persons immedi- are finding that our education preately connected with them. QUINCY pares few students for a new tesponGUY BURRIS, Ph.D. Illinois, 1930, is sibility toward Ithe world.
_'
Head of the Department of English
In tenns. therefore. of internationat New Mexico Highlands Univer- al understanding. what are the funcsity.ln 1946-47 he was consultant to tions of colleges and universities,
the Iilter-American Educational and bow can the values represented.
Foundation in Bolivia, Mr. Burris by such institutions be translated
bas published 'articles, fiction and into practical JeSuits? (I) To recogpoetry in various magazines.
niz~ the fact that, in a tightly bound
world, the welfare of every commu..
~ CONFERENCE ON nity is closely related to the improve"THE ROLE OF THE ment of world conditions. (2) To
COL LEG E SAN DUN I- seek and disseminate truth in a
I
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Spirit transcendent'of local. andJem- intergovernmental and "olun~or
pora! limitations and ideologies. (8) ganizations and to educational· cenTo take leadership in general edu- ters. It was further ·recommended
cation, specialized training and re- that an intem~tionalorganization
search toward. these ends. (4) To to- . of universities/as proposed .,.tUtordinate these efforts. (5) The recht in 1948. should-be formed.
reasonable approach to truth, freeSpollS()red by the Edward. W.
dom of mquiry, respect for all per- Hazen Foundation and ~e qarnegie
sons and faiths, and progress toward. Foundation for International Peace.
universal access to education, all 'organized by Howard Lee Nostrand
ideals of a good society deriv~ bom and Ben M. Chenington. this' conhigher learning. point toward. c0- ference approached a-great responoperation - among' centers of such slb~ty without excess verbiage. and
learning in all lands.
with an attitude of tough.minded
This is to say, dearly. that our re- realism. inform~d by the ideal~f insponsibility does not end with mere- ternational un~e"tanding. Though
ly knowing about the larger society it may take time. itsimpaetonthe·
of which we are a part; it goes be- character of American'education
yond· this to an obligation to help oughf to have mnsiderablefol'(C in
dispelling CulturaI r insularity and
shape that society.
Gtiidedby theSe principles. the broadening' our, entire horlzon.members .of the coriference.·.in ten Q. G.B.
reports, made recommendations covering curricula anft counselling -for ~ NEW ME-XICO AI..,
intemational understanding, extra.~ L I A.N C E F OR THE
cunicular activities. community par- ART S. Last Summer a nonprofitticipation. adult education. _gradu- i malting organization under ,this tide
ate study. and the training of spe- was founded in Santa Fe. Its purpose
cialized personnel destined for work is to establish a body of lay .and proabroad. Nor' was this merely wistful fessional men and -women who-will
wishing: To meet the demand for ro-operate in the development of
co-ordination of effort, now overlap- the ~tingart collections, museum
ping and disorganized. they. made educational services, culturaI' proprovision for a national co-ordinat- grams in music, theater and ~e
ing. committee, to be appointed by . other arts. exhibitions. fadlities for
the American Council on Education; marketing, children"satt classes. refor the academic field. each center of search; and the gathering of,Comprelearning will be urged to set up. a hensive horary material. To give an
committee to channel the findings idea of-what art means in NewMexof the natioQal colnmittee. Another ico. let it beenottghto say that in
function of the national committee the Thirty-8ixth Annual Fiesta -Exwill be -to open. organize. and fur- hibition of Painters and ~ptors of
nish information to governmental. New 1t'lexico held in the Mreum of
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New Mexico at Santa Fe from Aug- present Laboratory of Anthropology
ust 14 to September 15 of this year, on an elevation commanding a magnificent view of the sllnOunding
269 artists were represented.
mountains.
The Alliance has already sponMiss Bartlett has spent a lifetime
sored several events. Robert Beverly
Hale, of the Metropolitan Museum gathering her collections, which
of Art, was presented at an open represent thirty-seven different counmeeting in the S1. Francis Audito- tries and inelude fine examples of
rium, Santa Fe; Quaintance Eaton, furniture, ceramics. pri)llitive paintEditor of Musical America, spoke at . ings, wood carvings, textiles, ema tea given at La Fonda; The Cor- broideries, costumes,. jewelry. metal
elli Players gave two performances work-in .short. almOst everything
of Antigone and the Tyrant; a pro- that may illustrate the life of peasgram of entertainment and craft ants throughout the world.
demonstrations was organized in the
The new. Museum will "accept
patio of tile Art Museum; and, fi- donations from other collectors. Mrs.
nally. from September 18 to October Dwight Heard. a sister of Miss Bart15 the first state-wide crafts show is lett. who gave Phoenix the Heard
being held in Santa Fe with fine Museum. has already made a condisplays of a score of handicrafts. in- tribution. Plans are contemplated
cluding the work of several In- for the building on the Museum
dian tribes and Spanish-American . grounds of small houses typical of
the various countries. together with
individuals.
The Alliance deserves support. studios for the practice of the popuMembership dues are $1.00 per year. lar arts.
A significant figure in the civic
Donations are also accepted. Address Wolcott L Russel. Treasurer. and cultural life of ChiCilgo, Miss
Bartlett gave a large collection of old
426 Delgado. Santa Fe.
Swedish paintings to .the Art. InstiTHE INTERNA- tute,where for fourteen years she
TIONAL FOLK ART has sponsored a course of free lecMUS E U M. . This Museum. tures "Adventures in the Arts." Miss
which will be unique in this coun- Bartlett often gives illustrated pubtry and in the world. is about to be lic lectures. usually dealing with her
organized in Santa Fe. thanks to the travels. Part of her art collections
munificence of Florence Dibell Bart- have been exhibited in numerous
lett. of Chicago. who is donating her museums.
folk art collections and providing
The NMQR congratulates Miss
through the sale of EI Mirador, her Bartlett on her generous action. Now
famous ranch at Alcalde. N. M.• that mechanization is pushing aside
funds for the erection of buildings hand crafts, it is fitting to have here
and their maintenance. The new in New Mexico. where hand crafts
Museum will be located near the still persist. an insdtution entrusted
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N EC R OL 0
Y. Alice
Co)'bin Henderson, poet. ~daiti(:.
died on July 18 ~at her raneJ1home,
~ FABIAN GARCIA in Tesuque. N. M. The NMQR
M E M 0 R I A L Born in Chi- dedicated' to her a 48-page "Apprehuahua, Mexico, in 1871, Fabian ciation" in its Spring, 1949, issue.
Garda was brought to. New Mexico . withc.ontributions by Witter Byn~
when he was two yem .old. He was ner, Oliver La Farge, George Dillon,
educated at the New Mexico Agri- John, Gould Fletcher. Carl Sand';
cultural College at Las Croces, where burg~ Padraic Colum, Haniel Long,
later he taught horticulture and did Ruth Laughlin, and Spud Johnson.
extensive research as director of the Three of AliceCor~in'sunpublished
New Mexico Experimental S~tion poems. '"Lines." "Tesuque Garden,"
for over half a century until his and "Edgar," were also included.
death in 1948. His contributions to We have been told that since publithe improvement of agriculture in cation, ,when she was already quite
our region were so important (grano ill, Mrs.. Henderson would frequentonion, number 9 chile, etc.) that he ly take the maguine in her hands '
was called "The Father of Agricul- and express satisfaction at the 'nice
ture in the State of New Mexico." things said there about her. The
In .character and accomplishment "Appreciation" was conceived by the
Fabian Garda was one of the finest editors Bynner and La Farge. as a
rep~ntatives .of the Spanishsurprise, and ~e did not know anyAmerican group' in this country. His' thing about it until it was printed.
scientific investigations aroused the
CENTENNI'AL EDIattention -of students and specialists •
in the nation and the world at large. T ION. To celebrate its hundredth
As a man he was liked and respected .I year of publication me Santa Fe
lVevJ Mexican, "oldest newspaper in
by everybody.
On OCtober IS, the first unit of- the West," issued on August 24a
the Fabian Garda Memorial Donni- special Cente.nnial Edition of 144
tory will be dedicated at the New pages. Twenty-four' large opening
Mexico A Be M campus. 1;'he new pages comprised general features
structures, when completed, will and news and the remaining eight
cost $400,000 and will furnish ac- magazine sections, profuSely illuscommodations for 150 boys. Fabian trated, were devoted to cultural and
Garda left.a11 his estate of $85,000 historical topics. Wisely, no attempt
.for the start of the project, with the was made to tell systematically the
request that help be given to wortIiy story of' Santa Fe's progress in the
and needy boys. Fabian Garda last one hundred years, but rather
honored New Mexico with his Emit- to sele~t a few high points for treatfullife, and knew also how to honor ment by the staff of the NevJ MexiNew Mexico after his death.
can and by more than a SCOfe of
with their preservation and intelligent development. .
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,,:orth preserving. No phase was
overlooked: business and finance.
education. development of natural
resources. literature. art. folklore;
tourist attractions, scenic· and cuI· .
tura!. It took seven months of ~
search and' writing to get oUt this
issue covering. as the PrQSpeetus
promised, lithe turbulent .history of
the Southwest from Santa Fe Trail
days to the fabulous Los Alamos."
William McNulty. who superVised
the edition, and his associates of the
Saf)ta Fe New Mexican are entitled
to recognition of their fine jourital.
istic effort.

prominent authors who were asked
to contribute on spedal topics.
Most of the text was given. natu·
rally. to Santa Fe, but many aspects
of life in the state were also covered.
Taos and Los. Alamos received par.
ticularattention. As an example of
nineteenth century frontier journal·
ism. a photostatic reproduction was
made of the tint four·page. edition
published on November 14. 1849.
(The date of the Centennial Edition
was advanced three months to make
it fall in the Fiesta Season.)
The contents of this Centennial·
Fiesta Edition are a valuable record.

~/..~ ~/~'lu"'~#l.J,i#l.r/ is.a ~g:azine devoted

to ~e
stJmulauon and encouragement
of student writing at the University of New Mexico and'aims toward
awakening an appreciation of what is being done on the UNM campU$
by the outstanding student writers. The magazine is, therefore: of interest to all those who want to see the work of young writers of the. Southwest.
Now in its fifth year of publication, THE THUNDERBIRD is
issued four times a year by the Associated Students of the University,
and carries the best md most representative student literary production.
The September, 1949, issue features from the annual UNM spring
writing contests-two

\In" \In,.","&" V,,.

FIRST-PRIZE WINNING MANUSCRIPTS
POEM cep()RTRAIT' by Jene Lyon
SHORT STORY «cASUALTY" by Frances Reno.
In addition to poetry, fiction, and non-fictional prose, The TIn.,ultT- .
bird regularly features reviews of new books and records.
.~:

$1.00

PD

THE THUNDERBIRD,
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THE
PACIFIC
SPECTATOR"·
Quarterly Journal o[Interpretation
A U.ifJIU Valtwe
. The Pacific Spectll.tOr is the first "CJuality" ~ to be
published on the West Coast. Every usue of this stimulating

quarterly, now comple~ its third~. has been filledwith "
im~t and engrossing ideas, ski11fully ~ted" ~ dis~ed writers-and dolan. Nor is the J!ght touch neglected. The articl~ both aitiw and aeative, cOver • reomarbbly wide range of topia and are lively, informative,
andtimdy.
".
"

An Yo. Mud.g II &1'

_

JOIe~ Henry Jadson. li~ editor of the San Fr~
Clironlcle, says: "The Pacific Spectator, during its three
~ of existence, has hit an extraordinarily higlllevel of
quaIityin its articles·' ijulyl4- 1~9). '«You'd better have.
lOok. You'll have a pleasant surpnse. coming, I believe. And
of course if you tina ~u've come on to something goodas you will have-well, there's nothing to prevent your tending. in ~ annual su~"·ption': aan~til~~~9)~ "The
.pnng ualle • • .... will De a neli and sa
feast for
the reader" (April, IM8). It is "improving with each issue"
aune 18, 194:7). ~''PM" Pccific sJ!ectator .. • .. .. gets oft to •
start many a ~e could wiih to have. And I think it is
in order to .~t here that the vigorous support of intelligent readers is mdicated" ijanuary 15. 194:7).

,"

SUBSCRIBB NOWI
'J-jt:) per ,ear; single cof1'1, Ix.oo
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